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Abstract 
 

Development aid work is dependent on funding, and the funding model is changing. 

Private philanthropic funding from the world's developed economies to countries of developing 

economies is USD $59 billion. This figure represents significant and rising investment by private 

citizens in development aid. The purpose of this dissertation is to provide contextual 

understanding of the perceived nature, reach, and influence of philanthropic private aid 

engagement as it is experienced by those who are most impacted – the recipients.  

Using the exploratory case study method this study examines the nature of privately 

funded aid and scrutinizes the role of private funding. Privately funded development aid players 

in Moshi and the Kilimanjaro Region of Tanzania are found to be characterized by a high 

concentration of diverse, mainly small to medium-sized organizations and projects. Tourism has 

an enormous impact on the presence and activities of privately funded aid projects. Findings 

suggest that a weakness of the privately funded sector is isolation of learning and a lack of 

mechanisms to transfer knowledge to others. The strengths of privately funded organizations and 

projects are close relationships with the target community, and flexibility and responsiveness to 

changes in the system. Drawing from on-site observation and interviews with donors, 

implementers and end-use recipients, these research findings provide insight into: how recipients 

are included in project decision-making; unintended consequences of private aid and notably the 

collective consequence of private actors adding to aid dependency; the use of standardized 

management tools such as logframes, theory of change, and guiding principles. Drawing from the 

experience and wisdom of the recipient these findings offer insight into the means by which 

initiatives meaningfully engage recipient communities and encourage critical reflection on the 

process of design and management of development projects in privately funded development aid. 
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Interviewee Quotation, March 2014 

Now to aid someone, that is not easy because you cannot possibly feel what that 

poor, blind or hungry person is feeling. It is not you. You don’t feel the pinch or the 

hurting or the fear that person is feeling. In Swahili we have a saying, “If I have a full 

stomach I cannot know what your hunger feels like.” So if you are sitting in your splash 

[fancy] house, or drinking wine in a fancy European hotel, perhaps you have reached past 

due date and have money, successful children, everything that money can buy – rest 

assured that there are people that need your help and who you could help so much at the 

end of your life. But then follow through with it. Don’t just give money and then sit back 

to think you have done a good thing. If you give money, then you must also look and 

check that this money has actually done something for the people you intend to help. 

Because they really need it (Anonymous Tanzanian informant).  
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Chapter 1 – Introduction 
 

Since the unveiling of the Millennium Development Goals (UNDP, 2000), and more 

recently the Sustainable Development Goals (United Nations, 2015), there has been an intensified 

focus on development efforts to reduce global poverty. Until recently private funding was a 

relatively small contributor to development efforts, but in the past decade private aid and 

philanthropy have become a growing source of funding (Marten & Witte, 2008). Between 2012 

and 2013 private philanthropic funding from the world's developed economies to countries of 

developing economies rose from USD $56 billion to $59 billion (Center for Global Prosperity, 

2013, p. 12). These figures include charitable funding from foundations, corporations, and 

religious organizations and are estimates based on national charitable reporting requirements. 

While still less than half of the $138 billion invested in aid by governments (Center for Global 

Prosperity, 2013, p. 6) this figure represents significant and rising investment through private 

initiatives in development aid. Within this global socioeconomic backdrop, philanthropy is 

experiencing a paradigm shift in the nature and reach of attempts to promote economic growth 

and well-being abroad.  

Harrow wrote: “Heightened expectations of what philanthropy might achieve have arisen 

as growing but unequal global wealth over the past three decades has provided the backdrop for a 

resurgence of philanthropy” (2010, p. 121). Nickel and Eikenberry (2010) and others made the 

case that an “emphasis on global and non governmental responsibility for well-being has resulted 

in an increased emphasis on philanthropy, which transcends national boundaries and citizenship, 

to serve in the role previously dominated by the welfare state and its associated national policies” 

(Nickel & Eikenberry, 2010, p. 269; Villadsen, 2007). Private charitable funders work outside of 

governmental influence and, through the pursuit of profit, acquire significant wealth that is 

subsequently redistributed at their discretion. The possession of enough wealth to impact human 
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well-being on a global scale has been called “philanthropic governing capacity” and this has 

“created space for the emergence of philanthropic governors who make social policy through the 

accumulation and discretionary redistribution of wealth” (Nickel & Eikenberry, 2010, p. 279 

emphasis original). Philanthropists in increasing number possess what Schervish (2007) called 

“Hyperagency… the psychological and material capacity to not just contribute to or support 

causes but to … produce new philanthropic organizations or new directions in existing ones” (p. 

165). Legitimized only through the accumulation of wealth, global philanthropists are able to 

bypass the state as they dictate social policy according to their individual preferences through the 

reallocation of profit (Nickel & Eikenberry, 2010).  

Despite heightened expectations and discourse regarding its potential, understanding the 

nature, reach and influence of global private aid is limited. While there is an effort by a number 

of organizations to capture data about privately funded aid, it is often restricted to US-based 

private foundations (Lundsgaarde, Funk, Kopyra, Richter, & Steinfeldt, 2012). These data are 

therefore incomplete; not only excluding foundations with different national origins but also 

excluding types of private funding other than from private foundations. This observation of 

limited information is consistent with the findings of Lundsgaarde et al.’s (2012) study of private 

foundations in Tanzania: “the Government of Tanzania and its development partners do not seem 

to have a systematic overview of resources provided to the country by non-governmental actors 

more generally” (p.71).  

In the context of limited global data on the scope of private development funding, my aim 

is to better understand the nature of private development aid from the perspective of the recipient. 

I contend that because private funding plays an increasingly significant role in the development 

arena a better understanding of the nature, reach and influence of private development aid will be 

important to donors as they make funding decisions, to implementer practitioners of private aid 
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as they influence development aid efforts, and particularly to the recipients of private aid efforts 

whose lives are presumed to be changed by the influx of private development funding. 

Purpose of Research 

This research explores the role of philanthropy in development aid with a particular 

interest in how funding has been experienced by recipients of private aid projects, and compares 

recipient and donor expectations. In the past, the accepted manner of resource transfers between a 

donor and a recipient was dubbed “unconditional charity with unmeasured results” (Tan, 2012 

web article). A shift from this hands-off charitable approach has occurred with some funders who 

are seeking partnerships with recipients, ideally with information and accountability flowing both 

ways (Center for Global Prosperity, 2012, p. 10). “Grant-makers are looking for market feedback 

that shows results, business-like standards for the administration of grants and assets, and clear 

benchmarks to track progress” (Tan, 2012 web article). Such donors are investing in 

transformative social change with an eye to scale and employing the measurement of outcomes 

and impact (Brest, 2012; Marten & Witte, 2008; Picciotto, 2011). Not everyone agrees that this 

direction is an improvement. Some of those who disagree with this approach warn that it tends to 

drive preconceived notions of development in a “top down” manner (Chapman, 2009; Edwards, 

2011). In addition the time and cost of measuring outcomes is considered by many to outweigh 

benefits (Chapman, 2009; Picciotto, 2011). Others question the “uncritical ideological acceptance 

of a logic of neutrality, and the efficiency and effectiveness of partnerships and philanthropy” 

(Srivastava & Oh, 2010, p. 460). Amidst this controversy, donors might justifiably be confused 

about how best to support the needs of those they are trying to assist with their donations.  

The question of how best to support the needs of those requiring assistance using private 

funds may be influenced by ideology behind funding (e.g., faith-based or issue-based 

philanthropy), philosophy of funding (e.g., business-like philanthropy), origin of funding (e.g.,  
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corporate philanthropy), and idiosyncratic features of the funding (e.g. family-run foundation? 

professionally managed foundation? small grants or large?). These different features of private 

funding and different premises for making the decision to fund, and how, could influence the 

nature of its engagement in development aid. The purpose of this research is to provide 

contextual understanding of the perceived nature, reach, and influence of philanthropic private 

aid engagement as it is experienced by those who are most impacted – the recipients.  

Clarification of Terms  

 Some terms used in this dissertation may evoke a variety of connotations for different 

readers. For this reason, the following terms have been clarified to ensure that their usage is 

understood in the manner intended.  

Organizations and Projects. Throughout this document I will be referring to 

“organizations” and “projects”, and it would be helpful to make a distinction between the two. 

For the purposes of this thesis, projects are the initiatives undertaken to affect change in a 

community. Organizations are the privately funded, or hybrid-funded, organizations that 

implement these projects and/or support them financially. The types of organizations that would 

classify as privately funded are discussed in Chapter 4 and detailed in Table 4.1, p. 62. Some 

organizations are affiliated with numerous projects while others are focused on only a single 

project. For the latter scenario the project is, in effect, also the organization. For this reason I 

often refer to the collective as “organizations and projects.”  

Recipients. I use the term “recipients” to encompass both those that are directly affected 

by private aid (“beneficiaries”) and those that receive and administer development funds on 

behalf of private donors such as Non Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and other 

implementing agents.  
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I avoid use of the term “beneficiaries” since it implies that individuals or communities 

have in some way gained or that benefit has been received. In development aid, it is not valid to 

assume benefit since projects may have generated negative unintended consequences, and it is for 

this reason that I prefer to use the more neutral term “recipients”.  

“Recipients” are those on the receiving end of donor funding, and implicitly this term 

indicates the power differential that lies in the hands of the donor. All those other than donors are 

“recipients”. The general term “recipient” therefore encompasses implementing agents, or 

implementers, as well as end-use recipients of development aid. When it was important to 

distinguish between the two groups of “recipients” implementers and end-use recipients are 

identified separately. There were circumstances where research participants were Tanzanian 

implementers living in the impacted community: is this person an end-use recipient or an 

implementer? Rather than passing judgment on these cases, I simply referred to all implementers 

as such and captured this difference by making note of Tanzanian participants versus foreigners 

and expatriates.  

Research participants. Research participants were not solely Tanzanian citizens. 

Participants that are not Tanzanian and reside outside the country were classified as “foreign”. 

“Expatriates” are those participants that are born outside of the country but have a long-term 

commitment to Tanzania. These expatriates have made this country their home; many have 

married Tanzanians, and their children are Tanzanian.  

Development Aid Flows. Using terminology modified from AidFlows (a nonprofit 

organization created in partnership between OECD, World Bank, and the Asian Development 

Bank), I loosely classify international development aid as flows of funding (AidFlows, 2011) in 

two broad groups: official international development aid and private voluntary international 

development aid. Private voluntary international development aid, the focus of this research, is 
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voluntary and philanthropic aid flowing from a donor to a recipient. I refer to this as privately 

funded aid, private international aid, or simply as private aid. Official development aid is the 

class of aid funding from high-income donor governments to low- and middle- income countries. 

Research Objectives and Questions 

This research investigates the role of private funding as it is perceived and experienced by 

the recipient of private international development aid, and compares recipient and donor 

expectations. Official international development aid has been sharply criticized as ineffective and 

inefficient (Davidson, 1992; Dichter, 2003; Easterly, 2006; Moyo, 2009). Easterly (2006) 

lamented that after “sixty years of countless reform schemes to aid agencies and dozens of 

different plans, and $2.3 trillion later, the aid industry is still failing to reach the beautiful goal (of 

ending poverty)” (Easterly, 2006, p. 11). From a recipients’ perspective, is private aid any better? 

While I do not compare private aid and official aid, I do evaluate private aid in the light of 

criticisms that have been made of official aid. 

While there are claims that private funding can “save the world” (Bishop & Green, 2008), 

this is far from a substantiated claim. There is a plethora of “grey literature” primarily based on 

case studies of privately funded aid written by for-profit or non-profit groups that are often 

funded by the very organizations that are represented as case studies in the reports (Srivastava & 

Oh, 2010). Drawing from literature reviewed, my research will provide a better understanding of 

the experience and impacts of private development aid from the perspective of end-use recipients 

and local implementers of that aid.  

My primary research question is: How is privately funded aid in Tanzania perceived 

and/or experienced by Tanzanian end-use recipients and project implementers? This question and 

a series of related questions below address the gaps in the literature pertaining to the diversity of 

organizations, the way in which participation influences perceptions, the match or mismatch of 
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expectations between donors and recipients, the influence of guiding principles in perceived 

success or failure of projects, and the intended and unintended consequences of privately funded 

aid. This research necessarily has taken me to a country that receives private aid, and I will 

discuss reasons for the selection of Tanzania as a focus of my research in detail later in this 

document. Through the scrutiny of selected private development projects, various sub questions 

maintained the focus of this research:  

1. Does following a theory of change or particular guiding principles make a 

difference to recipients?  

2. Do participants believe they have been included in private philanthropy decision-

making? Do participants believe that inclusion or non-inclusion in decision-

making makes a difference in their perceptions of success or failure of the project? 

3. Is there a gap between what the donor thinks they are doing and what is 

experienced by recipients? Who gains? Who loses?  

What were the intended and unintended consequences of the development work? 

Significance of Study 

This research will be of value to a varied audience, including academics, policy makers, 

nonprofit practitioners, and philanthropists who wish to understand and strengthen the practice of 

philanthropic development aid. A greater understanding of how important private funding 

decisions are experienced by recipients would enable donors to make more informed funding 

decisions. Philanthropic actions are revealed through the voice and perception of recipients of 

that funding; this thesis has the potential to inform practitioners in philanthropy of the strategic 

options available to them based on recipient perceptions and makes an important contribution to 

making this neglected voice heard. 
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A greater understanding of how important private funding decisions are experienced by 

recipients would enable donors to make more informed funding decisions. The target audiences 

of my dissertation findings are donors, prospective donors, implementers of privately funded 

projects, foundation leaders, policy-makers and researchers.  

I seek productive insights into the field of private development aid. It is my intention that 

my research will help inform donors and recipients alike of the potential for development 

opportunities unique to private funding, and to the potential for innovative collaborations with 

private funders.  

Organization of Study 

 This dissertation is organized into eight chapters. 

 Chapter 2 – Literature Review. Chapter two provides an overview of literature relevant 

to this study. I begin by examining definitions of philanthropy and reviewing the complexities of 

the philanthropic system, and place some numbers on philanthropy. Within the context of rising 

global philanthropy and the debate about control and impact, management approaches to 

development aid including theory of change and guiding principles are reviewed. I then consider 

the interdisciplinary approach within the context of previous studies with a focus on 

philanthropy. Participation by recipients and participatory methodologies are reviewed, as is the 

concept of “voice”. I also consider the diversity of donor types, and the inclusion of development 

aid recipients and their participation in the decision-making process of development aid. I 

examine the literature of unintended consequences within the context of philanthropic decision-

making. In closing I remark on the evolving nature of my literature review for this research study.  

Chapter 3 – Methodology. Chapter three describes the case study method for 

exploratory research, including the strengths and disadvantages of this method. I give reasons for 

selecting Tanzania as the case study country, and provide a brief history of Tanzania and the 
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reasons this history has relevance for this study of privately funded development aid. I then 

provide a detailed account of sampling selection and categories developed for the categorization 

of privately funded organizations on the basis of their guiding principles. As well, consideration 

for sampling was given to other attributes of privately funded organizations that represented the 

diversity of these organizations in this exploratory study. I provide a detailed explanation of the 

research process, including data types and the collection of data, and the coding and analysis of 

data. I also consider the rigor and trustworthiness of this study, and provide ethical 

considerations. 

Chapter 4 – Nature, Reach, and Scope of Private Aid Results and Discussion. 

Chapter four presents analysis of data relating to the first major question of this research: How is 

privately funded aid in Tanzania perceived and/or experienced by recipients? A characterization 

of privately funded development aid initiatives as observed in Moshi and the Kilimanjaro Region 

is formulated. In addition, I note and discuss the connection between tourism and philanthropy in 

the region, and discuss the strengths and weaknesses of privately funded aid. 

Chapter 5 – Perception of Success or Failure Results and Discussion. Chapter five is 

organized around the questions: Do participants believe they have been included in private 

philanthropy decision-making? Do participants believe that inclusion or non-inclusion in 

decision-making makes a difference in their perceptions of success or failure of the project? 

Difficulties in measuring relative successes between diverse initiatives are discussed, and an 

alternative term, “thriving”, is submitted instead of “success”. The process of inclusion in 

decision-making is discussed and with it the importance of a focused vision and clarity of 

purpose, dialogue as a part of the inclusion process, and leadership qualities required in order for 

an initiative to thrive.  
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Chapter 6 – Unintended Consequences Results and Discussion. Chapter six is 

organized around the questions: Is there a gap between what the donor thinks they are doing and 

what is experienced by recipients? Who gains? Who loses? What were the intended and 

unintended consequences of the development work? Perspectives of interviewees are analyzed 

within the framework of unintended consequences, with the inclusion of the terms unanticipated 

and anticipated unintended consequences providing greater precision to this analysis. Unintended 

consequences of several single projects are discussed, as are the collective unintended 

consequences of privately funded aid in the region. 

Chapter 7 – Theory of Change and Guiding Principles Results and Discussion. 

Chapter seven is organized around the question: Does following a theory of change or particular 

guiding principles make a difference to recipients? I begin by examining the use of both theory of 

change and guiding principles, followed by discussing the use of guiding principles in a number 

of projects. The significance of guiding principles to the recipient is addressed, particularly in 

situations of rapidly changing contexts.  

Chapter 8 – Conclusions and Recommendations. In Chapter eight, the concluding 

chapter, I explore the implications of the research findings and consider how they can inform 

donor and implementer decision-making practices. I provide an evaluation of my methods and 

limitations of this study, and also highlight outstanding gaps and areas for future inquiry to 

inform evidence-based practice of privately funded development aid initiatives. This document 

concludes with comments on the importance of including, and listening to, the voice of the 

recipient. 
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Chapter 2 – Literature Review 

In this chapter, I review the literature in the following areas: private development aid, 

philanthropy, philanthropic behaviour, development aid, evaluating private development aid, 

philanthropic system, participatory philanthropy, global philanthropy, private foundations, 

nonprofit management, private donors, outcomes based and impact giving, social venture and 

social entrepreneurs, grant-making, and public-private funding.  

Several authors write of a lack of systematic comparative data and literature on the role 

and actions of private foundations and philanthropists in development aid (CGAP, 2012; 

Lundsgaarde et al., 2012; Srivastava & Oh, 2010). Develtere and De Bruyn (2009) advised that 

there are emerging actors that are changing old ways, their international credibility is growing, 

and they estimate it to be “an extremely far-reaching phenomenon which is growing 

continuously” (p.918). Katz (1999) indicates that, particularly for philanthropy “academic 

research is seldom either focused on practical needs or effectively communicated to those who 

have real-world third sector dilemmas” (p.82). 

This review will reflect the rising scope of global philanthropy and the debate in the 

literature about management approaches.  

Philanthropy Defined 

Most dictionaries refer to the Latin and Greek origins of the word “philanthropy” from 

philos (meaning loving) and anthropos (meaning man), creating a word that literally means “love 

of humankind in general”. The simplicity of the original meaning belies the difficulty of finding a 

widely agreed upon contemporary definition of philanthropy. This values-laden word is a 

reflection of the concept of charity, religion, and culture and is often most clearly defined by 

historical context. For example, in his book Giving: Charity and Philanthropy in History, 

Bremner (1996) never actually articulates a clear definition of philanthropy. Bremner begins with 
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examples of charitable attitudes gleaned from classical Greek literature, starting with The 

Odyssey. He proceeds to extract charitable lessons from Jewish, Christian, and Islamic texts, 

including “eight degrees of charity,” which ranks charitable actions in order from the least to 

most meritorious charitable deeds (Bremner, 1996, p. 17). In a final afterword, he states “the 

word philanthropy has been translated in a variety of ways: as a human loving disposition, loving 

kindness, love of mankind, charity, fostering mortal man, championing mankind and helping 

people” (Bremner, 1996, p. 235).  

In a historic analysis of the modern meaning of philanthropy, Sulek (2010) concludes that 

at present no well-thought-out definition exists. Rather than clearly defining the term, he finds 

sufficient commonality in the usage of the term to “synthesize them into an overall framework of 

meaning” (Sulek, 2010, p. 204). He offered that “the classically influenced meaning of 

philanthropy (emphasis original)… became almost entirely eclipsed by popular usage: either to 

describe a sociopolitical movement, or to describe donating money to charitable organizations 

that embodied that movement” (Sulek, 2010, p. 198). Reflecting on the modifications of 

definitions of philanthropy, Srivastava (2010) notes the change in “emphasis on donating money 

through organized structures rather than performing benevolent acts of virtue as in the classical 

notion” (p. 462). Sulek (2010) also notes this change: “Although donating money to charity is an 

aspect of philanthropy recognized in both common and academic usage, the predominance of this 

particular aspect of its meaning is considered to be a more recent development in common 

parlance” (p. 203).  

This is reflected in the definitions found in contemporary dictionaries. The Merriam-

Webster online dictionary (n.d.) defines philanthropy as “the practice of giving money and time 

to help make life better for other people”. This definition clearly includes the generosity of time, 

or volunteerism, and yet in contrast, the Oxford online dictionary defines philanthropy as “the 
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desire to promote the welfare of others, expressed especially by the generous donation of money 

to good causes”. Generosity of one’s time has been excluded from this modern definition of 

philanthropy.  

A literature review of the mechanisms driving charitable giving note that there are many 

motivations for giving include both altruism and self-interest (Bekkers & Wiepking, 2011). 

While the focus of this research is more on giving than on volunteerism, volunteering does 

emerge from the data as a focus of interest. For this reason, the definition of philanthropy offered 

by Salamon (1992) as “the private giving of time or valuables (money, security, property) for 

public purposes” (p. 10), with the obvious inclusion of volunteering, is adopted for the purpose of 

this dissertation.  

Philanthropic System 

A background paper of a global conference “The Bellagio Initiative: The Future of 

Philanthropy and Development in the Pursuit of Human Wellbeing” (The Resource Alliance, 

2011) provided an overview of what it calls the global “philanthropic eco-system” (The Resource 

Alliance, 2011 abstract). This paper presents a bewildering array of players that has evolved in 

the past ten years. The overview succeeds in its aim “to raise questions and provide a basis for 

discussion” (The Resource Alliance, 2011, p. 5). With more questions raised than answered, the 

paper confirmed Frumkin’s (2006) account of philanthropy as a “complex and sprawling 

concept”  (p. 11). This account is in accordance with Harrow’s (2010) review of philanthropy 

where she notes, “Philanthropy is clearly a clustered concept capable of being multiply defined 

by multiple stakeholders, so that parallel understandings of its nature and purpose coexist in 

research” (p.123).  

My research seeks to understand, on-site and at the receiving end, the nature of the 

philanthropic aid system in all its complexity and messiness. Given that the term “philanthropy” 
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is broadly used, for this study, I defer to the methodology of identifying philanthropic financial 

flow as articulated in a report by The Resource Alliance (The Resource Alliance, 2011, p. 10). As 

they indicate, firm lines about what is and is not included are difficult to delineate; instead they 

present a discussion about the boundaries of the system. Similar to that report, my research 

includes projects and organizations that reflect a private influx of philanthropic funding, such as 

grants from foundations, corporate charitable giving, and individuals; foreign direct investments 

and remittances are not included. Projects and organizations included in this study are discussed 

in detail in future chapters of this dissertation. 

Philanthropy in Numbers 

Despite media attention given to large donations, philanthropic giving is as much an 

activity taken up by everyday people around the world as it is of the rich and famous. Statistics 

Canada indicates that 94% of all Canadians over 15 years of age gave material goods, food, or a 

financial contribution in 2010 (Turcotte, 2012, p. 36), and of the $10.6 billion donated to charity 

that year, 11% was in support of international organizations (Turcotte, 2012, p. 32). These data 

exclude natural disaster relief where 20% of Canadians aged 15 and over donated to assist 

victims of natural disasters. In Canada “top donors,” or those who belong to the quartile of 

donors who gave the largest amount in annual donations, gave at least $358 (Turcotte, 2012, p. 

35). This very small “top donor” number indicates that these billions of charitable dollars are not 

exclusively contributions made by wealthy Canadians; indeed, almost all Canadians committed a 

charitable act of some kind in this year. In the 2011 Focus Canada survey 46% of all Canadians 

indicate that they have provided financial assistance to causes and organizations addressing 

problems in other countries (The Environics Institute, 2011, p. 34). 

In the United States the numbers paint a similar picture:  
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According to the Giving USA Annual Report on Philanthropy, in the year 2000 more than 

$200 billion was given to the not-for-profit sector, and of that … only 5 percent came 

from corporations, 7 percent came from foundations. Eighty-eight percent came from 

individuals. So the bulk of the giving and generosity comes from individuals, and of those 

people who give 88 percent of the money, 75 percent of them made less than $150,000 a 

year. (Twist, 2003, p. 159)  

Antipoverty activist Michael Edwards (2010) indicates that over 73 per cent of America’s 1.4 

million registered nonprofits are small sized with annual budgets of less than US$ 500,000. “The 

real work of civil society” he argues, takes place down here where the majority of America’s 84 

million volunteers are active” (Edwards, 2010, p. 25). 

In the same vein, global giving by individuals is on the rise as reported in the CAF World 

Giving Index (“CAF World Giving Index 2015,” 2015, p. 3), with an increase in numbers of 

people as well as levels of donations across all world economy types.  

Global Philanthropy 

Harrow (2010) makes the distinction between the terms “global philanthropy” and the 

“globalization of philanthropy”: “global philanthropy in the sense of cross-border giving and the 

globalization of philanthropy – that is the process of spreading philanthropic institutions and 

practices globally” (p. 129). While the two terms are distinguishable, they are related in that the 

globalization of philanthropy necessarily accompanies, or is a condition for, the growth of global 

(cross-border) philanthropy (Leat, 2007). Since borders are crossed in providing development aid 

support, privately funded development aid is in fact a form of global philanthropy.  

According to Desai and Kharas (2008) the cornerstone of domestic and global charitable 

giving was placed by American Andrew Carnegie. Carnegie introduced a systematic method of 

giving that he called “scientific philanthropy”, which entailed “investigating the causes of 
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po”verty and influencing the morals of the poor by personal involvement” (Desai & Kharas, 

2008, p. 156). A limited proportion of his endowment was devoted to activities beyond the 

United States; his Carnegie Endowment for International Peace established in 1910 remains a 

prominent foreign policy think tank and the Carnegie Corporation of New York is one of the 

oldest continuously operating grant-making foundations (Moran, 2014). The Rockefeller 

Foundation had a cross-border mandate from its inception in 1913 (“History: The Rockefeller 

Foundation,” n.d.), and the Ford Foundation had a similar international mandate by 1943 (“Ford 

Foundation History,” n.d.).  The rising importance of the state in social welfare meant that the 

domestic influence of foundations began to wane, but both of these foundations became 

“formidable player(s) in international development, particularly in the area of agriculture and 

health” (Moran, 2014, p. 5).  

In its complexity, global philanthropy presents unique problems. For example, cross-

border giving can present legal difficulties if giving institutions such as foundations do not give 

to public charities legally recognized by the country of funding origin, or if receiving charities 

cannot properly account for expenditures (Leat, 2007). In addition, trust problems arise “because 

foundations cannot so easily assess and monitor out of country grants, and because cross-border 

grant recipients may be perceived as less ‘educated’ in the norms of good practice” (Leat, 2007, 

p. 199). One critic challenges the common perception that global philanthropy is selfless, arguing 

instead that plutocratic philanthropy may be a lucrative profit-making tool (McGoey, 2014, 

2015). The challenge of global philanthropy as seen from an East African perspective: 

By offering funds to local groups that have been mobilizing their own resources without 

thinking of ways of building on this potential, intermediate community development 

NGOs and international NGOs were, and continue to be, responsible for killing the 

initiative for local resource mobilization and local philanthropy, and re-creating and 
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further entrenching dependency on state and NGO for “development.” (Ngondi-Houghton 

& Kingman, 2013, p. 139)  

This research aims to understand problems of global philanthropy unique to the case study area 

of the Kilimanjaro Region in Tanzania from the perspective of donors, implementers, and end-

use recipients of private aid. 

Global philanthropy has recently seen rapid growth, particularly from the United States. 

“Since 1998, international giving by US-based corporate and independent foundations has 

doubled, and they now contribute, along with (NGOs) and charities headquartered in the United 

States, over $30 billion to international causes annually” (Desai & Kharas, 2008, p. 155). One 

recent contributor to the global philanthropic sector that stands out is the Bill & Melinda Gates 

Foundation which Moran (2014) describes as “the 800-pound gorilla” of institutional 

philanthropy (p. 1). Established in 1997 (“Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation: History,” n.d.), they 

are “ever-present at forums of traditional diplomacy from the Group of Eight (G8) to the G20, to 

elite talkfests such as the World Economic Forum (WEF)” (Moran, 2014, p. 1).  

There are claims that a “new form of philanthropy” (Desai & Kharas, 2008, p. 157) has 

emerged. An example of this is the Global Philanthropy Forum, established in 2001, which 

“promotes a new philanthropy that is increasingly global, aims to reduce poverty through flexible 

and innovative initiatives, and sits at the intersection of the private and non-profit sectors” (Desai 

& Kharas, 2008, p. 157). Many of the donor members derive their wealth from high-tech 

ventures, and their approach to philanthropy mimics venture funding in emphasizing innovation, 

scalability, and income generation (Desai & Kharas, 2008). Other new forms of philanthropy are 

listed by Anheier (2007) where “donor circles, donor advised funds, and e-philanthropy (are) 

adding new momentum to the growing phenomenon of transnational, philanthropic action” (p. 

110). He links the growth of global philanthropy to globalization, asserting that just as companies 
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are becoming more global, “so too does philanthropy move beyond national boarders at 

increasing scales” (Anheier, 2007, p. 117).  

The rapid increase in global giving combined with a shift towards impact or venture 

philanthropy (Desai & Kharas, 2008) set the tone for a blurring of lines between nonprofit and 

for profit approaches.  

The implications and importance of this as a driver of contemporary philanthropy, while 

under-theorized and arguably more nebulous than recognized by some commentators, are 

nonetheless of significance, particularly as these ideas have begun to diffuse widely 

throughout the international development architecture and across organs of global 

governance. (Moran, 2014, p. 27)  

Thus debate revolves around the concepts of donor control (Chapman, 2009; Edwards, 2011), 

and impact and effectiveness (Anheier & Leat, 2006). Within the context of rising global 

philanthropy, and the debate about control and impact, management approaches to development 

aid are reviewed next.  

Management Tools: Theories of Change and Logframes  

Related to understanding donor control and the recipient experience of philanthropy is a 

better understanding of what principles and factors donors consider as they make their donor 

decisions. In the past decade there has been a surge of interest in outcomes-based principles of 

practice where the lens of outcomes provides the focus from the outset at the project design phase 

(Center for Effective Philanthropy, 2010; Koh, Karamchandani, & Katz, 2012; Phillips, Hager & 

North Investment Management, 2010). Former CEO of the Hewlett Foundation, Paul Brest 

(2012), is a proponent of the use of theory of change (Brest, 2010) and describes the use of this 

approach as “outcomes-oriented” philanthropy:  
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Where donors seek to achieve clearly defined goals; where they and their grantees pursue 

evidence-based strategies for achieving those goals; and where both parties monitor 

progress towards outcomes and assess their success in achieving them in order to make 

appropriate course corrections. (Brest, 2012, p. 42)  

In the United States this practice has generated research, teachings, articles, reports, journals, 

blogs, newly created non-profit organizations, departments in consulting firms and the creation of 

new consulting firms, workshops, conferences, web-based databases and dozens of books. In 

spite of this intense activity “very few donors actually follow these principles” (Brest, 2012, p. 

42).  

In contrast to the outcomes-based approach, an “intuitive approach” to philanthropy can 

be characterized as an approach based on the wisdom of program people, with a clear vision to 

use their experience-based intuition when making granting decisions (Somerville & Setterberg, 

2008; Stauber, 2010).  

Yet another approach, coined “philanthropcapitalism,” represents a relatively new 

generation of philanthropists professing to be reshaping strategies, operating style and 

effectiveness of giving through the application of market strategies (Bishop & Green, 2008). This 

form of philanthropy conflates markets and morality and exhibits an “openness of personally 

profiting from charitable initiatives” (McGoey, 2012, p. 187). McGoey (2012) asked “whose 

interests are served over others through the proliferation of new philanthropic movements?” 

(p.196). Ramdas (2011) questioned its effectiveness asking “Where is the evidence that 

philanthrocapitalism works, and are there better ways to achieve urgently needed global social 

progress?” (p.394). 

A concurrent debate within official development aid regarding management approaches 

includes questioning the theory of change approach versus the use of logframes. This debate is 
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worthy of examining since both official aid and private aid debates stem from the presumed need 

to measure effectiveness and to provide evidence-based strategies to achieve goals.  

 The use of the theory of change management tool is strongly linked to measurement and 

evaluation of official development aid (Wallace, Bornstein, & Chapman, 2006). Despite increases 

in both official and privately funded aid, problems of global poverty continue to grow. This is 

particularly true for Africa where “poverty, hunger and economic insecurity persist and even 

increase” (Wallace et al., 2006, p. 6). A lack of confidence in the effectiveness of aid has 

promoted a need to demonstrate positive outcomes that lend legitimacy to aid efforts (Wallace et 

al., 2006). In the name of official aid effectiveness, numerous mechanisms and conditions have 

been employed to demonstrate and evaluate outcomes, including standardized management 

procedures. The dominant methodology in design, monitoring, and evaluation of aid programs 

over the past two decades has been the use of the log framework approach (logframe) that first 

emerged in the 1970s and by the late 1980s had become a requirement for funding for most 

official development programs (Prinsen & Nijhof, 2015). The concept of theory-based 

evaluation, or theory of change methodology, goes back to the late 1990s and was slower than 

logframes in uptake (Prinsen & Nijhof, 2015), but “now many organizations and funders require 

proposals for projects, programs, and policies to include a logic model or program theory from 

the beginning in recognition of its value for planning and management, as well as for evaluation” 

(Rogers & Weiss, 2007, p. 64).  

These standardized management practices have impacts on the process of aid funding in 

more ways than as tools for planning and evaluation. There is considerable debate as to whether, 

in the determined quest to improve on accounting of funds, these procedures have changed the 

focus of development work and caused the sector to lose sight of whether they have genuinely 

improved the lives of those at the receiving end of development aid (Eyben, Kidder, Rowlands, & 
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Bronstein, 2008; Prinsen & Nijhof, 2015; Rogers & Weiss, 2007; Valters, 2014; Wallace et al., 

2006).  

Praise for the methodology indicates “theory based evaluation is demonstrating its 

capacity to help readers understand how and why a program works or fails to work” (Rogers & 

Weiss, 2007, p. 77). Development aid practitioners attribute exploration and strategic thinking to 

theory of change: 

Given the specifics of the situation in which you want to make a significant difference, 

what do you need to know about actors, about the context, about underlying ideas 

concerning ‘how change happens’? In this way, the articulation of a ToC [theory of 

change] does not follow a predefined set of explorations, but rather activates strategic 

thinking on what would be appropriate and helpful in that particular situation. In this way, 

the ToC articulation process will also strengthen the ability to think and act strategically. 

(Wigboldus & Brouwers, 2011, p. 8)  

On the other hand, critics note that increasing reliance on management tools and their 

underlying ideology reinforces existing power relations and privileges the rational and scientific 

over local knowledge, analysis, and action (Mawdsley, Townsend, Porter, & Oakley, 2002). One 

account indicates that as a result of the use of these tools there has been an “increase in 

conditionality, selectivity and paperwork, especially for accountability” (Wallace et al., 2006, p. 

2). Research examining the views of staff members of aid recipient NGOs in Uganda and South 

Africa indicates that the logframe tool was largely considered to be reductionist and a 

simplification of the development process (Wallace et al., 2006). On their website the large Dutch 

development nonprofit Hivos lists critiques of the theory of change methodology which include 

that it is too theoretical, too complicated and provides “obligatory superficiality” (Anonymous, 
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nd). Further, criticism extends to the assumptions that underlie and frame these management 

tools:  

The increasingly bureaucratic management of aid, which seeks to control, count and 

account tightly for both finances and complex processes of social change, is underpinned 

by a set of beliefs about how to achieve change, which are drawn less from experience 

and the analysis of successes and failure in practice, and more from the shifting ideologies 

of those designing the development project.” (Wallace et al., 2006, p. 2)  

This final critique aims squarely at the tightly controlled process of the delivery of development 

aid, the “how to achieve change” which is underpinned by basic assumptions by those designing 

the projects. In a discussion paper on the use of theory of change, practitioners identify “mindsets 

and preferences” as a limitation to the management tool: “We may (unconsciously) put our own 

boundaries on the process of identifying e.g. key stakeholders and their perspectives and stakes 

when we have (right or wrong) preconceived ideas about them” (Wigboldus & Brouwers, 2011, 

p. 10). Wigboldus and Brouwers (2011) suggest that we make decisions “unconsciously” using 

“preconceived ideas” that have an impact on the theory of change methodological process. 

Valters (2014) advises “critically analysing overarching world views, [and] 

deconstructing the basic assumptions which underpin programme interventions to determine 

whether they make sense in changing the lives of others” but cautions that “our assumptions 

about how the world works are based on implicit theories of change, based on our worldview, 

developed through our education and upbringing” (p.1). These implicit theories “may have 

become so embedded that we no longer question whether they are the most useful for our 

purpose, or if we are using them as well as we could” (Eyben et al., 2008, p. 201).  

For some, theory of change is used as a formally crafted planning tool to consciously 

reflect on and frame assumptions and beliefs underlying the theory of how change will happen 
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through development aid practice (Valters, 2014). For others this is a much less formal approach 

that indicates a “way of thinking” about how and why an initiative works.  

Privately funded aid donors and implementers have had the opportunity to learn from the 

varying degrees of success official development aid has had with the management tools used over 

the decades. Amidst the debate regarding these management approaches both within the official 

aid and private aid arenas, a goal of this research is to observe approaches being used in the field 

and consider whether following a particular theory of change, or guiding principles of granting, 

makes a difference to recipients. 

Interdisciplinary Approach 

Although my approach is interdisciplinary, most academic interest in philanthropy in the 

social sciences is typically focused within disciplines. For instance Bekkers and Wiepking (2011) 

conducted a literature review structured around the question of why people donate funds. They 

reviewed over five hundred articles from disciplines such as “marketing, economics, social 

psychology, biological psychology, neurology and brain sciences, sociology, political science, 

anthropology, biology and evolutionary psychology” (p. 924). Katz (1999) describes this narrow 

focus of philanthropy as the “stranglehold that the disciplinary departments had on the design and 

reward of research” (p. 75) and advocates for an approach to philanthropic studies that 

transgresses disciplinary silos. Bekkers et al (2011) agree that with regards to philanthropic 

studies “a strong tendency in the past 30 years toward specialization among scientists in different 

disciplines has created the undesirable situation that scholars usually know little about the 

insights gathered in other disciplines” (p. 925).  

Diversity of Private Donor Types 

Most academic attention in the arena of private development aid is focused on 

philanthropic foundations that are credited with being “important but not very well understood 
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institutions in the non-profit sector” (Ashley & Faulk, 2010, p. 44). When there is a broader 

examination of donor decision-making, much of the literature groups different types of donors 

(individuals, foundations, corporations) into a single category (Ashley & Faulk, 2010, p. 44).  

“This is problematic because it sends the message that all donors are the same when we know 

that there is considerable variation across these groups” (Ashley & Faulk, 2010, p. 44). Clearly 

identifying the types of philanthropy beyond foundations is one goal of this study and is a 

criterion for selecting the projects to be investigated. 

A recent study conducted in Tanzania underscores that “there is still a limited information 

base on the nature of the priorities of foundations in development, their modes of implementing 

assistance, their relationships with developing country partners, and their relationships with 

official aid programmes” (Lundsgaarde et al., 2012, p. 2). This field study examines stakeholder 

perceptions on the character of foundation work through interviews. Lundsgaarde et al. (2012) 

suggest “future research could examine the issue of organizational diversity among foundations 

and other development actors in more detail to assess whether and how the organizational set-up 

of assistance providers influences the nature of development results” (p. 10). This affirms the 

proposed initial activity of this research to identify the range of different private development 

agents.  

Recipients and Participation 

  This tendency to specialize has created several gaps in knowledge in the bridging of 

disciplines as identified by Harrow (2010). Of specific interest to my research, she observes 

“there is a marked lack of research attention given to the beneficiaries of philanthropic action” 

(Harrow, 2010, p. 124). Concern has been expressed about donor control with regards to 

recipients:  
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A ... reason to be concerned about increased donor control is the damaging loss of 

discretionary judgment by nonprofit recipients. When donors are encouraged and enabled 

in giving more and more specific directives about their gifts, then recipients have less and 

less to say about how best to use these needed resources. The valuable on-the-ground 

knowledge that recipient groups have to offer is diminished or entirely lost and along with 

it the opportunity for that knowledge to enhance philanthropy’s effectiveness in dealing 

with social issues and social need. (Ostrander, 2007, p. 358) 

Development aid literature addresses the issue of engagement with local communities and 

inclusionary approaches to decision-making in its burgeoning examination of the practice of 

meaningful participation. Meaningful participation is described as decision-making processes that 

are inclusive of stakeholders who have some level of control over decisions made beyond simple 

involvement (Arnstein, 1969). Participation is discussed as a form of empowerment or 

emancipation (Freire, 1968), an element of transformative learning (Sinclair & Diduck, 2001), 

and in relation to its role in wider questions of citizenship rights and governance (Gaventa, 2002). 

In practice, however, sometimes the decision-making process reflects a weaker understanding of 

the word “participation” (Cornwall, 2003; Mwanzia & Strathdee, 2010). This situation is 

described rather poetically by Chambers (2007): “A new pluralism of methodology and 

perception has opened up. A thousand flowers have bloomed. At the same time many have turned 

to weeds, notably when disseminated by big bureaucracies” (p.20).  

Participation Methodologies 

Despite the challenges, some excellent examples of the use of participation in 

methodologies has contributed to the understanding of poverty and in turn informed development 

aid. For example, using participatory methods, Narayan (2000) came to understand the 

significance of the places that the poor lived suffer from combined ills such as isolation, crime, 
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pollution, lack of infrastructure, and services and were vulnerable to disasters such as floods, 

drought, and landslides (Narayan, 2000). These findings were not foreseen in the planning of the 

study but emerged as data collected through interviews was collected and sorted. In reference to 

agriculture and rural development, Scoones and Thompson (1994) observe “in national and 

international agricultural research centres, universities, government agencies and NGOs, there is 

a growing acceptance of the need to involve local people as active partners in all aspects of the 

research and development process” (p. 2). 

In a reflection on poverty and the role of the professional, Chambers (2007) states: 

Poverty may never be made history. But we can ask whether a precondition for its sharp 

reduction is that powerful professionals become more participatory and get closer to and 

learn more from those who live their lives in poverty; and then act on what they 

experience, learn and feel. (p. 24)  

In the late 1970s, the incorporation of knowledge and opinion of local populations into 

management of development projects and programs emerged as the philosophy, approaches, and 

methods known as rapid rural appraisal (RRA) (Chambers, 1997). RRA is hailed not only as 

method and approach but also including attitude and behavior dimensions (Chambers, 2002).  

Less rigid and exhaustive than many traditional methods and yet more rigorous in 

relations to cost and use… its relevance is enhanced by the view that rural development 

projects are not like construction works, with engineering blueprints which precisely 

determine what will be done, but rather like voyages into uncharted seas where direction 

and steering will change with new soundings and sightings. (Chambers, 1981, p. 95)  

RRA evolved as a method for data collection in response to: 1. The need for good, timely 

information and on-site insights, 2. Recognition of the “us” as knowledge translators was part of 

the problem in development and inclusion of “them” and their knowledge was a part of the 
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solution, 3. Speedy appraisals made with anti-poverty biases that were often inaccurate, 4. 

Recognition that most appraisals at the time were being made by powerful people, mainly men. 

As such the information collected was often based on insular and/or out-of-date experience, 5. A 

reaction to the limitations and shortcomings of the use of questionnaire surveys; these were 

considered time-consuming, misleading, and wasteful, 6. A search for a cost-effective method 

that recognized the trade-off between depth, breadth, accuracy and timeliness (Chambers, 2002, 

p. 8).  

During the late 1980s, the related participatory rural appraisal (PRA) method, with its 

differentiated objective to empower, emerged and proliferated (Chambers, 1997, p. 115). With 

the global use of PRA methods and approaches by NGOs, government departments, training 

institutes, and universities, there was a shift in analysis “from practice to theory, finding what 

works, and then asking why” (Chambers, 1997, p. 117).  

RRA and PRA share the following principles: 

• Offsetting biases (spatial, project, person – gender, elite etc, seasonal, professional, 

courtesy) 

• Rapid progressive learning – flexible, exploratory, interactive, inventive 

• Reversals – learning from, with and by local people, eliciting and using their criteria and 

categories 

• Optimal ignorance, and appropriate imprecision–not finding out more than is needed, not 

measuring more accurately than needed, and not trying to measure what does not need to 

be measured….  

• Triangulation – using different methods, sources, and disciplines, and a range of 

informants in a range of places, and cross-checking to get closer to the truth through 

successive approximations 
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• Direct contact, face to face, in the field 

• Seeking diversity and differences (Chambers, 2002, p. 8) 

The shared principles RRA and PRA were adopted for this research. Recipients are asked for 

their perceptions of inclusion in decision-making related to private aid projects, and are also 

included as a fundamental and vital voice informing this research. Methods adopted following the 

RRA approach are detailed in the following chapter. 

Voice 

The concept of end-use recipient voice has management implications for development 

aid. In his seminal work Exit, Voice and Loyalty, Hirschman (1970) theorizes that the interaction 

between the economist’s understanding of a customer (or member of an organization) expressing 

dissatisfaction through a withdrawal of demand (exit) and the political scientist’s thinking rather 

of protests (voice) to express dissatisfaction can be used to measure the decline in an organization 

(1970). While both exit and voice are a measure of decline, exit only provides warning signs of 

decline, whereas voice is more informative since it also provides reasons for decline. 

Hirschman’s model also includes the interplay of loyalty, which can affect the cost/benefit 

analysis of whether customers use exit or voice. Conventional wisdom is that providing 

mechanisms for voice leads to desirable outcomes for organizations; people value having the 

opportunity to speak out and express voice (Bashshur & Oc, 2015). The nature of voice as a 

prosocial behavior (Organ, Podsakoff, & MacKenzie, 2005) suggests that when an individual 

speaks up, this benefits more than the individual and has a spillover effect to better the situation 

for a broader set of employees (Grant & Mayer, 2009). In order to remain competitive and to 

better adjust to perpetually changing conditions, organizations aspire to learn continuously 

(Easterby-Smith, Crossan, & Nicolini, 2000); voice provides a pathway helping leaders of 

organizations to identify critical issues and to think more broadly (Beer & Eisenstat, 1996). 
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Although voice is generally thought to have a positive effect on organizational learning and 

change, middle management can moderate this either by helping (Levine, 2001) or hurting (Beer 

& Eisenstat, 1996) the process of voice translating into learning for an organization. Management 

can embrace voice as a means to collect relevant information, or can resist voice as threatening or 

challenging.  

A review of management literature linking voice and organizational performance 

outcomes (such as financial indicators, labour productivity, or improvement in outcomes such as 

service failures) indicate inconsistent empirical findings (Bashshur & Oc, 2015). Turning from 

the business world to the philanthropic world, attention to participation has generated interest in 

with advocates arguing that donor decisions will be different and presumed to be “better” if 

community stakeholders are involved (Bourns, 2010). In the United States, McGinnis (2012) 

claimed that this argument has not yet been tested. “The claim that grantmaking by stakeholders 

yields different decisions assumes that scholars currently understand how foundation boards 

actually make grant decisions and which nonprofit characteristics they reward” (p.7).  

Given the ambiguity in both philanthropy and management literature, one of the goals of 

this research was to investigate the extent to which participants believe they have been included 

in private philanthropy decision-making and whether or not that makes a difference in their 

perceptions of success or failure of the project.  

Unintended Consequences 

Complexity of the development aid environment ensures that there will be unintended 

consequences, both positive and negative, as a result of interventions supported by privately 

funded development aid organizations. One need not go far to find examples of unintended 

consequences; the concept is considered one of the building blocks of economics, and its 

connection with policy and regulation dates back at least to 1691 when, in a letter to a Member of 
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Parliament, English philosopher John Locke highlighted unintended and unanticipated 

consequences of proposed interest rates legislation on the poor (Locke, 1691).  

Over the decades, conflation of the concepts “unintended consequences” and 

“unanticipated consequences” into a single term “unintended consequences” has resulted in the 

disappearance of the concept “unanticipated consequences” from the literature (de Zwart, 2015). 

For example, The Concise Encyclopedia of Economics (2008) refers to unintended consequences 

as outcomes that are not anticipated or intended by actions taken: “The law of unintended 

consequences, often cited but rarely defined, is that actions of people … always have effects that 

are unanticipated or unintended” (Norton, 2008). De Zwart (2015) contends that this conflation 

subverts precision and hinders our understanding of those consequences that, while unintended, 

are anticipated. This lack of precision between the concepts is worthy of exploring further within 

the context of privately funded development aid. 

 The concept of “unintended consequences” springs from literature focused on 

spontaneous order, or self-organization. De Zwart (2015) argues “in a spontaneous order – the 

aggregate outcome of numerous unorganized individual actions – lack of anticipation is a given. 

Anticipating the outcomes of purposive action is the core business of policy makers” (p. 282). 

Indeed, from my observation in Tanzania, the concept of unintended consequences is widely 

known. Stakeholders of development aid are advised to take unintended consequences into 

consideration, as is illustrated by the concluding remarks in an article on foreign development aid 

in Tanzania: “Donors need to consider not only the direct effects of their actions but also the 

contingent and often unintended indirect consequences” (Stewart, 2012, p. 3). 

Which concept best describes unintended consequences associated with privately funded 

development aid: are these unintended consequences anticipated or unanticipated consequences? 

Presumptions about the quality of development efforts are implied with this distinction: “If 
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unintended effects are anticipated, they are a different phenomenon as they follow from 

purposive choice and not, like unanticipated effects, from ignorance, error or ideological 

blindness” (de Zwart, 2015, p. 286). The implication of this statement for privately funded aid is 

that anticipating unintended consequences of purposive action is the domain of experienced 

development aid implementers, versus the hapless efforts of amateurs unwilling or unable to 

anticipate unintended consequences of their efforts.  

Evolution of the Literature Review  

Interview responses by research participants provoked the review of several other related 

bodies of literature. While these literature findings could have been included in this chapter, I 

preferred to include them in the following chapters, within the context of the views expressed by 

interviewees. Situating the additional literature in context of recipient perception better illustrates 

how the voices of the interviewees steered this inquiry. The result is an evolution of the literature 

review, examining topics such as organizational management, leadership, dependency, and the 

implications of poverty, as directed by findings through the analysis of the data.  

 My proposed research sought to fill the gaps indicated in this review by using a 

qualitative interdisciplinary approach to explore private development aid from the perspective of 

the recipient and from comparison of recipient and donor expectations.  

Summary  

In this chapter I explored philanthropy in detail: definitions of philanthropy, philanthropy 

as a system, numbers affiliated with philanthropy. A definition that includes the value of 

volunteering was adopted for the purposes of this research. The distinction between philanthropy 

and global philanthropy was examined, as was the distinction between the globalization of 

philanthropy versus global philanthropy. Management tools and approaches were reviewed, 

framing the question regarding theory of change or guiding principles from a recipient 
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perspective. Advocates of scholarly research on the topic of philanthropy noted the benefits of 

taking an interdisciplinary approach to the topic. Others noted the gap in the literature regarding 

the variety of philanthropic agents and advocate inclusion of the diversity of private development 

aid agents in future scholarly research. Recipient participation and participation methodologies 

were reviewed, as was the concept of “voice,” establishing the framework for the question of 

recipient inclusion in decisions making. An examination of the literature on unintended 

consequences revealed the importance of considering whether unintended consequences are 

anticipated or unanticipated. The literature review for this study is viewed as an evolving process 

as further literature will be reviewed in the context of findings in subsequent chapters. 
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Chapter 3–Methods 

A better understanding of the philanthropic social system with a particular focus on 

privately funded development aid is central to this research, as is the recipient perspective of 

privately funded aid. This chapter outlines the exploratory case study methodological approach 

and research design used to conduct this research study. I begin this chapter by restating the key 

questions and research objectives, and then provide an overview of the exploratory case study as 

an appropriate methodological framework to achieve the research goals. Reasons for selecting 

Tanzania as the focus of this case study are reviewed, including a brief history of the country. A 

description of the research design and process follows including description of the sampling 

framework, data collection management, and analysis strategies used. A clarification of terms is 

provided. I then explore rigor, trustworthiness, and ethical considerations of this research before 

providing an overall summary of the chapter.  

Questions 

My research question is: How is privately funded aid in Tanzania perceived and/or 

experienced by recipients – specifically Tanzanian end-use recipients and project implementers? 

Through the investigation of selected private development projects various related questions 

maintained the focus of this research:  

1. Does following a theory of change or particular guiding principles make a 

difference to recipients?  

2. Do participants believe they have been included in private philanthropy decision-

making? Do participants believe that inclusion or non-inclusion in decision-

making makes a difference in their perceptions of success or failure of the project? 

3. Is there a gap between what the donor thinks they are doing and what 

is experienced by end-use recipients? Who gains? Who loses?  
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What were the intended and unintended consequences of the development work? 

These questions address gaps in the literature pertaining to the diversity of privately funded 

philanthropic organizations, and the way in which inclusion influences perceptions. Further, these 

questions probe the match or mismatch of expectations between donors and recipients, the 

influence of guiding principles in perceived success or failure of projects, and the intended and 

unintended consequences of privately funded aid.  

Case Study Method for Exploratory Research 

Gerring (2004) argued that “for methodological purpose a case study is best defined as an 

in-depth study of a single unit (a relatively bounded phenomenon) where the scholar’s aim is to 

elucidate features of a larger class of similar phenomena” (p. 341). Yin (2008) explained: “In 

general, case studies are the preferred strategy when ‘how’ and ‘why’ questions are being posed, 

when the investigator has little control over events, and when the focus is on a contemporary 

phenomenon with some real-life context” (p. 1). Punch (1998) indicates that the “case study aims 

to understand the case in depth, and in its natural setting, recognizing its complexity and its 

content. It also has a holistic focus, aiming to preserve and understand the wholeness and unity of 

the case” (p. 150). In the words of Stake (2009), “As a working definition, we may characterize a 

case study as a detailed examination of an event (or series of related events) which the analyst 

believes exhibits (or exhibit) the operation of some identified general theoretical principle” (p. 

170). According to Marshall and Rossman (2006) “studies focusing on society and culture in a 

group, a program, or an organization typically espouse some form of case study (original 

emphasis) as a strategy” (p. 55). These descriptions of case study remain congruent with the 

purpose and goals for this research. My aim to conduct an in depth analysis of the experience of 

private development aid from the recipient perspective lends itself to what Yin (2008) called an 

“exploratory case study” and yet Yin advised that  
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Even a single-case study can be used to pursue an explanatory, and not merely 

exploratory… purpose. The analyst’s objective should be to pose competing explanations 

for the same set of events and to indicate how such explanation may apply to other 

situations. (Yin, 2008, p. 5)  

This final piece of advice appeals to my sense of purpose that this research not simply be used as 

an academic exercise, interesting as that might be, but also to yield knowledge that will inform 

donors and implementers as they continue to pursue their philanthropic endeavors. As the focus 

of this case study, Tanzania provides sufficient breadth to allow for the exploration of a variety of 

types of privately funded aid. This research can be viewed as a number of different case studies 

of different types of privately funded aid within the overarching case study of Moshi and the 

Kilimanjaro Region of Tanzania.  

Strengths and Disadvantages of the Case Study Method 

Bent Flyvbjerg (2006) managed to debunk convincingly what he views as 

misunderstandings about case study methodology and at the same time illustrate the versatility 

that it provides This versatility was examined in greater detail by Scholtz and Tietje (2002) in an 

article titled “Types of Case Studies” that details holistic, embedded, intrinsically motivated, 

instrumental case studies, and more. John Gerring (2004) considered the depth of analysis offered 

as one of the primary virtues of the case study method, defining “depth” as “the detail, richness, 

completeness, wholeness, or degree of variance that is accounted for by an explanation” (p. 348). 

Studying a phenomenon in its own environment, in a holistic manner, are attributes of case study 

that were appreciated by Meyer (2001): “the detailed observations entailed in the case study 

method enable us to study many different aspects, examine them in relation to each other, view 

the process within its total environment and also use the researchers’ capacity for ‘verstehen’ (p. 

330). A unique strength of the case study method is the ability to deal with a full variety of 
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evidence, both historical and contemporary – documents, artifacts, interviews, and observations 

(Yin, 2008, p. 11).  

The case study method is not without its drawbacks. Since case studies are typically 

related to a single case or a small cluster of cases, their findings cannot be considered 

generalizable in the same way that findings from a study using a large sampling population 

would be (Schofield, 2009, p. 70). Problems of generalization of theoretical understanding from 

the focus on a single case is considered by some to be a major weakness of this method, and can 

be addressed by focusing on a series of case studies (Flick, 2009, p. 134). This research will not 

simply investigate a single privately funded project but will focus on a series of types of privately 

funded projects. In addition, data collection (described in subsequent chapters) will be grounded 

in the research questions, conducted in a manner that allows for triangulation, and analyzed with 

reflexivity and transparency.   

Another flaw of the case study is its reputation.  

Although much of what we know about the empirical world is drawn from case studies 

and case studies continue to constitute a large proportion of work generated by the 

discipline, the case study method is held in low regard or is simply ignored.” (Gerring, 

2004, p. 341)  

Meyer (2001) asserted “there are virtually no specific requirements guiding case research” and 

she cautions that “this is both the strength and weakness of this approach” (p. 329). While the 

versatility described above speaks to the strength of case study, there are clearly weaknesses to 

this approach that require consideration. The loose approach to requirements “has resulted in 

many poor case studies, leaving it open to criticism, especially from the quantitative field of 

research” (Meyer, 2001, p. 330). Recommendations from Meyer to mitigate this is to address the 

many number of research decisions made in the process in a principled way (Meyer, 2001, p. 30). 
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Research decisions regarding design and execution have been articulated in this document to 

ensure transparency regarding research methods used.  

Why Tanzania? 

The case country selected for my research is Tanzania. My previous work experience in 

Ethiopia and Zimbabwe provided me with the confidence that this work is achievable. This is a 

country that is actively pursuing poverty reduction (International Monetary Fund, 2011) and is a 

recipient of much aid, from official sources as well as private (Lundsgaarde et al., 2012). Ngondi-

Houghton and Kingman’s (2013) review of philanthropic institutions in East Africa confirmed 

significant philanthropic activity in the region including Tanzania. Canada has had a long-

standing relationship with Tanzania and made it one of Canadian International Development 

Agency’s (CIDA) “country of focus” in 2009 (Africa Branch [AFR], 2013). Although changes to 

CIDA’s status have meant a reduction in the dedicated budget to Tanzania, this country was not 

one of those eliminated completely from the Canadian bilateral aid budget (CBC News, 2013). 

CIDA was disbanded 2013, and Canada’s international development and humanitarian assistance 

was shifted to Foreign Affairs, Trade and Development Canada (DFATD). DFATD underwent a 

name change and reorganization in October 2015, and is now named Global Affairs Canada. 

Despite all of these changes, Tanzania still maintains recipient status for Canadian aid (Canadian 

Communications Branch [COMM], 2016).   

A Brief History of Tanzania  

The unique history of Tanzania influences perceptions of some of the research 

participants, which makes this country an interesting choice for research investigating privately 

funded aid. Today’s mainland Tanzania has been shaped by its history of colonial rule “first by 

Germans (1890 -1916) and then by the British (1916 -1961)” (Brennan, 2012, p. 1). After 

independence, Julius Nyerere, who became president when a republic was proclaimed in 1962, 
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provided intellectual justifications for creating a one-party state that was adopted throughout the 

continent (Arnold, 2005, p. 257). While the one-party state may have been widely adopted, his 

vision for Tanzania diverged from its East African neighbours in a pursuit of “definite socialist 

policy that included taking control of foreign companies so that no inward flow of investment 

was expected” (Arnold, 2005, p. 263). He introduced ujamma, “a socialist system of village 

cooperatives based on equality of opportunity and self-help” (Oxford Dictionaries, 2010).  

Few doubt that the economic policies and development programs of ujamaa socialism 

have unfavorably affected the country’s postcolonial economic growth. Even fewer doubt 

that ujamaa positively contributed to a sturdy national identity that is relatively free of 

ethnic tension, blessed with a genuine national language, and generally averse to political 

confrontation and violence. (Brennan, 2012, p. 199)  

Nyerere’s legacy is summed in the following sentences:  

He ruled his country for 25 years and tried to involve all his people in his own homespun 

brand of socialism. Though his economic policies were not successful, he did create a 

moral and social climate superior to most of the rest of Africa and he gave his people 

good educational standards and a strong belief in his philosophies and themselves” 

(Dickie & Rake, 1973, p. 366).  

Economic decline of the nation led to a growing realization that ujamaa was not working, and in 

1985 a disappointed Nyerere stepped down, allowing Ali Hassan Mwinyi to become the new 

president. Mwinyi, facing an economic crisis, “quickly came to terms with the existing realities 

when, pragmatically, he turned to the IMF and began to liberalize the economy” (Arnold, 2005, 

p. 693). He also set up a presidential commission seeking the views of the people regarding 

multipartyism and as a result relaxed the one-party leadership code, effectively ending the 

Nyerere one-party state era (Arnold, 2005).  
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Skarstein (2005) noted “it is clear that foreign aid was used both as a stick and a carrot to 

make the Tanzanian government embark upon the road of economic liberalization” (p. 338). The 

neoliberal economic model underpinning structural adjustment policies in Africa assumed 

benefits would “trickle down” to poorer communities, and while the evidence for this is 

contested, “what is incontestable is that any such trickle-down was very slow, patchy and 

insufficient” (Aina & Moyo, 2013, p. 138). Equally, the promise that economic liberalization 

would provide a strong stimulus to the Tanzanian economy proved to be inaccurate, particularly 

in terms of agriculture (Gibbon, 2001; Skarstein, 2005). Tanzania has made a journey down the 

road of aid dependency, and the country suffers from what has been described as “projectitis” due 

to a massive influx of aid funding (Therkildsen, 2000). Despite liberalization and development 

aid, the economy has experienced sluggish growth, and Tanzania remains one of the poorest 

countries in the world (The World Bank, 2013). 

The combination of economic liberalization and stabilization policies aggressively 

promoted by the Bretton Woods Institutions (in particular the World Bank and the International 

Monetary Fund) and a shift in global politics epitomized by the abrupt end of the Cold War 

provided “entry into the global and national public arenas of the ‘importance of civil society’, 

seen mainly through an increased role for non-governmental organization” (Aina, 2013, p. 28) 

throughout Africa.  

The history of Tanzania has relevance for its philanthropic practices. Yatha-Othman 

(2013) noted that, as “one of the least developed countries, Tanzanian philanthropy has never 

conformed to the commonly held conception of philanthropy as the preserve of the rich” (p. 310). 

The mobilization of the people through ujamaa during the 1960s and 1970s meant that individual 

resources were directed to communal capacity, and until the 1980s, there were very few wealthy 

individuals for meaningful philanthropic impact (Yatha-Othman, 2013). The ujamaa policy was 
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based on a premise of mutual support and reciprocity, which Yatha-Othman (2013) argued is still 

valid today. Indeed, in the predominant language of Tanzania, Kiswahili, there is “no equivalent 

term for philanthropy. People talk of kusaidiana (assisting each other), kutijlea (to volunteer or 

sacrifice), kuchangia (to contribute), kufaana (to be of help), all of which implicate a very 

personal interactive exchange” (p. 312). Yatha-Othman (2013) considers entirely selfless 

philanthropy a rarity or perhaps an impossibility. When considering Muslim women, she asserts 

that there are three possible motivations for philanthropy in Tanzania: “strategies to enhance their 

power and status in society, to book themselves a better ‘space’ in the hereafter, or to advance the 

cause of social justice” (p. 309). In a study of South African philanthropy, Habib et al. (2008) 

argue that the meaning of philanthropy deviates from the concept of “extra resources being 

devoted on a voluntary basis by financially well-endowed individuals to strangers in need” (p. 

21). In marginalized communities, there are no extra resources, and inadequate resources are 

shared in order to survive. They also make the point that the words “voluntary” giving to a 

“stranger” or a “beneficiary” are not appropriate in the South African context because the 

extended family is the basic unit of community. Giving is “not directed to strangers and is not 

informed by voluntarism, but rather patterns of obligation that extend beyond the nuclear family 

as a result of the cultural context within which they are located” (Habib et al., 2008, p. 22). While 

the South African experience is not Tanzanian, obligation to the extended family is also 

commonly observed in Tanzanian communities. In a footnote to her writing on philanthropy and 

equity in South Africa, development consultant and author Kuljian (2013) writes:  

I want to state my uneasiness with the term ‘philanthropy’. I feel that the term connotes a 

sense of misplaced nobility. In South Africa, or in any developing country context, I 

rarely use the term. I feel more comfortable discussing ‘development funding’ and how to 

‘encourage local giving’, which implies the need to work with local organizations on local 
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priorities to promote development that makes sense in the context of changing 

circumstances (p. 193). 

The context of giving in Tanzania and its diversion from the Western approach to 

philanthropy will be important to consider as perceptions of recipients of philanthropic aid are 

explored.  

Sampling Selection  

Having selected Tanzania as the specific case subject country, I narrowed the range down 

to selection from a single region. Anecdotal information led me to select the Kilimanjaro Region 

as a likely target for concentrated private development activity. In case this information was 

exaggerated, I had taken the precaution to gain permission from United Republic of Tanzania to 

conduct research in Dar es Salaam, Arusha, Coast, Dodoma, and Mbeya regions. Ultimately this 

precaution proved unnecessary.    

Selecting privately funded projects occurred using purposive sampling. Purposive 

sampling tied the research to my objectives; I was most interested in the views of recipients of 

private aid projects over a range of types (The SAGE Encyclopedia of Qualitative Research 

Methods, 2008, p. 697). My interest was not necessarily in what field of work the private aid is 

engaged (for example agriculture and food projects, or health projects), but rather the principles 

and objectives that guide the decisions to fund these projects. This approach is relevant to the 

concept of impact or “outcomes-based” funding versus the grassroots or “intuitive” approach to 

granting funds described earlier.  

Sampling Selection Framed by Guiding Principles  

The guiding principles of granting provided a framework for the sampling selection. Does 

the type of approach the private donor embrace make a difference to the recipient experience? To 

clarify, donors were those individuals personally contributing funds to private aid initiatives. The 
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single exception to research participants designated as “donor” was an individual representing a 

locally situated corporation’s giving.  

In the process of identifying potential projects for study and through observation of the 

diverse range in approaches, it became clear that establishing categories of the types of 

approaches encountered in Moshi and the Kilimanjaro Region would be useful. The dichotomy of 

distinctions between impact or “outcomes-based” versus “intuitive” approaches, as described in 

literature, were not clearly visible when sorting through the complex social system presented by 

this diverse group of privately funded organizations and projects. None of the participants 

interviewed claimed to have made granting decisions based entirely on intuition, and similarly 

none described their granting process as completely outcomes-based. Approaches were more 

nuanced than represented by those polarized options. Reducing complexity to a dichotomy of 

polar approaches would eliminate much of the diversity of underlying motivations for granting.  

A framework for categorization of the approaches was sought by examining nonprofit 

literature for management approaches. The literature yielded approaches of nonprofit as 

compared with for profit enterprise (Barron, 1998; Pynes, 2013; Reynolds, 2013; Speckbacher, 

2008), or described approaches in business terms of being “strategic” (Courtney, 2002; Pynes, 

2013), but these were not helpful in sorting the project approaches found in the field. An 

interesting approach for classifying “private development initiatives” was created based on four 

levels of operation: “the individual or family level, the community level (micro), the regional 

level (meso), and the national level (macro)” (Kinsbergen, 2014, p. 131). However, this approach 

was rejected for this research since it did not classify using guiding principles as a reference 

point. 

Categorization of privately funded organizations using guiding principles did not fit with 

frameworks found in the literature. For this reason, a framework for categorizing organizations 
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and projects based on an understanding of their guiding principles was created from on-site 

observation, first-contact discussions, and interviews. Categories were therefore constructed from 

the data. Categorization was initially, and at times temporarily, based on external signals 

regarding the motivation or focus of an organization or project; this categorization was further 

refined based on initial interview findings. For example, through its name alone a project might 

explicitly indicate that they are engaged in women’s projects, or business (such as micro-

finance), or might include a reference to a particular faith. First-contact discussions with 

representatives of projects revealed further details refining the designation of a project to a 

particular category, and subsequent interviews might have influenced the final construction of the 

framework for categories and inclusion of projects and organizations within those categories. 

One organization included a religious faith in its name, but initial contact indicated that their 

emphasis was entirely focused on health research, education, and practice; no mention was made 

of faith or faith-based values. When specifically asked a question about this seeming discrepancy, 

a research participant in an in-depth interview revealed that the fundamental, intrinsic guiding 

principles of this long-standing organization were so imbedded in religious values that they were 

no longer considered necessary of mention when speaking externally about the actions of the 

organization: 

We don’t speak much about it, we have it in our name, and we make it clear that it is what 

drives us, that it is our motivation, but it’s very different how everyone interprets it 

individually, with their own individual belief. We do have some mottos, describing what 

we believe as an organization, but it’s not very specific. (Anonymous expatriate 

implementer)  
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This organization eventually found a home in a category seemingly made obvious by virtue of its 

name, but the decision to place it in this category was based on the nuanced understanding of the 

underlying motivation that guides the work that they do.  

Six categories of types of projects based on guiding principles were constructed to include 

the foundational motivation guiding the work of the organizations:  

- Muddling approach: General concept of “doing good” with no clear plan; a muddling-

through based on broad charitable concepts. 

- Values-based approach: Religious and/or values foundation forming the basis for 

charitable giving and poverty reduction. 

- Gender-based approach: Initiatives that are “helping women,” supporting the theory that 

women are the backbone of communities. 

- Business-based approach: Business initiatives and increased livelihood for communities 

and individuals, theorizing that this empowers them to make changes and improve their 

own lives. 

- Education-based approach: Guiding principle is that education, regardless of the field of 

work, is key for people to understand how best to elevate their standard of living and 

effect change. 

- Integrated approach: Theory is that no single approach will help; for example an 

unhealthy child will not do well in school, nor will a hungry one, and if parents don’t 

have school fees it is a moot point. Multi-pronged and integrated efforts are made within a 

community in order to effect change. 

I do not present these as mutually exclusive categories. One organization demonstrated 

both a values-based and education-based approaches; another both gender-based and business-
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based approaches. The categories provide a framework from which to examine the views of the 

end-use recipients, implementers, and donors based on principles and objectives that guide the 

decisions to fund these projects.  

Within the guiding principle categorization framework, projects were purposively 

selected to provide diversity in terms of donor country of origin, types of projects (such as health, 

agriculture, or education), size (small, medium, and large in terms of budget), and age (long 

established versus newly initiated). Private aid projects were identified as having been funded by 

family foundations, public foundations, corporate funding, individual giving, public-private 

combination funding, and ad hoc funding.   

This project explored a range of project types, which is appropriate given the exploratory 

and qualitative nature of the research. Fortunately there was a range of types of projects in a 

relatively focused geographical area within the Kilimanjaro Region, particularly within Moshi, to 

allow for “geographical clustering” (Wilmot, 2005, p. 57).   

Relevant Sample Considerations 

While the framework for sample selection was provided by the guiding principles of 

granting, consideration was given to the relevance of diverse aspects of privately funded projects. 

Projects ranged broadly from smaller ad hoc projects informally organized by an individual or 

group of individuals to large, formally organized, private aid organizations.  

Consideration was given to the age and size of a private foundation since this might have 

relevance to the recipient experience. Does longevity equate to more experienced and nuanced 

development projects as experienced by recipients, or are older established private foundations 

mired in bureaucracy from decades of entrenched processes resulting in inhibited responsiveness 

to recipient needs? Size of donor organizations in terms of number of staff or in terms of dollars 

invested was also considered to be of possible relevance as well as the size and reach of the 
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funded project. Some projects are wholly funded by private supporters while others are only 

partially funded privately or operate in partnership with other private and/or public funding 

bodies. 

Diversity of privately funded aid was considered and sought out in this exploratory 

examination of the players in the privately funded arena. The consequence of embracing the rich 

diversity of this environment is the recognition that generalizations may be limited from this 

exploratory research.  

Data Types and Collection 

Data collection was grounded in the research questions and employed a variety of 

methods to allow for triangulation. This research is consistent with RRA/PRA methods by using 

1. Secondary data: such as website and online information to help with the early stages of 

deciding where to go to conduct research and collect data; 2. Offsetting biases: by being critically 

aware of biases in my behavior and learning and deliberately offsetting them; 3. Observing 

directly: with critical self-awareness of what I tended to see and not see resulting from my 

education and interests; 4. In-person semi-structured interviews: which is seen as the core of 

good RRA; 5. Seeking out experts: such as informants that provided key insights into local 

community dynamics; 6. Key probes or questions: that can lead directly into key issues; 7. Case 

studies and stories: such as how a crisis or conflict was resolved; 8. Transect walks: 

systematically walking through the area with key individuals to get a sense of the nature of 

private aid through observation, listening, discussing, and learning; and 9. Groups: of individuals 

representing recipients of a project or program (Chambers, 1981, 1997, 2002; Mayoux & 

Chambers, 2005).  
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Online Data Collection 

Some of the first data collection was attempted by examining private funders online 

presence (for example official websites) and examining organization documentation. I found that 

it was difficult, however, to find an online presence for projects that were located in Moshi and 

the Kilimanjaro Region.  

It was difficult to find projects online without prior knowledge of their existence. 

Searching for NGOs working in Tanzania yielded several results, but sifting through those 

individual websites to decipher where exactly projects were located and whether they supported 

activities in the Kilimanjaro Region was for the most part fruitless. Searching “Tanzania Moshi 

Nonprofit aid” was more successful. Some organizations were listed on nonprofit support 

websites such as Idealist.org, GuideStar, and Charity Vault. These websites are designed to 

provide awareness and visibility for the nonprofit activity with the aim to secure funding. 

Websites such as these provide exposure to donors that might not hear about them otherwise. 

However, had I relied solely on online information to secure potential research participants my 

data would have been biased in favour of small organizations seeking multiple donations from 

the public. It also became apparent, in retrospect, that some of the organizations listed on these 

websites are no longer functioning. For example, the Mkombozi Centre for Street Children, listed 

with Charity Vault, was a high-profile organization that might have been a program of interest for 

this research. However, the organization collapsed due to apparent financial mismanagement. 

Regrettably, this collapse is not reflected in the Charity Vault website listing. Other websites, 

such as that for the Mount Kilimanjaro First Aid Community Programmme, are densely packed 

with information that is clearly outdated, such as a posting accessed in 2015 stating “what we 

want to achieve in 2012” listed in the “our aims” drop down menu (“The Mount Kilimanjaro 

First Aid Community Programme,” n.d.).  
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Almost all of the projects were identified after moving to Moshi and establishing myself 

as a researcher in that community.  

Field Data Collection 

Approval was obtained from the Tanzanian Commission for Science and Technology 

(COSTECH) with permission granted to conduct research as of October 24, 2013, in Dar es 

Salaam, Arusha, Coast, Dodoma, Kilimanjaro and Mbeya regions.  

Observation  

Initial field data collection was conducted through observation in recipient communities. I 

looked for key local “informants” (Taylor & Bogdan, 1998, p. 54) or to use a less dated term, 

“facilitators” (Glesne, 2010, p. 95) to assist in making introductions and suggesting sources of 

data. Since I am an obvious outsider, identifying and developing relationships with good 

facilitators was key to gaining an overview of “informed thoughts, feelings, insights, opinions 

and facts about a topic” (The SAGE Encyclopedia of Qualitative Research Methods, 2008, p. 

431). On the other hand, facilitators are likely to have a personal bias and may have political 

agendas, and so the facilitator data collection technique was combined with interviews of a 

variety of community members. Documentation of observation was made in the form of field 

notes made immediately after field contact (Flick, 2009, p. 297). I had proposed to conduct 

observation data collection for twelve privately funded projects. There were many more projects 

in Moshi than anticipated, and I identified over one hundred and thirty-five privately funded 

projects in the region. Of these, I connected with thirty-nine organizations and collected interview 

data from donors, implementers, and end-use recipients representing thirty-three projects.  

Recipient Interviews  

In-depth semi-structured interviews were sought with individuals who were recipients 

implementing privately funded projects and/or end-use recipients whose lives were impacted by 
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private aid. Interviews were also sought with donors, board members and decision makers of the 

organizations. Appendix A, p. 223, provides a breakdown of interviews by types of individuals 

interviewed (such as implementers versus end-use recipients), nationality of interviewees (for 

example Tanzanian versus expatriate), and whether the interviews were conducted in the first or 

second round of interviews. Where culturally acceptable, data collection involved the audio 

recording of interviews. Only two interviews relied on detailed notes and memory as a fallback 

method of data collection: once after I encountered resistance to the use of audio recording, 

another when a donor originally declined to be interviewed but spontaneously changed his mind 

when we met again by chance. At times language differences posed the need for specialized 

interpretation and translation services for interviews and transcription.  

Recipients were asked to describe the aid project and asked open-ended questions such as 

their impressions of the project especially with regard to factors that determined the success or 

failure of the project. Questions referring to how the project came to be funded were asked in 

order to derive the donor’s guiding principles of granting from the recipient perspective. (Refer to 

Appendix B, p. 224, for a list of core questions.) Potential interview candidates were identified 

through personal contacts in Tanzania, through local facilitators, and by using “snowball or chain 

sampling” (Coyne, 1997, p. 627) to identify more projects and interview candidates. Interviewees 

were end-use recipients that were directly experiencing results of the privately funded project, 

implementers who were directly responsible for the organization and implementation of the 

project, as well as donors.  

I was fortunate enough to have located many donors who were coincidentally visiting 

projects while I was in the country or living in the country. Donors that were not in the country 

were called and interviewed via email and Skype. While a virtual interview is not ideal, Markham 

indicates,  
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Research can be designed around questions of interaction and social behavior unbound 

from the restrictions of proximity or geography. Participants can be selected on the basis 

of their appropriate fit within the research questions rather than their physical location or 

convenience to the researcher. (Markham, 2007, p. 258)  

While this approach still presents significant challenges related to geography and lack of 

proximity, the use of communication technology mitigates these limitations and makes this a 

feasible option. Where possible, I conducted person-to-person interviews with donors in their 

own countries of origin while I was in transit from Canada to Tanzania. 

I conducted 83 interviews in my first round of interviews from October 2013 to May 2014 

and 57 interviews in the second phase on my return trip to Tanzania from January 2015 to March 

2015 for a total of 140 in-depth semi-structured interviews.  

This second round of interviews over three months represented a second layer of data 

collection. In this complex social environment, projects were often in a state of flux. When I 

described my preliminary results to research participants, I introduced them using the metaphor 

of having taken a “snapshot” of findings with the understanding that circumstances significant to 

the well-being of the project or organization might have shifted. The term "shifting sands" came 

up more than once when discussing projects with stakeholders, particularly when examining 

large and complex projects. One in particular provides an example of why a second layer of data 

is important. Since my first interview with this group, there had been changes in policy within a 

sector of the government of Tanzania that impacted significantly on the targeted outcomes of the 

work. Compounding this change, a merger was announced between the two partnering 

multinationals, creating a temporary state of chaos and resulting in a significant change of 

strategies employed by managing implementers. These changes included taking on more local 

partners, effectively altering the face of the stakeholders. A second round of data collection 
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allowed for gaps to be filled in data collection that these changes created, and provided a more in-

depth and richer understanding of the complexities associated with large and complicated 

privately funded projects. 

In addition, the second round of interviews provided the opportunity for fact checking and 

verification, and provided participants the opportunity to respond to preliminary findings in case 

of error, exaggeration, or possibly having missed some important points. In the process of 

sharing preliminary findings, knowledge learned from the collective research participants was 

shared with the individual participants. A total of 44 second-round interviews were conducted in 

this second phase of data collection, as well as 13 interviews filling research gaps and with newly 

identified community informants.  

 Due to intervening circumstances, ten interviews were conducted with groups (2 to 10 

people) rather than on an individual basis. I explained in detail the advantages of anonymity, but 

these individuals preferred to speak as a group.  

One group maintained that internal trust was preserved through openness of their 

members in speaking. Initially they had agreed to separate interviews with various recipient 

stakeholders but at the time of the interview, I was presented with their decision to be interviewed 

as a group; they insisted that whatever was said could be shared with all. The expatriate volunteer 

associated with this project found the interview questions to be thought provoking and decided 

that this shared experience of answering interview questions together with a visiting foreign 

donor would be a helpful and informative process. Both of these group interviews came as a 

surprise; the first as a means to maintaining trust, the second providing an informal space for 

meaningful dialogue between the two participants, illuminating their thoughts and perceptions of 

the project. 
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Four other group interviews were with married couples that indicated a preference to be 

interviewed together; a pair of foreign student volunteers wanted to do the same since they were 

leaving the country the next day and had time constraints; and four young high school students 

were nervous, preferring the comfort of company during the interviews. 

Data collected represent the views of 113 individuals: 57 Tanzanian citizens, 34 

expatriates living in Tanzania (33 long-term expatriate residents who have made Tanzania their 

permanent home, and 1 short-term expatriate resident who expected to live there for two years 

before returning to her home country), and 22 foreigners. Origins of the overseas donors 

interviewed were Australia, Canada, Denmark, England, Germany, Holland, Spain and United 

States.  

There was no clear delineation for the classification of individuals. For example, an 

individual might be both donor and volunteer, or donor and implementer, and in one instance, an 

individual was classified as a founder, a donor, an implementer, and a volunteer. The lines 

between recipient and implementers are equally muddy. An expatriate implementer was easily 

classified as “implementer,” but a Tanzanian implementer could potentially be classified as both 

“implementer” and “end-use recipient” if that individual was a member of the community 

impacted by the aid project. Rather than assigning dual designations, I did not assign any 

Tanzanian who was an implementer the designation of recipient. Bearing these overlapping 

classifications in mind, of the 113 individuals interviewed, 34 are recipients and 55 are 

implementers. Also represented within the 113 individuals interviewed are 23 founders of 

organizations, 17 donors, 14 volunteers, and 8 informants. A breakdown of classifications and 

corresponding numbers of interviewees is summarized in Appendix A, p. 223.  
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Visual Data  

While interviews appear to be a readily accessible method with many positive attributes, I 

was cautioned by the observation that interviews are “deceptively simple” (Kvale, 1996, p. 12). 

In light of the apparent simplicity, limitations of this method can be overlooked (Sandelowski, 

2002). One limitation is that interviews are “not well suited when studying topics that 

participants find difficult to speak about, or for working with participants that lack verbal 

communication skills” (Affleck, Glass, & Macdonald, 2013, p. 155). In my research, language 

differences might be considered a challenge to verbal communication skills on the part of both 

the interviewer and the interviewee. Affleck (2013) recommended that using photo-based 

methods “can help researchers to better understand the nuance and complexity of the individual’s 

experience” (p. 160). In addition to enhancing data collecting communication, I considered 

capturing a visual form of data as important to realize my goal of bringing the perceptions and 

experiences of recipients to a wider audience in a format that is readily understood regardless of 

whether that audience is composed of academics, implementers of private aid, end-use recipients, 

or private donors.  

In light of this, I proposed incorporating a photo-based method to my data collection. I 

planned to capture images as directed by the interviewee that best represent their perspective or 

experience of private aid. Photovoice is a photo-method that was originally developed as a group-

based method. It has subsequently been adapted to accommodate an individual storytelling 

approach related to in-depth interviews (Drew, Duncan, & Sawyer, 2010). When Drew et al. 

(2010) asked participants to create their own images using disposable cameras they encountered 

challenges, especially with the amount of extra time this required for the researchers in coaching 

participants and following up to return the cameras. In order to circumvent this problem, I 

anticipated capturing images on the instruction of the interview participants. At interview closing, 
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I asked the interviewee to accompany and guide me in creating a visual image to represent their 

experience.  

By and large, this was an unhelpful addition to my interview process. Typically the only 

question posed to interviewees that created confusion was the one of creating a photograph 

together! During the first round of interviews, the question naturally evolved to a more 

hypothetical question asking interviewees what image first came to mind when picturing the 

project. This revised question was helpful and often elicited observations and responses from 

interviewees that illuminated their perceptions of privately funded aid. Despite this initial failure, 

I remained hopeful that, after building trust and creating understanding of the research through 

the first interview round, the second round of data collection might yield better results. However, 

interviewees remained confused by the question, and some indicated that photograph-taking is 

generally mistrusted in Tanzania. When I asked whether this was because I was a foreigner, and 

whether Tanzanians photographing one another was more accepted, I was told that even between 

Tanzanians there was a reluctance to be photographed. An interviewee gave an example of a 

reason for distrust:  

If you photograph people, even if you ask permission to photograph them first, they will 

always be suspicious that you will get money for that photo or in some way profit from it. 

I once saw a photo on Facebook of a mama that I knew from my village, and I asked her 

about that photo since it was used by someone to collect donations for [a] women’s  

[project]. She said the man told her she would get money for the picture but she didn’t 

get. She is angry that her picture is used this way with no benefit to her. (Anonymous 

Tanzanian implementer) 

Another interviewee shared that even if she, a Tanzanian, were to take out a camera in the course 

of her own work, she would be regarded with a mixture of suspicion and opposition.  
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Photovoice was discarded as a data collecting tool as a result of responses from 

interviewees. As soon as I took my large camera out, people stiffened, and I learned to only ask 

the hypothetical question rather than physically co-create a photo, preferring to maintain a high 

level of trust rather than risk suspicion about my motives. 

Data Coding and Analysis  

With the various data collection points, I used the data software program MAXQDA 

(“MAXQDA for Mac,” n.d.). This allowed for storage of online document data, field notes, and 

transcriptions of interviews. I coded directly from text, recorded ideas as they occurred, and made 

notes of interviewee responses. Attention was paid to ensure that accurate, contexted, “thick 

description,” useful and reflexive data was recorded (Richards, 2009, p. 57). 

Interview Data 

In-depth interviews were transcribed, coded, and accompanied by project notes with 

details about the date, where the interview took place, etc.; setting notes described the setting 

where the interview took place; interpretive notes reflected on problems encountered or biases I 

might have uncovered in my own thinking; and subversive notes were those that read between 

the lines using body language and tone etc. (Richards, 2009, p. 66). These notes provided the 

basis for coding and analysis of transcribed interviews. 

Thematic Analysis  

For this research I was most drawn to the “bottom up” coding method described by 

Silverstein and Auerbach (2003) to develop theory or hypotheses (p. 42–76). This detailed 

method of coding mirrors the approach offered by Richards (2009) using techniques such as 

“recording and recalling data” and “taking off from the data” (p. 76–77). This coding “record(s) 

repeating ideas by grouping together related passages of relevant text (and) organiz(ing) themes 

by grouping repeating ideas into coherent categories” (Silverstein and Auerbach, 2003, p. 43). It 
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is similar to the procedure of “thematic coding” outlined by Flick (2009) and used when “the 

research issue is the social distribution of perspectives on a phenomenon” (p. 318). Themes of 

individual experiences of private funding were linked with a section of text (Gibbs, 2007, p. 39). 

A thematic structure, grounded in the empirical material for analysis and comparison, was 

constructed from the first privately funded project studied and was constantly assessed and 

modified with the analysis of subsequent projects (Flick, 2009, pp. 322–323). This process 

allowed me to compare projects and yet still remain open and flexible to the specificities of each 

individual project (Flick, 2009, p. 323). Thematic coding allowed for the display of “constant 

topics … that can be found in the viewpoints across different domains” (Flick, 2009, p. 320) and 

accommodated the range of data sources I generated, including interview transcripts, field notes, 

research log trail and memos, and online documentation, particularly in conjunction with the use 

of MAXQDA (Lapadat, 2010, p. 926). 

Rigor and Trustworthiness 

Criteria to assess the quality of research is described by Creswell (2006) as instances 

where the researcher “includes detailed methods, a rigorous approach to data collection, data 

analysis, and report writing” (p. 46). By collecting multiple forms of data, by spending adequate 

time in the field and by recording richness of detail, I employed some of the characteristics that 

Creswell described of a rigorous approach. Data collection employed a variety of methods to 

allow for data triangulation to reduce bias and improve rigor (Wolfram Cox, 2008; Wolfram Cox 

& Hassard, 2010). Transparency is another characteristic linked to rigor in terms of quality of the 

research process (The SAGE Encyclopedia of Qualitative Research Methods, 2008, p. 795). In 

order to provide clarity for the reviewer, I am providing a complete description of the steps taken 

in conducting the research in what Saumure and Given call an “audit trail” (The SAGE 

Encyclopedia of Qualitative Research Methods, 2008, p. 795) or what Richards terms a “log 
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trail” (Richards, 2009, p. 49). On the advice of Richards, I started the process early by producing 

a log trail of expectations and hunches along with my research proposal. As I proceeded, I 

continued to log changes to the research plan, why the change happened, alternatives that were 

considered, why those alternatives were rejected, and what the change likely shifted in terms of 

the research (Richards, 2009, p. 26).  

Ultimately I am in agreement with the statement of Rolfe (2006): 

That the quality of a research study is not only revealed in the writing-up of that research, 

but also that it somehow resides in the research report, and is therefore … subject to the 

wise judgement and keen insight of the reader.” (p. 309) 

It is my responsibility as author of this research to convey to the audience, through my writing 

and presentations, the justification of my observations. Rolfe (2006) prescribed “the requirement 

that all published reports should include a reflexive research diary” (p. 304), and while I did not 

subscribe to this extreme, it is worthy of keeping in mind as a means to focus on producing this 

reflexive documentation of the research journey. Possibly the most straightforward advice on 

producing quality research of rigor and trustworthiness is that of Silverstein and Auerbach (2003) 

who describe rigor in terms of “convincing other people” and urge the researcher to produce 

transparent, communicable and coherent data analysis (p.77–87). It is my expectation that, by 

having grounded my research question in the problem and the goals, and that throughout the 

course of my research I employed strategies such as log trails, self-reflection, and continual 

verification, that I have produced research that is both rigorous and trustworthy.   

Ethical Considerations 

My research complied with and abided by the guiding principles laid out in the Tri-

Council Policy Statement: Ethical Conduct for Research Involving Humans (Canadian Institutes 

of Health Research, Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada, & and Social 
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Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada, 2010) and the Royal Roads University 

Research Policy (Royal Roads University Board, 2005). This research entailed online data 

collection, observation, interviews, and photographs of human beings and required a research 

ethics proposal and ethical approval prior to beginning field research. Ethics approval of this 

research was granted July 15, 2013. Confidentiality was a key component of this protection; in 

particular, this is critical due to the sensitivities of interviewing aid recipients, given the potential 

for this information to affect the provision of future funding. I have done my utmost to ensure 

protection of the anonymity of individuals, roles, and incidents and provided a consent form for 

participants including confidentiality and right of withdrawal statements, a description of my 

project, and possible uses of the research (Creswell, 2009, pp. 197–198). All data collection 

stripped personal information so that individuals are not identifiable. (Allmark et al., n.d., p. 9). 

Despite the photo method not particularly suited to data collection in this context, some photos 

were created. Where an individual’s image appeared, photographs required a separate consent 

form since the use of a person’s image is clearly identifiable to an individual and also since 

photography is a “practice of representation that (is) culturally dependent and that (its) particular 

mode of representation is not to be taken for granted” (Azoulay, 2005, p. 41).  

Summary 

In summary this chapter outlines the research design and methodology used to explore 

privately funded development aid in Moshi and Kilimanjaro Region of Tanzania. While some 

data collection methods proved disappointing, as was the case of online data collection, or 

inappropriate, in the case of photovoice method, a rich body of data were generated through 

observation while living in the region over an eight-month period. Engaging with individuals, 

through 140 in-depth interviews, along the continuum from end-use recipients and implementers 

to donors, board members and decision makers of the organizations, resulted in rich, nuanced and 
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meaningful data. Bridging data collection between two visits ensured that data collected 

represented more than a simple snapshot of a time and place; this was important for verifying 

facts, and for recording and notation of interviewee reaction to preliminary results. Thematic 

coding and analysis accommodated the range of data sources, at the same time ensuring that the 

research findings are grounded in the data collected. 
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Chapter 4 – Nature, Reach and Scope of Private Aid  

To address the primary question of this exploratory research: “How is privately funded 

aid in Tanzania perceived and/or experienced by recipients – specifically Tanzanian end-use 

recipients and project implementers?”, this chapter begins by reviewing the types of privately 

funded development aid initiatives in Moshi and the Kilimanjaro Region. The high concentration 

and diversity of actors that characterize privately funded development aid in this region, and the 

predominance of small to medium-sized initiatives versus large projects, are discussed next. A 

pervasive connection between philanthropy and tourism was reported, prompting a discussion of 

the impact of tourists returning to the region as donors, the link between tourism marketing and 

philanthropy, as well as the phenomenon of volunteerism. The greatest weakness of privately 

funded aid was observed as the individualistic nature of learning and a lack of platform or 

network to facilitate an exchange of knowledge between individuals and organizations. The 

greatest strengths of privately funded development projects and organizations is discussed, as is 

the perceived advantage of quality over quantity of initiatives.   

Philanthropic Clustering 

Prior to arriving in Moshi at the end October 2013, I was uncertain about the 

philanthropic landscape there. Moshi is a small municipality with an estimated population of 

206,728 in 2011 (“Moshi Municipal Council: Background.,” 2013). Anecdotal information led 

me to believe that there would be sufficient activity by private players to conduct this research, 

but without having verified this on the ground, there was no certainty that this was truly the case. 

To be completely certain that I would have access to enough privately funded development 

activities, I obtained permission to conduct research beyond the boundaries of the Moshi 

municipality and surroundings. The Tanzania Commission for Science and Technology 
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(COSTECH) granted me research clearance for a broad area including not only the Kilimanjaro 

Region (which includes Moshi municipality), but also the Arusha, Dar es Salaam, Coast, 

Dodoma and Mbeya regions. This proved to be unnecessary, and research participants openly 

laughed when I related this story. It did not take long to discover that there is significant privately 

funded development activity conducted in this region. Seeking 12 projects to study, at the end of 

my first five-month visit to Moshi, I had compiled a list of 138 organizations or projects in the 

Kilimanjaro Region that were, at least in part, privately funded. I found this high concentration of 

privately funded initiatives surprising. While I had expected to find enough projects in order to 

collect data, I was not prepared for this volume of private players in a small municipality such as 

Moshi. Local perception is that Moshi is “crawling” with NGOs, volunteers, and private 

foundation people. In the words of one research participant, “my personal thesis is now that the 

Kilimanjaro area and the Arusha area of Northern Tanzania, they’ve got to be the highest 

saturation rates of NGOs in the world” (Anonymous foreign implementer). This finding gives 

rise to further questions: Are clusters of philanthropic activity found elsewhere in Tanzania? Is it 

typical to find philanthropic clusters elsewhere globally? And if so, what causes philanthropic 

clusters to occur? These questions are not answered through this research study but are worthy of 

further exploration. A strong connection between philanthropy and tourism, which is discussed 

below, suggests that philanthropic clustering may in part be influenced by the connections 

individuals make to people and places as they travel outside their own country.   

Types of Privately Funded Development Aid 

The diversity of the projects was fairly consistent with expectations. Table 4.1 was 

created for my research proposal and illustrates the types of privately funded aid anticipated prior 

to personal observation in the field, with examples of potential participant candidates.  
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Table 4.1 
 
Anticipated Types of Privately Funded Aid and Examples of Potential Participant Candidates  
 
Private Funding Type Example of potential participant candidate 

Family Foundations  
Small (up to CDN$3M annual disbursement) - FD Kilimanjaro (FEMI Foundation) 

- Firelight Foundation 
Large (more than CDN$3M annual 
disbursement) 

- Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation  

Newer developing (less than 20 years) - Google Foundation 
Older established (more than 50 years) - Carnegie Corporation of New York 

- Rockefeller Foundation 
- Ford Foundation 

Family managed - Howard G Buffett Foundation 
Professionally managed - Marie and Alain Philipson Foundation 
Public Foundations  
Faith based - Aga Khan Foundation 

- Kilimanjaro Christian Medical Centre (Good–Samaritan 
Foundation – Lutheran, Anglican and Moravian 
Churches) 
- Mennonite Central Committee 

Fundraised-issue based Desk and Chair Foundation 
Corporate Funding  
Corporate Social Responsibility funds - Barrick Gold Corporation  
Foundation supported by corporation - Coca Cola Foundation 

- Shell Foundation  
- The Emirates Airline Foundation 

Individual or Ad Hoc Funding  
 (To be identified in the field) 
Public-Private Combination Funding  
 - Abbott Fund 
 - Touch Foundation  
Note. The private funding system is much messier than this chart indicates. Some examples could potentially fit into 
a number of categories (e.g., Ford Foundation is both an older and established foundation and its disbursements are 
greater than CDN $3M) and significant overlap was anticipated. 
 

Reading Damned Nations by Samantha Nutt (2012) prepared me for the possibility that 

there might be small players and large players with very little in between the two:   

The humanitarian sector is now dominated by two extremes: a virtual fiefdom of large aid 

organizations at one end of the spectrum, and an abundance of novelty start ups at the 

other end led by students, celebrities, and other assorted individual with little relevant 

training, development knowledge, or experience. The space between is rapidly 

evaporating. (p. 154)  
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I was particularly struck by the large number of small (in terms of funding) projects and 

the relatively fewer number of large projects. In Table 4.1, you will notice the definition for a 

“small” project was under CDN $3,000,000; however, this proved to be incompatible with onsite 

findings of what might be considered “very small” projects. I aligned my classification system to 

findings, and for this research project, I define a “small” project as one with an annual budget of 

less than CDN$100,000, “medium” as greater than CDN$100,000 but less than CDN$1,000,000, 

and “large” as any project with an annual budget of over $1,000,000.  

While it is logical that there would be few large projects, the surprise came with the 

prolific nature of the small player. This has been coined  

Do-It-Yourself” or DIY development: “Do-It-Yourself Foreign Aid… starts with the 

proposition that it’s not only presidents and United Nations officials who chip away at 

global challenges. Passionate individuals with great ideas can do the same, especially in 

the age of the Internet and social media. (N. D. Kristof, 2010)  

A Dutch researcher referred to these small “Do-It-Yourself projects” as “Private Initiatives” 

(Berkhoudt, 2012, p. 275). Since all of the projects studied in this research are privately funded, I 

find the term “Private Initiatives” somewhat confusing as an exclusive designation for small 

privately funded projects. In this document, I refer to all of the projects as private initiatives, 

privately funded aid, global private aid, or privately funded development, while making no 

distinction regarding size of organizations or their budgets. When distinctions regarding size are 

referred to specifically, I do so as defined by the size of their small, medium, or large budgets as 

mentioned above. The significance of the preponderance of small to medium-sized organizations 

and projects is discussed more fully below.  

I will not be listing actual participating organizations and individual participants in this 

research to maintain anonymity. Table 4.2 is a list of the projects studied, roughly categorized by 
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funding type and funding size. All projects studied had some form of education and/or training as 

part of their support; when combined they totaled 25 in number. Children and youth was the next 

largest focus with 12 projects dedicating at least a part of their resources to this segment of the 

community. Health, agriculture and finance or business were each the focus of 4 or 5 projects.  

Table 4.2  
 
Types of Projects Studied and Conducting Multiple Interviews  
 
Budget Education Training Health Agric Fin/Biz Child/Youth Approach >20yrs <5yrs 
Large  X  X   Business   
Large X     X Faith   
Medium X  X    Faith X  
Medium X X X X X X Integrated X  
Medium  X   X  Business   
Medium  X  X   Gender  X 
Small  X X    Muddle   
Small X  X    Gender  
Small  X     Gender  
Small X     X Muddle   
Small X X    X Faith   
Small X X    X Education  X 
Small X X  X  X Muddle   
Small  X   X X Business  X 
Small X X  X  X Muddle X 
Small  X   X  Gender   
Small X     X Education   
Small X     X Education   
Small X     X Education   
Small X     X Education X  
2 Large       5 Education   
4 Medium      4 Gender   
14 Small      4 Muddle   
       3 Business   
       3 Faith   
Total 20 13 12 4 5 4 12 1 Integrated                   3 4 

 

Please note that the numbers reflect overlapping focuses found within projects. For example, 

some projects support both education and training, and one integrated project supports all of the 

focuses listed.  
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Funding for these projects and organizations are largely raised through multiple 

individuals and a variety of granting sources: this represented the model for 15 of the 20 projects. 

Three projects also raised funds through mixed means but differed in that they accessed a limited 

number of sources of funding. To be more specific, these projects represented a combination of 

corporate and private foundation funding partnerships. The remaining 2 projects were principally 

funded by single large foundations with only minimal funding from alternate sources. One of 

these two foundations was so private that the name remained anonymous to this research.  

Two large, 4 medium and 14 small projects, for a total of 20, were selected on the basis of 

diversity in approach, of focus, and of donor country of origin. My first interview was with a 

Tanzanian implementer of a large project; I had expected to find several more large projects for 

study but found that these were more the exception than the rule in Moshi. Of the 20 projects 

only 3 were in operation for over 20 years, 14 of the projects were in operation between 5 and 20 

years, and 4 were in operation less than 5 years, as calculated from the time of my arrival at the 

end of 2013. This indicates that not only are the majority of the projects small to medium-sized, 

they are also relatively recent additions to Moshi and the Kilimanjaro Region with a total of 17 of 

the 20 projects in operation under twenty years. 

Approaches of the projects were relatively evenly spread between Education-based, 

Gender-based, Muddling, or Business-based, with the exception of the Integrated approach as an 

outlier. Surprisingly the younger organizations were not those that I had classified as having a 

Muddling approach; those classified as Muddling were organizations that dabbled in many areas 

of focus and all 4 were in the 5- to 20-year range of operation. 

In addition to projects selected for multiple interviews, single interviews were conducted (Table 

4.3) with individuals from 13 organizations: 2 from large projects, 3 medium-sized and 8 small 

projects. These projects were either not considered suitable for further interviews due to 
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duplication, were related to other projects and so helped inform the investigation of those, or 

were from “failed” projects with no other individuals available for interviews. Views and 

perceptions offered by these 13 individuals were valuable and were included in general analysis 

when applicable but were not included in analysis of the core 20 projects. 

Table 4.3  
 
Types of Projects Studied and Conducting only Single Interviews 
 

Budget Education Training Health Agric Fin/Biz Child/Youth Approach >20yrs <5yrs 
Large X     X Faith X  
Large  X X    Faith X  
Medium X      Faith   
Medium X X  X  X Business   
Medium     X  Business   
Small  X   X  Gender  X 
Small  X    X Faith X  
Small X     X Muddle X  
Small  X     Business   
Small  X     Business   
Small  X  X   Business   
Small  X X   X Faith   
Small     X  Business   
2 Large        6 Business   
3 Medium      5 Faith   
8 Small       1 Gender   
       1 Muddle   
Total 13 4 8 2 2 3 5  4 1 
          

 
 
 

Small and Diverse   

The focus of reporting on the actions of global philanthropic aid is almost exclusively on 

large organizations with extremely large budgets. Rarely is the lens placed on the actions of small 

to medium-sized players, and yet in terms of numbers of players this is the majority of privately 

funded aid experienced by recipient community of Moshi. Private aid in this community is 

characterized by a large number of diverse, mostly small to medium-sized organizations with a 

range of experience, education, and variable professionalism from well-meaning low skilled 
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volunteers to highly skilled professionals. In this respect, the dominant discourse with a focus on 

large organizations does not match the reality on the ground as observed in this city and region.  

North American statistics paint a picture of the “everyday person” contributing to small 

and medium-sized organizations that dominate the nonprofit landscape; this scenario is reflected 

in observation of Moshi, Tanzania. As will be discussed in subsequent sections, these many small 

independently acting organizations are uncoordinated and unpredictable in their action. At best, 

they complement and strengthen each other, collectively raising the standard of living in the area; 

at worst, they overlap efforts, compete for donor attention, and at times cause harm to the very 

communities that they strive to support.  

Interviews  

Contrary to my concern that it would be difficult to find individuals willing to speak 

openly about their perceptions and experiences, the people of Moshi were generous with their 

time and for the most part spoke frankly and without fear. The anonymous nature of the 

interviews was appreciated; some individuals met with me in out-of-the-way and secluded public 

spaces, others preferred to meet with me at my home under the guise of a “social visit.” Within 

organizations, some individuals spoke with me openly and in full public view (at a busy café in 

the town centre, for example), while others from the same organization preferred a lower profile. 

There was a keen interest in the focus of the research, and most research participants expressed a 

strong desire to receive a copy of the completed dissertation. Of donors and recipients, only one 

individual (an implementer), when asked, declined to be interviewed. This individual feared that 

her negative comments might somehow circulate back to her employer and, in doing so, place her 

development career at risk. All others were satisfied that anonymity of participants would be 

maintained in all writing about the research. A representative from one large funding 
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organization had indicated that they would participate in the research, but over the course of data 

collection was unable to dedicate the time for an interview.  

Tourism and Philanthropy 
 

Tourism was reported by research participants to have an enormous impact on the 

presence and activities of privately funded aid projects. While the pervasive connection between 

tourism and privately funded development aid is not the primary focus of this dissertation, it is of 

significant importance to the findings of this exploratory case study research and will be briefly 

addressed. Discussions with interviewees on tourism and philanthropy is categorized into three 

main points of consideration: 1. The influence of tourism on the decision of donors to fund 

projects in the region; 2. The manner in which tour providers such as safari and mountain 

climbing tour companies use philanthropy and charitable works as a marketing tool; and 3. The 

connection between volunteerism and tourism – also known as “voluntourism.”  

 Tanzanians and expatriates were equally passionate about this topic and the importance of 

tourism as an influence on philanthropic activities in the community. Interviewees spontaneously 

spoke about the influence of tourism in the course of research interviews, and several foreign 

donors related stories of tourism as the primary experience motivating philanthropy to this region 

of Tanzania.  

Tourists Become Donors 

Half of the projects participating in this research came about as a result of a prior 

connection to Tanzania – most through a founding member having travelled to Tanzania as a 

tourist and making the decision to “help.” For example one organization started decades ago after 

a father and son went on a safari and, upon returning to their home country, decided to create a 

charity to meet specific needs in this region. Projects without a connection to tourism were 

started through local initiatives with expatriate partners, through professional development aid 
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implementers targeting the region for a project, or through a private foundation created by a 

private businessman whose wealth was generated through sales of a local product. 

The following is an excerpt from an interview with a research participant describing how 

her project was started with a tourist connection: 

Three nurses from [name of country] visited Africa, in particularly Tanzania and when 

they went through… they saw some communities … they went through [when they went] 

to look [at] animals and they saw very poor people in very poor homes and then they were 

attached. And then they said they wanted to help female nurses here. (Anonymous 

Tanzanian end-use recipient)  

This relates to something fundraisers know: people give to what we have a connection to, to what 

we have seen that shocks us, to something we feel that our small acts can make a big difference 

to the lives of others. This finding is supported by Jon Duschinsky (2009), author of Philanthropy 

in a Flat World who asks: “Why is Kiva such a success? Why is Global Giving growing so 

quickly? Because donors feel empowered, feel close to beneficiaries, and feel that they can 

actually make a difference” (p. 183).  

Being able to “make a difference” strongly influenced the decision of individuals 

donating to international development causes:  

I also see all the time is a lot, most NGOs, are started and eventually run by some 

idealistic, mildly to moderately educated white person, who’s come over, fell in love, 

either literally with some guy (that’s mostly women), or they fall in love with the country, 

or the children break their hearts, or whatever. So they say: Well, I could make a 

difference. I know lots of people with money. (Anonymous expatriate implementer)  

A donor/implementer confirms that making a difference to other people’s lives motivates her 

giving:  
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I feel it’s a selfish little secret of mine … My most rewarding personal experiences have 

been with the individual people that have come into my life that I have looked after here. 

Or that I have in some way been able to impact in making their life or their day just a little 

bit better. (Anonymous foreign donor/implementer) 

Another foreign donor implementer comments on the relatively low cost of making a 

difference to someone’s life. Here she is referring the support she provides by paying medical 

career tuition fees for young women who were in danger of having to cease their studies due to 

lack of finances: “Our fees for the students was $300 per year. Imagine. Somebody having a life, 

a profession, status… for $300 a year” (Anonymous foreign donor/implementer). Nonprofit 

practitioners support the notion that making a difference to overseas causes is a cost-effective 

option. For example an organization that looks at charitable effectiveness, GiveWell, initially 

looked at charities based in the United States, but “in early 2011, GiveWell switched its focus to 

international charities because Hassenfeld and Karnofsky [founders] found that staggering cost 

differentials allow donors to have more impact overseas” (Kristof & WuDunn, 2015, p. 184). 

 Tourism provided half of the projects studied with the catalyst for a donor to make a 

connection to a cause. Upon connecting, most feel that they are making a difference to the lives 

of others. It is therefore perhaps not quite so surprising that the city of Moshi, as a hub of tourism 

for people planning to climb Mt Kilimanjaro or to travel to globally renowned safari destinations 

such as the Serengeti or Ngorongoro Crater, might also be a place where many privately funded 

projects are started. Once private development work is initiated, others follow as volunteers, as 

donors wishing to witness first-hand the effects of their donation, and as tourists who take time 

away from holiday to visit private aid projects in an effort to better understand the challenges of 

the people in the country that they are touring. A reinforcing cycle of events is created as private 

initiatives gain momentum and gain further attention from other potential private funders. 
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Do local governments fully understand and appreciate this long-term connection between 

tourism and privately funded development aid? Economists calculate the benefits of tourism to 

local economies based on services provided to tourists for accommodation, meals, transportation, 

and guiding. Are the longer-term secondary effects of tourists pouring money back into the local 

economy, sometimes for decades onward, also calculated in the economic cost-benefit analysis? 

While a thorough investigation of this question is beyond the scope of this research project, a 

quick look at the literature revealed a more traditional economic assessment focus on the short-

term effects on local economies. For example, one paper indicated that tourism offers the 

“potential to contribute significantly to economic growth in Tanzania” (Kweka, Morrissey, & 

Blake, 2003, p. 348) when examining direct and indirect tourism expenditure, and employment 

and income impact. However, the study did not consider or include the economic costs and 

benefits of tourists from the perspective of privately funded development aid investment, and 

with that exclusion also missed the potential long-term impact of private aid investments. This 

exploratory research suggests the economic relationship between tourism and both short-term and 

longer-term influx of privately funded aid to a region is one that is worthy of further scrutiny. 

Tourism Marketing and Philanthropy  
 

Local tour companies appear to have made the connection between philanthropy and 

tourism. The choice a tourist faces in deciding between two similar tour operators might become 

easier to make if one of them promises to dedicate a certain percentage of earnings to local 

charitable causes such as orphanages, ecological preservation, schools, or hospitals. The 

following is an example of marketing by a tour company capitalizing on the competitive edge 

gained through associating their name with charitable causes: 

We understand the needs of both the native community as well as those of the tourist. 

Giving back to the community as well as the environment is an essential tenet of the [tour 
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company] Vision. We have made it a priority to ensure that tour costs are injected back 

into the community and that Tanzanians benefit from the tourism their country generates.  

(Downloaded from tour company website, September, 2015)  

This so-called cause-related marketing is described as “a marketing activity – a way for a 

company to do well by doing good – distinct from sales promotion, corporate philanthropy, 

corporate sponsorship, corporate good Samaritan acts, and public relations, though it is often an 

amalgamation of such activities” (Varadarajan & Menon, 1988, p. 60). This becomes a powerful 

marketing tool between competing companies and is described by marketing experts as a tactical 

approach: “Use of the CRM [cause-related marketing] as a means of enhancing the effectiveness 

of sales promotion tools by differentiating the firm’s sales promotion efforts from those of its 

competitors through tie-ins with worthy causes” (Varadarajan & Menon, 1988, p. 68). Tourists 

might choose these tour companies, believing that they are not only gaining a tourist experience 

but also contributing to the charitable community with their selection of a tour company that uses 

cause-related marketing. However this is not necessarily the case.  

The goals of firms using CRM range on a continuum from profit maximization where 

social goals are incidental, to social maximization where money losses are acceptable (Farmer & 

Hogue, 1985). Performance of causes supported by touring companies is cast into doubt with no 

clear evaluation tools or process on the social benefits of the programs. The following quote from 

an interviewee employed by a corporate foundation that is affiliated with a Moshi- based tour 

company confirms that tourists should be cautious about taking tour operator claims at face 

value: 

In my job I feel very bad because every day I am lying. Every day I am saying that 15% 

of the fees that clients pay us is going to the community. Nobody questions what we say 
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we do with the money. They want to believe it is true, and so we say that it is so. 

(Anonymous Tanzanian implementer) 

A company with a particularly large and thriving touring business created the corporate 

foundation this interviewee represents. I asked the research participant whether tourists were ever 

doubtful that the foundation was accomplishing anything with their 15% contribution. She said 

that tourists were referred to the website:  

[It] is full of pretty pictures of young children, orphans, who are being fed a school lunch. 

What the tourists don’t see is that those are photos of the same children from when we set 

up the website over 5 years ago. And over a 5-year span we should have collected a 

billion Tanzanian shillings, but there is nothing concrete to show for those funds. 

(Anonymous Tanzanian implementer) 

This comment from a single research participant illustrates that misuse of CRM does occur 

within this industry in Moshi, and conversations with local residents lead me to believe that it is 

more common than this particular case. My research did not investigate how common the 

practice is, but it is clearly an area that deserves further analytical attention as revealed by this 

exploratory case study.  

Voluntourism 

It is difficult to walk the dusty streets of Moshi and not take note of the large numbers of 

Westerner visitors – mostly young, white, females, approximately 18 to 30 years old. The first 

time I asked an informant what brought these women to Moshi, I was told they are tourist 

volunteers, informally known by locals as the “blonde baby huggers”. A broad definition of 

volunteer tourism is: “utilizing discretionary time and income to travel out of the sphere of 

regular activity to assist others in need” (McGehee & Santos, 2005, p. 760). While this definition 

of volunteer tourism, or what is increasingly termed “voluntourism”, sounds altruistic, one should 
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not be misled into thinking that this is a purely charitable endeavor. From my observation, 

providing volunteer opportunities is big business in a community such as Moshi. This is 

consistent with tourism trends; Coghlan and Noakes (2012) noted that globally “there is evidence 

that the commodification of volunteer tourism is occurring with large tour operators competing 

for a share of this new market. Certainly there does appear to be a move towards the 

commercialization of volunteer tourism organizations” (p. 124).  

 Research participants were not specifically asked about the role of voluntourism in their 

community, but many offered opinions. Some interviewees were actively engaged in providing 

what they considered to be meaningful volunteer opportunities that served to benefit the 

community (such as volunteer teaching, or volunteer management positions); that served their 

own organization (such as consulting expertise to increase professionalism, capacity building, 

and training); and/or that served the tourist volunteer (by broadening their understanding of the 

world). Yet the general perception of voluntourism was that it was superficial and self-serving at 

best, and destructive to local community development at worst.  

One research participant related his experience with the self-serving interests of large, 

multinational corporate volunteering program:  

Corporate volunteering evaluation indicators [showed volunteering] gave the employees 

the feeling of belonging to a social responsible company which made them like the 

company … if the employee is happy about that, [they] works much better and so you get 

much more; the company gets more income in the end. (Anonymous expatriate 

founder/implementer)  

Even though this individual was committed to the concept of the potential and power in 

facilitating large corporations to collectively agree on tackling a global problem, disillusionment 

set in:  
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I found out in the end all this which is a great powerful piece of work was used 

individually to promote [it]self. It was going to be like [pause], the companies didn’t 

really care in the end what was happening on the field side as best as they could say 

“twenty volunteers from our cooperate volunteering have painted a school in Ecuador. 

(Anonymous expatriate founder/implementer)   

People voiced concerns about displacement of employment opportunities for Tanzanians 

and about a lack of professionalism. One research participant, a local social entrepreneur, was 

displaced by a foreign nonprofit possessing a significant competitive edge due to their 

connections and ability to raise foreign donor funds and by using foreign volunteer labour. This 

foreign “social enterprise” not only took over the hotel the interviewee had been running, but also 

hired the hearing-impaired employees at a higher wage to create precisely the same products for 

market. The following is an excerpt from notes taken after discussion with this individual: 

Her hearing-impaired employees were wooed over by the promise of more money, as was 

the hotel owner. The [foreign implementer] was more successful in filling rooms at the 

hotel because he was charging half the going price for a bed (already the cheapest place in 

town even prior to this), and was filling the beds with volunteer workers. Not only has 

this undercut [interviewee’s] efforts and driven the local enterprise out of business, but 

also undercuts local hotel owners through these reduced prices. When asked how they 

could afford to do this [interviewee] indicated that they solicit donations from abroad to 

support this social enterprise and were using volunteer labour, two distinct advantages 

[interviewee] lacks. (Notes re: Anonymous Tanzanian founder/implementer) 

This complete displacement occurred during the nine-month period between field visits, 

effectively removing the Tanzanian initiative with a foreign one. 
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Professionalism of volunteer activities also came into question; one interviewee 

commented that inexperienced volunteers would never be allowed to go to a Western country and 

play with young orphans with no social work background or screening through police record 

checks, but in Tanzania, that is a common volunteer request. The interviewee was critical of the 

credentials of both those that volunteer and those that start up voluntourism offerings:  

Who are these people? Not just anyone, just because I can rent a house, I can register a 

company, then I can have all the rights to receive funds and… it shouldn’t be like that. 

These people have to be screened. Who are they? Where are they coming from? What are 

their goals? What are their intentions? What have they been doing before in life? 

(Anonymous Tanzanian Government informant)  

In addition, cultural sensitivity of volunteers was called in to question. This expatriate 

interviewee spoke of the orphanage with which he is loosely affiliated and the reason they no 

longer tolerate or accept volunteers:  

Mama will raise [the children] how she raised her children. The Tanzanian way. And 

money will come in to support that, and it will come through her and she will distribute it 

how she sees fit. That got lost along the way as they came with their bags of gifts. That's 

why we don’t have volunteers. (Anonymous expatriate informant)  

In this case, foreign volunteers had expectations that children would be treated in the same 

manner and with similar standards that they were accustomed to, and upon their return to their 

home country would speak about their experiences without the benefit of Tanzanian context, 

creating division between donors and implementers.  

A lack of oversight of these volunteer firms results in negative experiences of Tanzania 

for young tourists. The following is an excerpt from a research participant describing his first 

volunteer encounter with Tanzania: 
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My first experience in Tanzania was in 2010 through [names organization] — the 

experience was the most horrible, disgusting, and disappointing experience of my life. I 

paid [organization] several thousand dollars … When I arrived in Tanzania, I was taken to 

a filthy home in the middle of nowhere, and told to just "enjoy Tanzania." They left me 

there for a week, telling me each day, "there is no school for you yet" or "ask us 

tomorrow" or “[names a project] do not exist." There were bedbugs in the beds, starving 

dogs covered with ticks surrounding the house, large piles of trash everywhere, they 

squeezed 8-10 volunteers in a room, the mosquito nets were filled with holes held 

together with band aids. We were fed one meal a day (I prepaid for three) of white bread 

and jam left out on a table and covered with flies. I started doing the math of just how far 

a dollar could go in Tanzania, how much money was coming into this organization, and 

how little of it was actually used for the work the volunteers paid for. According to my 

estimation, thousands of dollars a week were going nowhere that I could see. When the 

volunteers asked for teaching supplies, the faculty said, "no, you must purchase them 

yourself" — and when the volunteers said, "but I paid you all this money for the teaching 

program and I cannot teach without supplies" — they were again told, "no, just enjoy 

Tanzania”. … Most of [the volunteers] were teenagers just out of high school, from 

wealthy families, doing their "service". Their days looked like this — walk to school, 

stand in the back of the classroom and watch, get pictures with African children, go to 

bars and get very drunk, go back to volunteer house to get even drunker, have 

sex everywhere, pass out and to it all the next day. (Email interview, Anonymous foreign 

founder/implementer/volunteer) 

This interviewee was resourceful and found a way to translate the negative volunteer situation 

into a worthwhile experience, but as this interview excerpt indicates, most young volunteers were 
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not as enterprising or motivated. Critics of voluntourism suggest that standards are simply 

lacking and these organizations are accomplishing very little: 

You can go to an organization and you can find out that for the last maybe 2-3 years they 

have been having volunteers working in that organization, but when you try to show their 

actual achievements they can only have them in the books, photographs. Here is a picture 

of a student who is attending school, this is a picture of the orphans sleeping in the beds; 

this is the standard they will show you. (Anonymous Tanzanian informant) 

Scholarly literature has added to the list of concerns about the value of volunteerism. 

“Lack of altruism on the part of tourists has … been a criticism of voluntourism” (Woosnam & 

Jung Lee, 2011, p. 309), with voluntourists more interested in personal interests than interacting 

with or helping residents in need. 

Sin (2009) found that “motivating factors for volunteer tourists were “to travel” rather 

than “to contribute” or volunteer” (p. 497). In the UK, voluntourism has been commercialized as 

the “gap year,” a rising phenomenon where students leave school and forgo employment. 

Simpson (2005) noted: “ Taking a gap year supposedly offers opportunities to enhance one’s 

access to both social spaces and employment (p. 450). Thus commodities such as “broad 

horizons”, “personal development”, “leadership and teamwork skills” have been marketed and 

sold to potential participants” A critique of this self-centered focus of volunteerism was summed 

up in a forthright manner by Kwa (2007):  

The cynic in me suspects that these short-timers take home more from their slumming in 

the Third World than leave behind for the underprivileged they are supposed to help… 

There is the cleansing of developed-world middle-class guilt. There might even be the 

opportunity to use the experience on a college application or job resume. (2007, n.p.)  
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Beyond the self-serving nature of this commercialized industry, there is also the criticism that 

volunteerism does harm. 

Sin’s research concluded that “volunteer tourism could be reinforcing negative 

stereotypes of aid-recipients as inferior or less-able through the process of ‘othering’ by volunteer 

tourists” (2009, p. 497). A volunteer interviewed stated, “South African Blacks are indeed lazy 

and poor because they choose to drink and smoke marijuana all day” but also realized “maybe 

there is a bigger problem of society having no opportunities” (Sin, 2009, p. 495). She advocates 

that voluntourism offerings be organized with a focus on critical engagement on issues of 

democracy and active citizenship in order to meet the goal purported in their marketing materials 

of addressing social inequalities. Inadequate experience and training of volunteers was 

highlighted as a problem, particularly with vulnerable people. In the case of orphanages, child 

protection specialists warn that volunteers unwittingly ask children questions reminding them of 

traumatic events from their past, adding to the children’s attachment problems (Purvis & 

Kennedy, 2016). Tomazos (2012) pointed to the need for research to “clarify the symbiotic 

relationship between volunteer tourism organizations and the projects or causes they serve” (p. 

272). 

Tourism Influence on Philanthropy in Development Aid 

To sum up, tourism has been observed as being a significant influence and driver of 

privately funded development aid in the Moshi region. Inspiration to become involved in, and to 

donate to, an overseas cause is often generated from personal experience. In this study, half of the 

projects investigated had links to tourism, which lead to long-term commitment and investment 

of donor funding to the region. Short-term and longer-term economic implications of tourism and 

the corresponding link to donor interest would be worthy of examination.  
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Tour operators have capitalized on the philanthropic tendencies of tourists using cause-

related marketing, but recipient perspectives offers an indication that support of charitable causes 

is variable or might actually be non-existent despite charitable claims made to clients. This 

finding invites greater scrutiny of tour operator’s use of CRM in influencing tourist’s decision-

making, and the transparency with which they support local charitable initiatives. 

Finally, volunteer tourism has been commodified, particularly in reference to young 

people taking a gap year between school and work or further education. Contrary to the 

impression that this is an altruistic act, volunteers are mainly interested in furthering “self,” and 

rather than broadening young people’s concept of the world and cultures, short-term volunteerism 

might actually be causing harm and perpetuating stereotypes.  

Weakness of Privately Funded Aid  

Observation in the field, and corroborated by interviewees, indicates that the greatest 

weakness of the privately funded sector is the isolation of learning and a lack of mechanisms to 

pass knowledge on to others. Due to the independent nature of privately funded development 

organizations, they each make similar mistakes and struggle through those at an individual level. 

Learning therefore takes place individually, and while sometimes those lessons permeate from 

individuals through to the rest of the organization, rarely do lessons learned in the field translate 

to a sector-wide understanding of potential pitfalls to avoid and effective practices to embrace. 

Research participants verified this observation when it was included in the preliminary results 

presented as a part of the second round of data interviewees; not one interviewee disagreed with 

the assessment. Learning within organizations and exchange of knowledge between organizations 

was observed to be lacking. 

Literature points to donor’s zeal for accountability as one possible reason for lack of 

organizational learning (Ebrahim, 2005; Ebrahim & Rangan, 2010, 2014; Lumley, 2015; 
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Pritchard, Ogain, & Lumley, 2012). In a study of small to medium-sized NGOs, where resource 

dependence and accountability are tightly coupled to a limited number of key donors, blame is 

directed towards donor accountability for creating a situation unlikely to result in organizational 

learning. This is described as “upward accountability — where donor demands for information 

are sacrificed at the expense of attention to longer-term processes of organizational learning” (A. 

Ebrahim, 2005, p. 81). A survey of over 1,000 charities in the U.K. indicated that the primary 

driver of impact measurement was to meet donor requirements; a desire to learn and to improve 

services was only fifth on that list (Pritchard et al., 2012). The concept of impact measurement, or 

an outcomes approach, is facing a backlash. “We’ve started to explore how to ensure that impact 

measurement is used to drive strategy, decision-making and learning, precisely because we’re 

concerned that often it isn’t. Most of all, I am worried that we are not learning” (Lumley, 2015 

n.p.).  

Organizations and project coordinators work in such isolation that at times they are 

unaware of overlapping efforts. My interviews revealed that, in one case, three separate 

organizations from three different donor countries were convinced they had financed 100% of a 

local project. Each had attended a celebration, cut ribbons, and snapped photos, claiming 

responsibility for completion to their donors for exactly the same project. At face value, this 

duplication of funding might seem to be yet another example of the rampant corruption in the 

country but on careful examination this is more a situation of opportunism by local recipients. 

While I do not condone the duplicity, it is difficult to ignore the fact that this local initiative 

found a creative way to finance unappealing but very necessary budget items using another 

budget item with considerable donor appeal. Donors should be made aware of their part in 

making this duplication possible. There is significantly greater caché in the provision of water to 

a school, or building an orphanage, over funding the rent of a building or the salaries of project 
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implementers. Supply-driven projects will always, by definition, have a financial edge over 

demand-driven projects but donors need not be surprised, then, if local demand is financed 

creatively, taking advantage of the fact that privately funded actors are not communicating or 

collaborating.  

Strengths of Privately Funded Aid  

The strength of the small to medium-sized actors are their close relationship with the 

target community, their responsiveness to changes in the system, and flexibility within their 

framework to enable these changes. For example one interviewee states: “when you do such 

small programs it gives you a huge flexibility and to be able to adapt a lot better to what 

surrounds you and I really like this aspect of things” (Anonymous expatriate founder). Another 

interviewee relates an incident that illustrates how problems are resolved as a result of their close 

relationship with the community. She is describing the problem that lack of transport for students 

causes and the ultimate solution to that problem supported by a local corporate donor: 

All the things that had been requested such as a laboratory and school equipment or to 

build another classroom, and yet at the same time driving back and forth and seeing all 

these children on the street who would either only reach home at 7 in the evening or come 

to school one or two hours late [pause] what’s the point? It seems there is another 

problem to resolve first. ... They are talking about building schools and investing all sorts 

of things in the schools while something as basic as attendance of the children to the 

school or giving them enough time to study after school is not resolved. So we said OK 

this is something we have to think about, and they started to think about it. [Together] we 

[found] a solution. The [corporate] buses come to drop the employees off in the morning 

[and] straight away they go back to the villages and collect the school children instead of 

waiting here doing nothing. So the cost of this is of course additional running costs, but 
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the investment is already taken care off. Collect the children after school before they 

collect the employees to take them home, and they drop the children off at their homes. It 

is a small thing, but for years nobody had found a solution. And sometimes there are very 

practical things like this that are a matter of just taking some time to really think about it 

deeply and looking at the options and getting together the partners that are ready to try to 

find a solution. When the solution is found, it doesn’t look like a big thing like the 

construction of buildings at the school, but I think that it is important. (Anonymous 

expatriate corporate donor)  

This story and the simplicity of the solution relate the importance of having a strong relationship 

with the community for finding creative and effective solutions to pervasive problems. 

Innovative thinking, listening to the community, taking the time to think deeply about problems, 

and “getting together the partners that are ready to try to find a solution” are valued attributes of 

privately funded aid projects. 

 Responsiveness, connection to stakeholders, accountability, and flexibility are all 

strengths as articulated by the following research participant: 

Quicker decision-making, you don’t have to pass several steps in order to get something 

approved. And then there is also … the friendship that comes in between me and the 

recipient and donors. That friendship is much stronger than if I could take the [official 

aid] route. Another way is exact amounts that are sent, the same thing that eventually 

reach the target population so there will be no drop-outs in between. So if its money “x” 

then it will be the same money that will reach the recipient. Then the flexibility, so we 

don’t have to be very rigid, and when they say money is like a fixed obligated funds that 

we need you to do this, you don’t have to account much about it, we only wants to see the 

end results, that make things easier than the [official aid] way of auditing will be a sure 
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ways of doing things every day. Those are the major advantages. (Anonymous 

Tanzanian/volunteer implementer) 

Quality over quantity was a common theme as interviewees defended the limited nature of their 

individual efforts with stories of the impact that their initiatives had on individuals’ lives. Small 

to medium-sized organizations are unable to make overly large commitments, which some see as 

a decided advantage: “I also know that (by) helping on a more small scale, which is more 

individual, some plans can be more effective” (Anonymous foreign founder). One interviewee 

relates quality to the dangers of growing too large too quickly:  

I think the intention is to, of course to grow, and I would say now coming here after years 

after the establishment that perhaps [organization name] grew too fast. Because they got 

for 4 years [pause] I think perhaps the emphasis was more on quantity than on quality. 

(Anonymous expatriate founder) 

Another research participant takes a dim view of large NGOs and the related cost of 

sending high-salaried professionals to implement development projects: 

In the end I don’t say they don’t do good things, but there is a whole lot of money lost on 

the way to do it. And if you see their charts, like 85% goes into salaries. And you have the 

man of a country that earns 50,000 Euros a year, plus their children goes to [private 

international school] and they have a house and they have big cars. They are just getting 

some money for three years and go back and buy their own house and (become) directors 

of the foundation. (Anonymous foreign founder/implementer)  

This interviewee deplores the costs associated with hiring foreign implementers for large 

projects, such as high salaries and expensive perks, and questions the cost effectiveness to the 

end-use Tanzanian recipient.  
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In interviews, I questioned interviewee conclusions that small organizations are more 

cost-effective, countering with the concept of scale: arguably larger-scale initiatives reach many 

more people and impact more lives than smaller ones? When the question of scale was posed to 

the former implementer of a large multinational corporate-funded organization, he indicated that 

large-scale initiatives, in his experience, were not effective: “The big scale exactly as you say can 

make a big difference, but it is not doing so” (Anonymous expatriate founder/implementer). The 

research interviewee most openly critical of large initiatives had experience working with large 

NGOs directing expansive projects; disappointing outcomes led them to seek a more personalized 

approach with smaller initiatives. While most research participants were not specifically critical 

of large projects, multiple interviewees expressed the sentiment that quality supersedes quantity 

for the work of privately funded development projects, and that scaling up initiatives was 

secondary to ensuring that the actions initiated were meaningful for end-use recipients. This 

finding was confirmed in second-round interviews where preliminary results of this research 

were shared with research participants. 

Summary 

In summary, this chapter provides an overview of the features characterizing privately 

funded aid in this region. Findings indicate a pervasive connection between privately funded aid 

and tourism. This finding has implications for donor decision-making, for tour operators use of 

cause related marketing, and for voluntourism, raising the question of the long-term economic 

implications of philanthropy to this region. The greatest weakness of privately funded 

development projects and organizations studied is their lack of learning beyond the individual or 

the single organization. Their greatest strengths are a close relationship with the target 

community, their responsiveness to changes in the system, and flexibility within their framework 
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to enable these changes. Many interviewees viewed the small to medium-size of projects and 

organizations as an advantage, pointing to quality of initiatives over quantity of those served.   
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Chapter 5 – Perception of Success or Failure  

 
One of the questions of this research asks: Do participants believe they have been 

included in private philanthropy decision-making? Do participants believe that inclusion or non-

inclusion in decision-making makes a difference in their perceptions of success or failure of the 

project? This chapter presents the recipient perspective of a “successful” project, and subsequent 

implications regarding measurement, evaluation, and accountability. The result of this discussion 

is a revision of the term “successful” to the term “thriving.” Examples illustrating thriving and 

floundering projects are examined with a focus on the importance, particularly in a complex and 

unpredictable system, of having a focused vision, alignment amongst all levels of stakeholders, 

and shared intent. Dialogue and leadership are considered as a means by which a focused vision, 

alignment and shared intent are attained. Inclusion of participants in decision-making is then 

examined within the revised framework of thriving or floundering projects.  

Recipient Perspectives: What Makes a Project Successful?  

Before asking interviewees about their perceptions of inclusion or non-inclusion and its 

potential link to success, a more fundamental question required thought: What constitutes success 

for these individuals?  

Measurement of success is something most implementers struggle with. One interviewee 

commented: “If I were with a religious organization perhaps my poverty reduction activities 

might come second to the success of a religious conversion. What really are the parameters for 

success and how can organizations measure these?” (Anonymous Tanzanian implementer). 

Measures of success of a faith-based organization conducting a project with dual goals of “saving 

souls” and alleviating poverty through education might be very different than the measures of 

success for a secular organization with similar goals to alleviate poverty through education. How 
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would these measures compare with those that an organization providing micro-finance support 

would use to evaluate success? Another implementer views the measure of success for various 

multilateral or bilateral organizations as very different than for a small NGO:  

Basically your indicator of success as a country program at the World Bank is what the 

lending portfolio looks like. [Pause] Ultimately if you are not lending money you are not 

doing your job. The same way as a bilateral donor, really the main indicator of success is 

disbursement. (Anonymous expatriate implementer)  

This interviewee struggles to report back to a donor: “at the moment [the donor] is going through 

their value for money stage so want to boil everything down to [currency] per farmer, but it’s 

very difficult [to do]” (Anonymous expatriate implementer). This interviewee evaluates success 

in different terms than that of the donor and yet must shape reporting of success in measurable, 

quantifiable terms to meet the donor expectations of reporting outcomes and impact. All 

interviewees recognized the importance of having goals and striving to accomplish those goals, 

but more than one interviewee thinks that measurement goes too far, and at times gets in the way 

of the actual process of development. Some feel that measuring outcomes can dictate the 

direction of the work with a bias towards the donor intentions.  

Implementers understand the desire for donors to know that their funding has achieved 

results and is making a difference. However, given the range and diversity of privately funded 

development projects, how does one define success? When a group of Tanzanian end-use 

recipients was asked about the benefits of their relationship with the private foreign funders 

supporting their micro finance initiative, money was mentioned only secondarily: 

Now a lot of women manage to face their fears. Before they were so scared to go to places 

with confidence, but now we can send any woman even to Arusha and they will go and 

knock and talk without fear, so women have gained a lot of confidence. Even in meetings 
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women are not afraid anymore of speaking up. Women can talk now. They raise their 

hands and ask a question or contributing to the topic compared to before. (Anonymous 

Tanzanian end-use recipient) 

 The question they ask is: How does one measure the benefits of women being able to “face their 

fears”? Or having the confidence to speak up and contribute to community debate? Another 

interviewee noted, “The effects that really matter are not [necessarily] measureable. If you make 

a difference to someone’s life and later they get a job, take care of a family, have more respect for 

elders or take pride in harvesting a crop – how can you measure these effects” (Anonymous 

expatriate implementer). Development and humanitarian expert Ben Ramalingham (2013) 

agreed: “We have … seen that many existing approaches to performance measurement reinforce 

… narrow, linear approaches. By focusing on what can be directly measured and managed, the 

performance agenda often leaves or discards those things that are most important for effecting 

change.” (p. 356).  

“Thriving”, “Floundering” and “Failed” Projects 

As an outsider to the community and given the diversity of projects, it became apparent 

that it would be of limited value for me to attempt to provide a definition of success for the wide 

range of privately funded organizations found in Moshi. There was, however, an indication that 

individuals in the community considered some projects successful and others of limited value or 

outright failures. Building on that local sense of success versus failure, I turned to community-

based research informants to help identify and loosely categorize projects.  

Upon arriving in Moshi, I sought projects and individuals that could potentially become 

research participants. One of the questions I asked community members was: Can you direct me 

to, or tell me about, a privately funded project that you consider to be successful, a project that is 

floundering, and a project that has failed? As previously mentioned, I was quickly challenged on 
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my search for a “successful” project: naming a project successful implied that it had been 

completed, preferably with outcomes measured, to determine success based on whether goals had 

been achieved. All of the projects studied were in progress, and since none were completed, 

typifying a project as successful was considered premature. A more appropriate term to describe 

projects with attributes consistent with success is “consistently higher level of functioning”; this 

led to the use of the word “thriving” (Carver, 2010, p. 245) in place of “successful.” Projects 

were therefore not only categorized for their diversity within the privately funded development 

aid spectrum, but some were also annotated in my log books as “thriving,” “floundering,” or 

“failed,” as was perceived by two or more informants in the community. While some of the 

informants for this categorization were subsequently also engaged as research participants, not all 

informants at this information gathering stage were formally interviewed.  

The greatest difficulty I encountered in finding research participants were those 

individuals connected to a project categorized as “failed.” When a project fails, typically the 

implementing team moves on, and the end-use recipient, unless located in a specific geographic 

location, had also moved on. With persistence I successfully managed to persuade two research 

participants to speak with me on the topic of a failed privately funded development project. 

Thriving 

Prior to conducting data collection, I surmised that themes generated from recipient 

interview data regarding thriving projects versus floundering ones would be similar to those that 

official aid has often been criticized for handling poorly. This might include themes such as: non-

inclusion or lack of local involvement in planning and decision-making; poor communication 

between stakeholders including, but not limited to, lack of local language skills such as speaking 

Swahili; not having a strong contextual understanding prior to project design; and/or lack of 

sustained on-site monitoring (Dichter, 2003; Riddell, 2007). My research question asks whether 
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inclusion of end-use recipients in decision-making makes a difference in their perception of 

success or failure of a project. These themes were explored during the semi-structured interviews, 

but none of them emerged as the critical factor influencing the perception of success of 

recipients. Analysis of the first round of semi-structured personal interviews revealed that all of 

the organizations and projects included end-use recipients in decision-making, albeit at varying 

degrees of inclusion.  

Inclusion is widely understood as an important element of development aid and was 

professed to be a component of the development process in each of the projects regardless of 

whether they were small, medium-sized or large. Data analysis revealed consistent references to 

efforts made to bring the implementer and end-use recipient voice to the decision-making 

process. A single exception to this was a large project both in terms of budget and in numbers of 

end-use recipients. Although several interviewees representing this project made reference to an 

end-use recipient survey that was presumed to be used to design the project, two implementers 

provided further details that put the usefulness of the survey into question. The survey had been 

conducted four years prior as a baseline survey for a similar, larger project conducted in East 

Africa. That project was discontinued after two years and this project initiated in its stead. The 

survey was being used not as a project design decision-making tool but as a baseline for 

monitoring and evaluation before and after intervention. It seems ironic that a project of this size, 

affecting the lives of tens of thousands of individuals, was the single example of a hollow display 

of inclusion of the end-use recipient in decision-making. Since the project was in early stages of 

implementation, and since this was not a project that the community informants identified as 

“thriving,” this was not a helpful example of whether not being included made a difference to 

perceptions of success or failure. The question of inclusion attributing to the perceptions of 

success or failure will be more thoroughly discussed at the end of this chapter. 
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Focused Vision  

In this wide array of privately funded aid projects, I first examine what is it that makes a 

project stand out in the eyes of the community as one that is thriving versus floundering. 

Following that is an examination of research participant perceptions of inclusion in making a 

difference to thriving and floundering projects.  

Analysis of the first round of semi-structured personal interviews indicates a common 

theme within those considered to be thriving versus those that considered to be floundering. 

Projects considered to be thriving were found to have a tight, focused vision. This was not to say 

that the focused vision was created outside of the local context and then strictly adhered to with 

no local reference or context. Rather, while staying true to the mandate of the privately funded 

organization, the design and implementation of the project occurred with the guidance, direction 

and assistance of locals. In other words, inclusion was a given for those projects considered to be 

thriving; the distinguishing feature of those projects was their focused vision. 

The following is a review of select interview responses, first from founders and donors. 

When asked “What are the goals of this organization?” interviewees often articulated the goals 

within the framework of the organizational vision. One of the founders of an organization 

described as “thriving” answered simply, “To educate as many rural women as we can” 

(Anonymous foreign donor). She framed this goal with a vision for these women once they were 

educated:   

They will go out and help their siblings, they help their community, and … [it will] really 

increase the status of these women, and give them security so that they don’t have to 

marry just to marry because they have to have someone support them. Some of our 

students say that they are now somebody in the community that people look to, and also 
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the more educated they are the better choices they make about their life. To me it’s kind 

of like a new generation [pause] these girls are educated as a new generation, and their 

children are in a better place and the men that they are choosing tend to be better 

educated. (Anonymous foreign donor)  

Another stated: “We are aiming at five skills. We call them the big 5, or the 5Cs: critical 

thinking, creativity, commitment to others, collaboration and to cultivate new opportunities” 

(Anonymous expatriate founder). These goals are clearly articulated and further inquiry revealed 

that the organizations spend much time and effort staying true to their vision and focus. One 

participant described the intense and careful deliberation by their organization over an eighteen-

month period of a project proposal that, while worthy, would have taken the organization outside 

of their core vision and focus. The project was eventually declined. Another describes in detail 

the difficulties in maintaining focus and how words of experience from a colleague helped them 

to stay the course: 

Something that was told to me by a wonderful woman who has come to this country 

probably 12 years and is here 8 months of the year, (names an organization), she does a 

lot of education. It was kind of overwhelming, when we first came, with all the poverty 

and everybody is hitting you up, and she taught me to say “no,” and she taught me to keep 

the focus. I think that is why I tell other people, “you’ve got to know what you are doing; 

why am I here? What is my mission? Don’t be going outside of it. Stay. Not that you 

can’t grow, but become very solid in what you’re doing.” Because we have done many 

things here, but we always have to remember “Why are we here?” I have had kids come 

up to me on the streets asking: “Oh, will you sponsor me?” I used to feel – [covers face 

with hands] Oh my God! Now it’s really easy for me to say “I’m sorry I would love to but 

I’m here for such-and-such.” You’ve got to have a vision, and let things evolve as you 
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grow of course, but to keep the basic thing that you’re there for in mind. I am here to help 

nursing students, young women, to become midwives and nurses in this country. 

Anything else that comes of it is kind of gravy (Anonymous foreign founder/donor).  

Holding fast to the reasons “why we are here” might seem to be obvious and somewhat 

simplistic advice, yet it concurs with a line of organizational theory advising that organizations 

help stakeholders focus attentions to a unifying purpose.  

A stated focus is essential, conventional wisdom holds, because organizations of all types 

face constant pressure to alter what they do or how they do it. Left unchecked, these 

pressures can produce mission drift, an anchorless state where organizations grasp at 

passing financial straws and where unplanned outcomes retrospectively become reasons 

for existence. (Hawkins, 2014, p. 41)  

Nonprofits and scholars alike have embraced the mission statement as a tool of choice for this 

purpose (Allison & Kaye, 2005; Bryson & Alston, 2010; Goodstein, Nolan, & Pfeiffer, 1993; 

Green & Medlin, 2003; Kilpatrick & Silverman, 2005; Nolan, Goodstein, Goodstein, & 

Goodstein, 2008). Despite the enthusiasm for this management tool, not everyone is a proponent 

of tight adherence to a mission statement, and this scholar points to the limitations of its use:  

Rather than impelling a nonprofit to grow horizontally and organically as a community 

asset, mission statement fealty can limit the organization to the vertical silo walls of core 

programs. The mission statement and income statement become conjoined tools for 

building up a narrowly constructed organization where, just as in the for-profit world, 

revenue-building becomes paramount. In the upshot, cash cow programs get priority, 

financially marginal activities get cut. (Hawkins, 2014, p. 42) 

This criticism of the use of mission statements does not correspond with my observation 

of the focused vision of thriving projects in Moshi, Tanzania. Somehow the term “mission 
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statement” does not capture the essence of the involvement and focus of all of the stakeholders as 

they strive towards a common goal. How does the concept of a shared and focused vision 

compare with using a mission statement? I explore this question by examining a thriving project 

to understand better how it is that they came to collective agreement about the vision of their 

work. 

Focused Vision or Adhering to a Mission Statement? 

One particularly large project was proposed and supported by a local elder and taken up 

by an expatriate. The elder donated the first plot of land; the expatriate provided strategic 

planning and implementation for the project. A focused vision to provide quality education to 

poor children was shared by both the Tanzanian elder/founder/donor and the 

expatriate/founder/implementer. Despite the differences between these two players, the vision 

stayed true through constant feedback and dialogue. This is described by a long-term expatriate 

volunteer:  

One of the great reasons for the project’s success is [names the 

expatriate/founder/implementer] — her competitive nature, burning ambition and strength 

to cope with knock-backs while developing the [names project] were a driving force and 

continue to be. [Describes personal details contributing to the “story” of the founder and 

personal connection to Tanzania]. All that combined with the fact that we live here, 

managed every step of the development, held the purse strings, learnt how to work within 

the system and had the help of [expatriate/founder/implementer]’s father-in-law who 

paved the way through some of the local issues, such as buying land, putting in electricity, 

accessing water and dealing with local authorities, are really the reasons for the success of 

this project. (Anonymous expatriate volunteer)  
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The fact that the focused vision was shared both by a Tanzanian elder and a committed 

expatriate, and that they are working together towards the same vision, is viewed as one of the 

reasons that the project is thriving. This example also illustrates the importance of inclusion with 

recognition of the Tanzanian elder as a leading partner in this project. All interviewees of this 

project considered inclusion as universally important. In this example, with inclusion as an 

important constant, the vision to combat poverty by providing quality education to poor children 

is shared with all stakeholders interviewed; each expressed similar concepts of the project focus 

using different words. Here is the voice of an implementer/end-use recipient: 

The bigger goal is to eliminate poverty through education, and the poverty we’re talking 

about is the poverty in their homes, in their society. So [pause] and the aim of the founder 

of the school was if she can be able to help one child in the family to get a good 

education, that kid will bring changes to his or her family. Yeah, so I think through 

education you can do anything. These kids are really poor, really poor. (Anonymous 

Tanzanian implementer) 

A (parent) end-use recipient describes the goals of the organization in similar terms: 

We are looking for better performance. Better education. And later, after these childrens 

[sic] finish the schools, they can go back and help their parents. Because these childrens, 

they are here [pause] they are here from very, very poor families, and we are taking only 

one child from one [pause] one family. We need them to [pause] after school, maybe one 

will be a doctor, another will be a teacher, an engineer, whatever [pause] they will get 

their salary, they will help themselves, and they will go back to help the family also. 

(Anonymous Tanzanian end-use recipient) 

A Tanzanian elder attributes teamwork as one of the reasons for the success of the project: 

“We are working as a team. Parents, children, elders, teachers together. That’s the success.” This 
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same participant recommends to others: “Listen to the people. Work together. And have a good 

plan” (Anonymous Tanzanian end-use recipient/volunteer). Again inclusion is considered an 

essential aspect to the success of an initiative. This latter statement coincides with the thinking of 

Canadian doctor and scholar Nutt (2012),who states,  

A successful project places local communities and organizations at the centre of that 

process in the search for answers. Every time aid is driven by the assumptions of outsiders 

rather than the knowledge of insiders (those who understand first-hand the obstacles and 

opportunities within their own communities), it is rendered less effective. (p. 124)  

The point is not to dismiss inclusion as unimportant, but rather to highlight that, despite having 

found that inclusion is universally considered important some initiatives fall flat. In the examples 

here of thriving organizations, diverse stakeholders were able to articulate with clarity answers to 

the following broad questions: Who are we? What are we doing? Why are we doing it? How are 

we doing it? What is your role in doing it? On-site observation and interviews indicate this was 

not adherence to a rote or perfunctory mission statement. Projects considered as thriving by 

recipients had stakeholders who answered these fundamental questions consistently; and yet if 

not a mission statement, what was it that unified these diverse individuals to speak as one? 

The example described above is a large project with a strong public profile both locally 

and internationally. One might ask whether the perception of thriving for this project is a product 

of a strong marketing campaign, where all stakeholders have succumbed to the project’s own 

propaganda? Or is the reverse true; is thriving a product of a strong underlying focus and vision 

that supported a significant marketing effort?  

Marketing or Focused Vision? 

Examining whether a project’s interviewees have succumbed to their own marketing 

campaigns will help to better understand the community perception of a “thriving” project. One 
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project had a particularly well-developed marketing campaign; it is a large education project 

described in the previous paragraphs. The project was initially brought to my attention by a 

foreign donor (not a research participant) who spent two months in Tanzania every year 

conducting follow-up visits to projects already funded and seeking new development aid 

investment opportunities. This donor had visited the project for the first time that day and was 

very impressed by what he had seen; he highly recommended I include them in my research. 

Local community members verified that the project had an aura of bustling activity, suggesting 

that it be considered as a candidate for the category of a “thriving” project. It is a large project, 

not necessarily in the numbers of individuals whose lives are immediately served but defined as 

large by virtue of it’s funding, with an annual budget of well over USD $6 million. The project 

has a single focus of education and is funded primarily through multiple donations from 

supportive private donors overseas.  

Despite the fact that it was located on the outer boundaries of my geographic cluster, this 

was one of the projects for which I was most successful in locating a wide range of research 

participants. This is partly because the project maintains an open-door policy. Since it gains the 

bulk of it’s funding through a multitude of small individual donors the project organizers were 

savvy enough to be equipped to handle a request to visit from an inquisitive outsider. Again the 

connection between tourism and philanthropy was apparent: I observed busloads of tourists and 

visiting groups arriving and being welcomed to view the project, participate in lunchtime events, 

and invited to volunteer or financially support the project. A large room designated to receive 

visitors was equipped with couches and comfortable chairs, photos of the students, and with a 

monitor running a promotional video of the facility. All coordination of my visit was managed by 

a polite volunteer with an email address using the name “visitors@” with the project name. In 

organizational terms, this typically indicates that while this volunteer may be rotated out, email 
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contact with the organization will remain constant so they will never lose contact with me, a 

foreigner and potential donor. This is in fact the case; I continue to receive brief updates, 

newsletters, fund appeals, and heartwarming video clips reminding me of the vision, the goals, 

and incremental successes of this project.  

Uncharacteristic of any other visited in the region, this project has in place sophisticated, 

volunteer-driven systems to ensure that visitors are greeted, comfortable, and well-informed. 

When I asked a research participant about communication with donors, her response was to point 

to the open door policy at the facility:  

It’s typical to see donors coming to school and seeing what we’re doing. Sponsors of the 

students will come and speak to the students. Sponsors of the teachers will come and 

speak to the teachers. Sponsors of the building will come and see what the building looks 

like. (Anonymous Tanzanian end-use recipient)  

I conducted research interviews with the founder, an administrator, a volunteer, a teacher, 

a parent, four students, and a donor of this privately funded education facility. The administrators 

of the project helped to organize some of these interviews, while others were conducted outside 

the auspices (and without the knowledge) of the educational facility. What became apparent after 

several interviews was the consistency of the message that each of the research participants 

articulated. Each individual was able to articulate the vision and goal of the project; varying 

degrees of detail regarding the founding of the project facility; how the project was designed, 

constructed and organized; and the role that each of those individuals played within that vision. 

This might be construed as successful marketing to the public, donors, and stakeholders. On the 

other hand, it might be a case of homophily.  

Homophily is the “principle that a contact between similar people occurs at a higher rate 

than among dissimilar people” (McPherson, Smith-Lovin, & Cook, 2001, p. 416). Sociological 
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and anthropological studies of social networks and associations use the term to summarize the 

empirical pattern of “the positive relationship between the similarity of two nodes in a social 

network and the probability of a tie between them” (McPherson et al., 2001, p. 416). Stated more 

plainly, this might be a case where stakeholders are adhering to the principle that “birds of a 

feather flock together” (McPherson et al., 2001). The tie between these people, despite diversity 

of this group, is a passion for education. Despite broad diversity in terms of age, race, economic 

wealth, and culture, each of the individuals interviewed, from founder to student, and from parent 

to donor, expressed a passion for the power of combating poverty by providing quality education 

in a setting imbued with Christian values. And although Christian values were a part of the 

essential teaching focus for this project, students of all religions were welcome to attend; the 

“birds of a feather” connection between all players was clearly the value of education. The reason 

this diverse array of individuals exist in this co-created network is their aligned passion for 

quality education. McPherson et al (2001) described homophily through attitudes, abilities, 

beliefs, and aspirations as “value homophily”: “where most people spontaneously recognize that 

similarity breeds fellowship” (2010, p. 428). 

This connection is similarly articulated by one research participant:  

The cooperation among people. Everyone here. People don’t look like different tribes 

because the school comprises of different tribes and different religion so [pause] here 

[pause] when you reach here everybody is equal. Nobody is going to be offended because 

of his or her religion or his or her culture. When we reach here, we are all equal. 

(Anonymous Tanzanian end-use recipient/student)  

This statement by the Tanzanian student raises another interesting point when she says, 

“When we reach here, we are all equal.” How important was creating an environment or culture 
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where multiple voices are heard and are considered “equal” despite, as in this case, the voice 

belonging to arguably the lowest position of power in the project?  

This large thriving project has a sophisticated marketing program that promotes the 

“poverty reduction through education” work that they do, and yet that does not appear to be the 

sole reason for the perception that they are thriving. The fact that all stakeholders interviewed– 

from donor to founder, and teacher to student — share the same focused vision contributes to the 

dynamic nature of the project. There is a shared understanding of why the project is important. 

This is a case where all those involved are pulling in the same direction, causing the 

project to flourish in a way it might not if some key stakeholders were not similarly aligned and 

were pulling the mission in various disparate directions. Some in the business world consider this 

alignment essential to success: “Creating a clearly defined purpose starts with identifying the 

capabilities needed for business success. These capabilities are not just technical and operational 

requirements, they also are the “value” delivered by the project” (Alleman, 2014, p. 3). While 

Alleman equates “value” in a materialistic sense where value can be measured in units, the 

premise is similar to nonprofit values. In his project management book, he stated, “Most of 

today’s approaches to developing products or services start with the technical and operational 

requirements of the project. This leads to trouble later on when there is confusion about ‘why’ 

those requirements are present” (Alleman, 2014, p. 4).  

Strategic Intent 

Hawkins (2014) takes this concept of “why” further suggesting that nonprofits adopt the 

concept of “strategic intent” as “a way of leaping beyond the confines of insipid mission 

statement construction” (p. 46). In business terms, strategic intent is considered a company’s 

driving force, that “informs and shapes how a business defines itself and where it finds its unique 

strategic advantage” (Ice, 2007, p. 170). This differs from articulating the mission statement; 
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“While a mission or vision statement may define the aspiration or purpose of the company, the 

strategic intent articulates how we are going to leverage the company resources and strategic 

alternatives to accomplish this goal” (Ice, 2007, p. 171). Hawkins asserted “in for-profit and 

nonprofit enterprises alike, crafting a powerful strategic intent requires more than a committee 

report and a board resolution. It requires dialogue about the organizational soul” (Hawkins, 2014, 

p. 46). In their study of what definitive feature marked multinational firms that were on the rise 

and outstripping competitors, Hamel and Prahalad (1989) found:  

Companies that have risen to global leadership over the past 20 years invariably began 

with ambitions that were all out of proportion to their resources and capabilities, but they 

created an obsession with winning at all levels of the organization and sustained that over 

the 10- to 20-year quest for global leadership. We term this obsession “strategic intent.” 

(p. 64) 

This seminal description of strategic intent echoes some of the descriptions by others of the 

expatriate founder/implementer of this large educational project. Here the founder/implementer 

describes the reaction of her family when she explains that she intends to build a school for poor 

children in Tanzania:  

I told them that we had been given some land to start a school so we were now going to 

start fundraising to build a school. Then, I… you know, at home it was a bit of a joke, and 

my brothers can be very sarcastic — gorgeous, but a very sarcastic bunch. They said 

‘Hey, [Name], how much do you need for that school you’re going to be build in Africa?’ 

[Laughing] I’d go, ‘Well, in all my years of experience… I don’t know, $100,000?’ 

[Laughing] You know, the biggest thing I’d ever built was a guinea pig’s cage when I was 

in Uni. You know, I’d never built a school in my life, and they’d go, ‘Alright, how much 

do you got?’ I said ‘10 bucks.’ [Laughing] (Anonymous expatriate/founder/implementer) 
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The ambitions of this project were clearly out of proportion to resources and capabilities, 

but as we heard earlier from a co-worker, this person had “burning ambition and strength to 

cope” over the arduous pre-project fundraising and throughout the 11 years of the project’s 

lifetime.  

This participant recognized that she was in way over her head, and that she had little 

experience or resources. The rest of her long and involved story reveals a style of dialogue with, 

engaging with, or inclusion of a stream of individuals that have helped to create the thriving 

project that exists today. She started with people with whom she had closest relationships, 

namely family and friends, and gradually expanded beyond those confines, forging alliances with 

organizations external to Tanzania that could help support the project, but always relating back to 

and also seeking guidance and support of key local partners and informants.  

For this project, tangible evidence of a thriving operation lay in the series of buildings 

over two campuses creating an impressive educational facility; also impressive was the 

significant annual funding that the project was able to mobilize in support of their goals. It was 

the intangible attributes, however, that set this project apart from those that were floundering. 

From the ten interviews conducted over the diverse range of stakeholders, I observed a strong 

mutual understanding, trust, and a bond between stakeholders that created a positive climate for 

accomplishing the work they collectively had set out to do. Amassing these intangibles was a 

major accomplishment of relationship management when one considers this project brings 

together people of diverse ages, ethnicity, economic status, culture, and language, and is situated 

in a country rife with corruption (and therefore high levels of mistrust).  

Unfortunately, intangible attributes are difficult to measure (Belen, 2010), and it is 

difficult to trace their origins. This, in turn, makes it challenging to analyze this particular project, 

and thriving projects like it, for the purpose of learning about the process to create an 
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environment that is vibrant and promotes success. For a better understanding of my observations, 

I turned to the literature on organizational development and management. The concept of 

“dialogue” came to the fore as an area of research with promising possibilities for delving deeper 

into the intangible assets of thriving projects. 

Dialogue as a Process 

The impressive list of intangibles in this large thriving educational project, and the 

management of multiple layers of diverse relationships within the school network, suggests that 

dialogue has played an important part of the process. The Encyclopedia of Evaluation defines 

dialogue as  

The interaction between people with different perspectives and interests who intend on 

learning from one another…It also presumes a certain respect for others (especially 

among those who may be different from each other), mutuality, honesty, and the ability to 

engage in critical thinking. (Mathison, 2005 online, np)  

Although this Encyclopedic definition maintains that dialogue can be conceptualized in a number 

of ways including debate and discussion, management practitioner Yankelovich (2001) 

disagreed; he argued that there are fundamental differences distinguishing dialogue.  

Yankelovich (2001) argued that debate is the opposite of dialogue. Debates are 

combative, there is an underlying assumption that there is a right answer and that you have that 

right answer, the debater is listening in order to find flaws and make counterarguments, and 

defending assumptions as truth while critiquing the other side’s position. Debates are about 

winning. Dialogue, in contrast, is collaborative, assumes that many people have pieces of the 

answer and that a solution can be crafted together. Dialogue uses listening to understand, to find 

meaning and agreement, in order to reveal assumptions for reevaluation. Rather than critiquing 
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the other side’s position, dialogue reexamines all positions; rather than winning, dialogue is about 

exploring common ground (Yankelovich, 2001, pp. 37–40).  

Discussion and dialogue are closer than debate, but dialogue differs from discussion when 

three distinctive features are present: equality and the absence of coercive influences, listening 

with empathy, and bringing assumptions into the open (Yankelovich, 2001). When all of these 

features are present, discussion is transformed into dialogue. Consider the reflections of an 

implementer on the positive implications of having a diverse team including diversity in the 

group making the strategic and management decisions for the project: 

The diversity [of our team] is also a positive. So we’ve got staff here who are illiterate up 

to staff with PhDs. We’ve got staff who can barely, you know, have a meal a day, up to 

staff who are millionaires. You know, some of our volunteers are self-made 

[millionaires]. [Pause] You’ve got all different religions from people who are Atheist to 

people who go to church daily. All different tribes. You look at our leadership teams, and 

they’re all from different tribes, different religions — you’ve got a Muslim Headmaster, a 

Catholic Deputy. Different tribes. One’s from Mwanza, another one’s from Kili. 

Diversity. (Anonymous expatriate founder/implementer)  

The dialogic principle of bringing together people with different perspectives for the purpose of 

learning together is evident in this description. This education organization embraces diversity 

and, in doing so, promotes a culture of equality, fostering a core foundation that permeates the 

culture of the importance in bringing differing opinion and beliefs to the fore.  

The word “dialogue” derives its meaning from the Greek words dia, meaning “through” 

and logos as in “word” or “meaning” (Isaacs, 2008; Yankelovich, 2001). Some of the original 

thoughts on dialogue in organizational learning were formulated by physicist David Bohm (1996) 

who interprets the etymological roots as suggesting meaning and words that flow through from 
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one participant to another. Business scholar David Ballantyne (2004) posited that dialogue offers 

a pathway to new business knowledge; he defined dialogue as  

An interactive process of learning together. This definition recognizes a necessary sense 

of spontaneity, bounded by a serious intent to reach mutual understanding by listening 

and learning. This understanding may lead to a common agreement on a particular issue, 

or perhaps a variety of different interpretations will remain in play. (p. 117)  

Listening is a key to the process of dialogue and can lead to the kind of connections 

between people that are observed between stakeholders of this large project. 

When people listen together, dialogue can sometimes evoke a deep and unusual 

experience of common understanding. It is unusual because people come to realize that 

they do not need to know every detail of the personal histories of the individuals they are 

speaking with to have the feeling of profound connection. (Isaacs, 2008, p. 103) 

This product of dialogue has been termed ‘impersonal fellowship’: “The notion of ‘impersonal 

fellowship’ suggests that authentic trust and openness can emerge in a group context, without its 

members having shared extensive personal history” (Bohm, 1996, p. x). Returning to the 

educational project as an example, the founder implementer described the critical role of the 

Parent Committee in bringing an important voice to the decision-making table, the Management 

Meetings, at the school:   

The headmasters and the teachers don’t like the Parent’s Committee because they’re the 

policeman … a teacher’s not going to complain about his headmaster because he’s 

worried about ramifications. But a parent? They can. So they would love the parent voice 

to be [pause] pushed down. But pushing complaints under the table isn’t going to solve 

anything. We have to be able to hear the complaints because even if they’re not true or 
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there’s another side to the story, people just want to be heard. And even though our 

parents are poor [pause] you know? (Anonymous expatriate founder/implementer)  

This property of dialogue is key to understanding how projects perceived by the community as 

thriving bring diverse players (with different backgrounds, expectations, and values) to the table 

and manage to overcome those differences to create something together. Equality of the voices at 

the decision-making table is important in maintaining an even balance of power.  

During my second-round of interviews, where I shared with interviewees my preliminary 

findings, I likened a focused vision to a magnet and iron filings. When stakeholders share a 

vision for their project, it becomes like a magnet with their collective efforts aligned like iron 

filings towards the magnet, pulling together in a similar direction. While interviewees agreed 

with this observation, some expressed frustration that this information brings us no closer to 

understanding how to create such an environment. Not all projects or organizations are thriving, 

so how does one achieve this desirable state? While there is no step-wise process that will 

achieve success, the notion of dialogue does offer practitioners a nuanced approach to bring 

players to the table to think, talk, and listen in a way that summons a collective notion of what 

they hope to achieve, how they will achieve it and why it is important (Ballantyne, 2004; Bohm, 

1996; Bushe & Marshak, 2015; Isaacs, 2008; Yankelovich, 2001). Rather than following a 

prescribed list of “best practices”, practicing dialogue is described as a process. As such, 

achieving dialogue and creating strategic alignment is not as simple as one might imagine.  

Leadership  

Alignment within an organization is an important quality, particularly at times of change 

when organizations are making strategic decisions. Isaac (2008) noted “The problems that even 

the most practical organizations have — in improving their performance and obtaining the results 

that they desire — can be traced directly to their inability to think and talk together, particularly 
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at critical moments” (p. 3). This becomes a question of leadership. It is beyond the scope of this 

thesis to conduct a detailed exploration of leadership models that could help to better understand 

the phenomenon of thriving projects observed in this exploratory research. However, there are 

some leadership concepts such as collaboration, relationship building, and distribution of 

leadership that resonate with the projects and organizations observed during this research that are 

worthy of mention.  

When a group aligns, like iron filings to a magnet, individuals seem to build on each 

other’s energy and share a unity of purpose. Organizational leadership scholar John Glaser (2005) 

noted that is possible to use “principles of alignment to become a more powerful and effective 

problem solver and leader” (p. 3). Promoting collaborative leadership, he uses the term 

“coherence” to describe the common factor in the creative process where individuals align, or 

collaborate, working together to solve a problem or to create something new (Glaser, 2005). In 

this increasingly complex world, many organizations still operate in silos with divisions or 

departments — they need leaders that can see across a whole organization, who understand the 

value of networks beyond traditional confines as boundaries of authority blur.  

In the case of this education project, boundaries of authority blur when legitimate 

leadership stretches into areas where the leader has no authority at all but where ideas resonate. 

For example, when one builds a school, the boundary of authority is stretched to working with 

senior civil servants in the Education Ministry where one has no authority. When asked how they 

know that their students truly originated from poor government schools, the founder/implementer 

indicated, “We have permission from the government to go to [school name] Government School 

to look at their registration book to find out if you are genuinely registered at that school because 

there are a lot of forged documents” (Anonymous expatriate founder/implementer). The 
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education project earned the leader legitimacy with the result that people willingly grant authority 

(Middleton, 2007).  

Yankelovich (2001) asserted that top-down, hierarchical style leadership is being replaced 

by “relational leadership, where the defining task of leaders is developing webs of relationships 

with others rather than handing down visions, strategies, and plans as if they were 

commandments from the mountaintops” (p. 13). This is increasingly important in situations 

common to development aid projects: situations that are complex, diverse, and dynamic and 

where leaders are greeted with uncertain, uncontrollable, and/or unpredictable situations. The 

intention of creating a transformative educational facility in a complex, dynamic social 

environment requires a shift in the mindset of the leader: “Control is replaced by a tolerance of 

ambiguity and the “can-do” mentality of “making things happen” is modified by an attitude that 

is simultaneously visionary and responsive to the unpredictable unfolding of events” (Westley, 

Zimmerman, & Patton, 2007, p. 20). 

Traditionally effective performance was assumed to depend on leadership by an 

individual with skills to find a path and motivate others on that path (Meindl, Ehrlich, & 

Dukerich, 1985; Staw, Salancik, & Calder, 1977). This is the individualistic heroic leadership 

stereotype (Yukl, 1999). When reconceptualizing the practice of leadership, some scholars focus 

on shifting the mindset of leadership from the traditional “individual-as-leader” model to one of 

distributive, or shared, leadership (Grogan, 2008; Yukl, 1999). Shifting this locus causes “the 

leadership actions of any individual leader [to be] much less important than the collective 

leadership provided by the members of the organization” (Yukl, 1999, p. 293). Senge (2001) 

contended that by locating leadership within community one automatically creates a shared 

leadership structure where there is meaningful interaction between group members. Cunliffe and 

Erikson (2011) contributed to contemporary leadership theory by offering a way of 
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conceptualizing relational leadership in ways that emphasize moral responsibility and encourage 

moral debate. They included the concept of dialogism, which  

Means talking with people not to them, understanding that meaning emerges in specific 

moments of responsive conversations between people, and that everything that is said is 

in relationship to ‘others’: other people, other ideas, other conversations. Talking with 

means all views are shared and considered. (Cunliffe & Eriksen, 2011, p. 434)  

Relational leadership is more than just about dialogue, it also involves understanding the way that 

we engage with the world using “practical wisdom” (Cunliffe & Eriksen, 2011) in creating 

collaborative relationships. Burgeoning leadership literature supports the theory and practice of 

collaborative, shared, or dialogic approaches to leadership. One comprehensive resource is Bushe 

and Marshak’s (2015) Dialogic Organization Development: The Theory and Practice of 

Transformational Change.  

The overarching vision that virtually all individuals interviewed for this research 

expressed was an intention for, and a vision of, some type of transformational change. An 

examination of those projects considered to be thriving is helpful in understanding that strategic 

intent, dialogue, and a mindset shift is required in creating or “leading” a thriving condition. Not 

all of the projects studied were considered to be thriving and indeed a few projects were 

considered to be floundering while others had failed.  

Floundering  

 In the pursuit of “helping others,” some organizations were visibly struggling and others 

failed, closing shop in a dramatic end or quietly fading away. The consequences of failed or 

floundering privately funded projects were rarely discussed publicly. Data collection for this 

research was supported by the anonymous nature of the interviews; the assurance of anonymity 

provided a sense of safety, and research participants responded generously by sharing not only 
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the positive and successful but also the struggles to achieve goals of bettering lives and 

livelihoods in this region. The price of failure can be high for donors and implementers, and yet 

the end-use recipient of aid is most vulnerable to the long-lasting effects of success or failure:  

Those who dare to attack seemingly intractable problems and those who fund such 

initiatives are motivated by glimpses of a better world. If you count yourself among such 

dreamers, you know what it feels like to feed upon the possibility of a world transformed. 

The price of failure can be steep: loss of ideals, loss of hope, sometimes even harm to 

those you sought to help. (Westley et al., 2007, pp. 161–162) 

After a particularly long and detailed interview a research participant acknowledges, “You can do 

a lot of damage by starting something up and then it falls over in 18 months. And you do a lot 

more damage than not having started it at all” (Anonymous expatriate founder/implementer). The 

following section takes a closer look at a project deemed by the community to be floundering 

with the intention of better understanding what makes this project different from those considered 

to be thriving.  

Two founder/implementers of an organization considered to be floundering voiced widely 

different opinions about the vision and goals of the project than the end-use 

recipient/implementer interviewed. This organization was one that was classified as having taken 

a Muddling Approach. To provide some context, the founders of this organization were still 

reeling from the “crushingly disappointing” and expensive failure of their main project. Although 

young, the foreign founders had spent considerable time in the community, had asked multitudes 

of questions to better understand local context, and their first development initiative was in 

partnership with a local Tanzanian to further the efforts of that project. After several years of 

working together and building what they considered a respectful and trusting relationship, they 

decided to commit to a larger vision for the project that demanded land, a building, and 
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significantly greater funds than they had been working with. Successful fundraisers, the money 

began to pour in, and they embarked on this ambitious plan. It was when the big funding arrived 

that the organization, the relationship with their Tanzanian partner, and their collective vision 

suffered its greatest blow.  

While the construction was taking place accounting irregularities arose which raised the 

suspicions of the two young founders. An audit of the accounts revealed a maze of deceit as 

funds were funneled away from the project, their paper trail covered up with forged signatures. 

The police were called, and the Tanzanian partner was arrested on charges of fraud and 

embezzlement. The partner in turn charged the foreign founders with immigration irregularities; 

the seriousness of those charges frightened the founders, despite being innocent of the charges. 

All of these allegations needed to be investigated, and the land and building site were closed until 

the case could be resolved. This project ground to a dramatic halt and has been sitting in legal 

limbo since I first visited Moshi at the end of 2013. I was able to interview founders, a donor, a 

newly appointed implementer, and a high-level government official assigned to watch over the 

case. 

Beginning with the founders, in reflecting on their efforts, they both felt that they had 

started their work in a “backwards manner.” Both founders were very candid about having started 

their work without much of a vision beyond charity: 

Our goal was to support [names a project]. These kids have very poor sleeping 

environment, they have nowhere to eat, they don’t have much food, their latrines aren’t 

safe, it’s very basic; they have no water. It was like the basic needs. In the back our hopes 

were once the basic needs were met, what else could we do? (Anonymous foreign 

founder/implementer) 
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Another interviewee says much the same and adds that the idea of starting an organization came 

after actually starting charitable work in Tanzania: 

Mmm. I don’t know if we really ... I think at the beginning my goal was to, because we 

were so focused on those kids who were at the centre, our goals were pretty much focused 

there. Making sure that they were getting their basic needs met. [We] weren’t really 

thinking about the organization as an organization that had a mission, like a very specific 

mission or goals at the beginning. It was kind of just, you know, instead of like having an 

idea and forming an organization around that idea and then executing it, we kind of 

backed into it. (Anonymous foreign founder/implementer) 

Contrast this with the vision statement of an implementer hired recently, several years after the 

organization began operations: 

The goals of [organization] was really to see a community that is well developed, that is 

well-educating their community, whereby their kids are educated. If you get a young kid 

and educate them, then he or she can help themselves in development activities. When 

somebody imparts knowledge into you, you are given the opportunity to think big and to 

think outside of the box. (Anonymous Tanzanian implementer) 

Not only did the latter interviewee share a visionary community development goal, she also 

expressed the guiding principle of the organization as “providing education to help people help 

themselves.” The end-use recipient community cannot help but feel confused when they find 

themselves caught between conflicting focuses. Expectations raised by one implementer may be 

dashed by the other since these three key individual’s thoughts and actions are not in sync with 

each other.   

The original intentions of the two founders was to offer basic needs to those in poverty, 

but as they progressed, their intentions broadened beyond that single charitable mission to one of 
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community development through education. The organization developed organically from 

grassroots, as the two founders established themselves in the community. Through single acts of 

charity, the concept of a charitable organization gradually took shape: 

We barely knew each other, but it just felt like we both wanted to do that. So we both did 

some planning and we came (back)... That was when we really started developing other 

projects in the community. Having spent a lot of time with the women in the community, 

learning how we could assist them with some animal projects and helping them increase 

their income, the incomes of their families, and better supplies for their families and 

children to school. So we started with small projects and still worked with the orphanage 

as well. So during that time our actual organization was formed. (Anonymous foreign 

founder/implementer) 

The founders spoke of lengthy discussions with local community members and described strong 

relationship-building activities conducted prior to the formal creation of the organization. One of 

the founders speaks Swahili fluently; both had a genuine belief in common humanity and were 

passionate in making a few Tanzanian orphans’ lives better. Where did this go wrong? 

A Tanzanian official suggests that the problem started at the organization’s formal 

inception with poorly conceived intentions and expectation between donor and implementers. 

The Tanzanian charitable organization legal structure mandates foreign nonprofit organizations 

formally include two Tanzanian founding members in the registration application (Katemba, 

2012).  

Now this is where the main problem comes in. Because you have to find a Tanzanian to 

fit it in. Everybody had his or her own intentions. So when the project started to go, it’s 

like the Tanzanian knew now, but he was not getting what he was expecting [pause]. And 

the (founder) started to see that this guy thought that I’m just going to give him money to 
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spend. He said that’s not what I’m intending to do; I have to give this money to the 

orphans. And after some times, they started up a quarrel, and they were taking each other 

to court. So they didn’t concentrate in taking care of the kids who were already in that 

orphanage centre. So the (children) didn’t have food because the person who came from 

abroad with the money reserved the money said no I’m not going to give because when I 

give the money you are not using it for what I am expecting, and this guy is saying no I’m 

not going to run it like this because this is my country and these kids are Tanzanian and so 

it went like that. And the kids ended up not having anything. (Anonymous Tanzanian 

government official) 

At face value, the foreign founder intentions were misaligned with Tanzanian founder intentions, 

with disastrous result for the very people both were attempting to support — impoverished 

orphan children. Pressing for further details revealed that the foreign founder/implementers were 

defending the donor intent of funding to be used directly for the purposes of the orphans, whereas 

the Tanzanian founder/implementer had other self-serving intentions. The Tanzanian government 

official provides insight on the intentions of the Tanzanian founding partner:  

So for them they kind of think that once a muzungu [Swahili word for foreigner] comes 

in, then it means money. And he will use this money for other things. But the way to get 

this money from the muzungu is to start up an organization whereby he can use the 

sympathy of people for the sufferers, the recipients you can say, who needs to get 

assistance, who needs to get food and bed and education. In the long run, though he is 

spending some money for himself and very little for the recipients. (Anonymous 

Tanzanian government official) 

In this example, the foreign founders did not have their strategic intent formulated in the 

beginning and found themselves falling prey to unscrupulous individuals with self-serving 
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intentions. The Tanzanian government official lays part of the blame on the poor government 

oversight of foreigners in the charitable sector. “These people have to be screened. Who are they? 

Where are they coming from? What are their goals? What are their intentions? What have they 

been doing before in life?” (Anonymous Tanzanian government official). She insists that 

Tanzanians that are drawn into the NGOs are largely innocent and are being used as pawns to 

create the legal charitable entity: “These Tanzanians who are being scooped in, some of them 

don’t even know what is going on in that particular organization. Instead [they are] just being 

brought in to be a part of or partners of whatever, they don’t even know what it is” (Anonymous 

Tanzanian government official). In this particular case, however, the foreign founders had 

proceeded with legal charity status only after they had developed what they considered a strong 

and trusting relationship. Anger and disappointment followed their discovery of the 

embezzlement of project funds.  

Despite the disappointing messiness of their first large initiative, this organization 

continues to work in the region. Their large stalled project in question is still encased in legal 

limbo, and this is largely the source of the community perception of this organization as 

floundering. They continue to raise modest amounts of funding, have hired a Tanzanian 

implementer, and they have found ways to support the orphans and the community in other ways.  

In my second-round interview nine months later, I discovered that the court case had still 

not been resolved. The foreign founders and the new Tanzanian/implementer managed to find 

common ground and were able to align their vision with mutual understanding. One of the 

foreign founders has obtained academic credentials in international development and is putting to 

practice some of the knowledge obtained through this avenue. The organization no longer sends 

mixed messages to the community about who they are, what they do, why they do it, and how 

they do it. When I presented preliminary research findings indicating that the perception of 
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success for a project in the community was a focused vision, they agreed. One of the founders 

reflected on their organization’s development: 

In my eyes, (we) started very backwards. I feel like a lot of people develop a mission 

[laughs], maybe get some funding and then go out and get some projects. I feel like it is 

pivotal information for us because some of the problems that we have… since some of the 

problems that we have encountered has been a little bit because we started out backwards. 

(Anonymous foreign founder/implementer) 

The Muddling Approach of this organization contributed to a lack of coherent vision 

shared with stakeholders. This may have caused confusion, but it was their lack of experience 

that caused damage to the very individuals they were seeking to assist. Inexperienced and naive, 

the young founders were largely unaware of the temptation created by the flood of funds 

earmarked for construction of the orphanage. Their relationship with their Tanzanian partner was 

tested by their lack of regular financial oversight, providing opportunity for funds to be directed 

towards the Tanzanian partner’s self-interest rather than towards the interests of the orphans. To 

the experienced development professional, this would come as no surprise, particularly in a 

country with high levels of poverty and where corruption is commonplace.  

One critic wonders how it is that Westerners feel that they can make a difference in 

others’ lives, particularly in Africa, despite having no education or life experience of their own: 

I wonder why people tend to respond to Africa differently than to say Asia or South 

America? They are less respectful, and are more inclined to run roughshod over local 

capabilities. It is more likely for people to assume that they have much to offer when in 

fact they might have limited experience and even more limited local context. (Anonymous 

foreign informant) 
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That these founders were first brought to Tanzania by volunteer opportunities once again calls 

into question the responsibility of the volunteer industry in properly preparing volunteers with 

some level of education or training in key development issues and with cultural briefings. 

The Question of Inclusion  

The above analysis highlights attributes of projects recipient communities perceive as 

thriving, and many implicitly alluding to perceptions of inclusion in decision-making. The 

following explicitly examines research participant responses to better understand whether they 

have been included in decision-making and whether inclusion (or non-inclusion) makes a 

difference to their perception of success or failure.    

Consistently throughout the interviews, participants refer to inclusion. Donors described 

ways that communities were included at the inception of projects, and end-use recipients spoke 

about the means by which they had been consulted. At times implementers were described as 

going to extremes, and after holding public hearings, they went knocking on all doors in a village 

to ensure that each household was represented, with an opportunity to contribute thoughts or to 

voice concerns. Reference was also often made to a constant inclusion, not just at inception of a 

project. The projects studied were typically characterized by a deep engagement with stakeholder 

communities and a genuine effort to be inclusive on an ongoing basis. There was, however, an 

exception; only one project exhibited minimal inclusion of the end-use recipient whose lives 

would be impacted by the initiative. In terms of numbers of end-use recipients, this was the 

largest project impacting tens of thousands of farmers, and yet the inclusion of that voice was not 

recognized: 

The input from the farmers that I did observe happening at the time that I joined, it was 

what we as implementing partners thought, or perceived the farmers to be and think and 

react. It wasn’t like [pause] it was very anecdotal. It wasn’t like “Oh we’ve had 100% or 
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56% of farmers say that this is what we need.” Because there was no baseline carried out 

at that stage. It came at the stage when you were already on the ground, running, 

everybody has deployed and farmers are already starting to participate in different 

trainings. (Anonymous Tanzanian implementer) 

The baseline survey mentioned was not used as a decision-making tool but rather as a 

measurement tool referencing before and after interventions indicating change for evaluative and 

reporting purposes. Another implementer representing a partnering organization indicates that a 

baseline had occurred but it was carried over from a previous project: “Information was already 

there because [names corporation] was already operating in a similar project for four years, so 

they looked at the situation and see the needs and all that for the forming of the project” 

(Anonymous Tanzanian implementer). Yet one more interviewee partnering in this project, 

representing a different partner, indicated that the previous project referred to was a massive 

program encompassing all of East Africa and due to disappointing performance was cancelled 

early: 

Then [large foundation] did an evaluation after half of the project, so after 2 or 3 years, 

and what they found was that [large nonprofit] was not involving stakeholders, was not 

cooperating with the private sector. So they were very disappointed in it in terms of how 

the project has been run and how [large nonprofit] had been dealing with local 

stakeholders, so they actually took the grant away and said we’ll let someone else do it. 

(Anonymous expatriate implementer) 

This last interviewee illustrates the intentions of the donor to include end-use recipients in the 

decision-making process, but for a project of this scale, the actual practice of inclusion remained 

elusive.  
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Regardless of whether the projects are thriving or floundering, interviewees spoke of the 

importance of including end-use recipients. Recall the thriving education project where the 

founder, implementers, and end-use recipients speak with the same focused vision, and with 

shared intent. They also spoke clearly of a culture of inclusive decision-making: “We are working 

as a team. Parents, children, elders, teachers together. That’s the success” (Anonymous 

Tanzanian end-use recipient). This view was shared by one of the students interviewed who 

indicates that the academic success of the school is attributable to the local stakeholders 

inclusion: “The academic side because with academical [sic] the student report from the teacher, 

the student, and the parent, so that triangle, three people, make the academical, the student, high” 

(Anonymous Tanzanian end-use recipient). A long-time volunteer to the school confirms that, 

although not always easy, inclusion was considered very important and deliberate management 

efforts were made to achieve this: 

We believed it was important that the stakeholders should be very much involved in the 

development of the school. To this end we have the Parents Committee consisting of 

representatives of all parents working with the management. I believe this has contributed 

to the success of the project. (Anonymous expatriate implementer)   

Clearly inclusion in decision-making is a priority to this thriving project.  

 Examining the floundering project yields a similar emphasis. For the first several years, 

the founders spoke with community members, and one of the founders learned to speak Swahili 

for the purpose of better communication. One of the founders attended graduate school to 

improve the knowledge base from which to make decisions — this education included the 

importance of local knowledge and local inclusion for an increased sense of ownership of a 

project. The effort to include local decision makers is indicated by the following comment: “We 

went to the primary school and asked what do you need, what can we help with, let’s work 
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together. We’re on the school board of [names school] which is where we help and we attend 

meetings when we are here” (Anonymous foreign founder/implementer). This organization 

understood the importance of inclusion to the development process, and yet they were perceived 

as floundering by the community. They had so many critical pieces in place, yet this project 

lacked initial focus and conducted in a “somewhat backwards manner.” 

 In a complex environment such as is characterized by privately funded development aid, 

it would be simplistic or reductionist to imply that a single factor would be the sole force 

determining success or failure of a project. Multiple factors will contribute to the condition of 

projects, whether thriving or floundering or ultimate failure. No one attribute can be isolated from 

another so completely that they would be considered the most critical to success or failure. 

Bearing that in mind, a focused vision and shared intent that is co-created through dialogue in a 

collaborative manner rose to the fore as attributing to the perceived success of projects and 

organizations studied in Moshi and the Kilimanjaro Region. Having a shared intent requires the 

inclusion of stakeholders, eliciting comments such as this recommendation for a successful 

project: “Listen to the people. Work together. And have a good plan” (Anonymous Tanzanian 

end-use recipient/volunteer).  

Summary 

 Findings indicate that privately funded development aid decision makers are, to varying 

degrees, including end-use recipients in the project design. The concept that end-use recipients 

need to be a part of the decision-making process for the project to be successful was considered a 

given in all projects studied with the exception of one large project where end-use recipient 

inclusion was minimal and limited to end-use recipient input for reporting purposes rather than 

decision-making purposes. Projects perceived to be thriving versus those thought to be 

floundering were distinguished by having a defined and focused vision, and stakeholders 
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exhibited a shared intent. Dialogue and leadership are considered a means by which a focused 

vision, alignment and shared intent are attained.  
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Chapter 6 – Unintended Consequences  

 The second question of this research is: Is there a gap between what the donor thinks they 

are doing and what is experienced by end-use recipients? Who gains? Who loses? What were the 

intended and unintended consequences of the development work? Assessment by sociologist de 

Zwart (2015) is that the term “unintended consequences” is a conflation of concepts of 

‘unanticipated consequences’ and ‘unintended consequences’. As a result the following chapter 

provides an examination of both unintended consequences and unanticipated consequences, and 

reviews anticipated consequences that were either underestimated or anticipated but the 

consequences were not realized. Recipient perspectives of the collective consequences of 

privately funded aid on dependency underline the importance of examining and better 

understanding unintended (and unanticipated) consequences.  

Anticipated Versus Unanticipated  

 Recalling from the literature review, De Zwart (2015) contended that the current use of 

the term unintended consequences conflates the concepts “unintended consequences” and 

“unanticipated consequences.” In De Zwart’s view, conflation subverts precision and hinders our 

understanding of those consequences that, while unintended, are anticipated. This lack of 

precision between the concepts is worthy of exploring further within the context of privately 

funded development aid. In development aid, one would expect that, given the purposive social 

action, unintended consequences should be anticipated. The implications drawn by de Zwart are 

harsh: “If unintended effects are anticipated, they are a different phenomenon as they follow from 

purposive choice and not, like unanticipated effects, from ignorance, error or ideological 

blindness” (de Zwart, 2015, p. 286), yet there is a logic here that is worth exploring. 

 On the one hand, individual projects reflect the consequences of their internal 

organizational policy decisions and resulting development initiatives. They are engaged in 
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purposive action implying that anticipated unintended consequences are possible. On the other 

hand, the collective action by individual privately funded players in the region cannot be 

considered purposive since their actions lie outside government policy and there is no clear 

policy directive for their collective action in the form of legislation or regulation. Since there is 

no formal organization, there is also no explicit statement of purpose and procedure — this would 

be considered disorganized or disordered, and where “lack of anticipation is a given” (de Zwart, 

2015, p. 284). According to this thesis, the collective outcomes of projects and organizations in 

the region studied could therefore exhibit both anticipated and unanticipated unintended 

consequences. In light of this distinction for the privately funded development aid projects 

studied, were unintended consequences anticipated or unanticipated?   

The Logical Growth of a Project 

When interviewing research participants, I routinely asked for perceptions about 

unintended consequences, and typically asked this question after discussing project outcomes. 

Even though both recipients and donors were generally very clear on intentional consequences, 

many had difficulties answering questions about the unintended consequences of their 

development actions. This was surprising because throughout my observation of local project 

implementation, and in casual discussions (as opposed to audio recorded interviews), 

conversations easily gravitated to positive or negative unintended consequences caused by 

development aid more generally. These were often referred to as “ripple effects” or “knock-on 

effects.” Yet when asked to think beyond the intended consequences of the actions of their own 

projects, participants tended to describe the evolution or logical growth of a project rather than 

unintended consequences. For example, this volunteer describes the growth of the school project:  

When I arrived in 2002, I was told that this was going to be a little school for the poor 

children in the village so, no, there was no plan other than to provide a good primary 
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school for the most disadvantaged local children. I remember when we realized it was 

going to be necessary to provide boarding facilities — that wasn’t on the cards when I 

arrived — and although I supported it, I was dreading the fact that now our workload 

would be 24/7 and not just 20/7! (Anonymous foreign volunteer) 

While this project did not plan to become as large or elaborate as it had become, this progression 

could easily have been anticipated by the founder as a natural evolution of a successful project.  

Others spoke of more opportunistic situations that arose from project initiatives. For 

example, establishing a partnership with another organization was related to me as an unintended 

consequence: 

A new partnership with the Police Academy has come to fruition; it will provide five 

[project name] students at [name] Secondary School full-time jobs with the Police 

Academy… by the end of the 2014 project. The partnership with the Police Academy was 

not planned, but is a much welcomed partnership. (Anonymous foreign 

founder/donor/implementer)   

Many organizations hope to develop supportive partnerships with other organizations in order to 

create efficiencies and to strengthen their efforts. While this interviewee may not have anticipated 

an alliance with this particular organization, it was not unusual for the nonprofit to form alliances 

with other like-minded organizations. The alliance with the Police Academy simply caught them 

off-guard and hence although their efforts include creating partnerships, this particular alliance 

was unanticipated.   

Anticipated but Underestimated Negative Effect 

A conservation group shared a story of a negative unintended consequence of their 

efforts. They decided to support a school located in their conservation region for the following 

reasons: locals were chopping down the forest at an alarming rate, and the group realized the 
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villagers were not educated about the connection between drought and deforestation. They 

decided to start educating the children and youth on conservation practices. Upon entering the 

school with their lesson plan on conservation, they were entreated by the school administration to 

support education more generally. In an effort to build bridges with the community, and in the 

interests of future conservation efforts, they agreed. As a part of several education initiatives, 

they also brought water to the school to help facilitate school hygiene practices.  

The Tanzanian founder/implementer and his expatriate co-founder/implementer partner 

found that the results of bringing support and water to the school were positive in terms of 

education. As a result of their support of the school, more children were attending, which meant 

that their conservation education lessons were reaching more people than they had anticipated. 

The negative unintended consequence of supporting the school, however, was an increase in 

population in the surrounding community. By supporting the school, they had encouraged an 

increase in the population, exerting greater pressures on the ecosystem and intensifying the 

deforestation that they were attempting to prevent. Could this unintended consequence have been 

anticipated? This couple had anticipated that supporting the school would increase school 

attendance; what they had not anticipated was the magnitude of the response by the residents of 

this area. With families moving closer to take advantage of the improved education offerings, 

there was a concurrent boom in tree cutting as the families built new homes and cleared forest to 

make way for agricultural fields for their crops. The decision to support the school in this region 

generated mixed feelings from the founder/implementers.  

This simply illustrates how easy it is to do harm. Some of the safari companies have 

realized that it is not in their best interest to provide aid or development services because 

it harms the environment when people become successful. The hunting companies here 

don’t want to do too much development because if they do, like fix schools or improve 
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water sources, the population increases. When the population increases, the poaching 

increases. But they don’t solve the issue, which is that no one has an underlying 

livelihood. (Anonymous expatriate founder/implementer) 

The interviewee maintains that it is important to support the community in educating their 

children and that education is one of the first steps in addressing some of the underlying 

problems, but they admit to having learned a valuable lesson about the relative magnitude of 

response from small development initiatives. These interviewees had underestimated the ripple 

effect of their privately funded development efforts in the community. 

Anticipated but Underestimated Positive Effect 

 A similar, yet opposite, situation is where project objectives are anticipated but the 

magnitude of the positive impact had been underestimated. An example of this is illustrated by 

the experience described by interviewees of a large project aimed at transforming an agricultural 

sector. This project included seven funding and implementing partners consisting of 

multinational corporations, large private foundations, large NGOs, and a professional 

coordinating intermediary. The coming together of these partners under a single project banner 

raised challenges due to competing motivating factors between the stakeholders. The 

multinational companies were quite frank about their primary focus and self-interest in seeking 

measurable outcomes of increased crop quality and quantity. The other project partners, while in 

agreement and supportive of these outcomes since quality and quantity improvements benefits 

small shareholder farmers, were equally motivated by positive social outcomes for farmers.  

I asked one research participant how those in the multinational corporation he worked for 

reconciled the alignment of project actions and priorities when faced with these differences in 

primary focus. The interviewee described a situation where they were implementing a gender 

sensitive approach to farmer awareness, inclusion, and training. To their surprise they found that 
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gender sensitivity training engaged small shareholder farmers more fully, inspiring them, and 

resulting in greater absorption of agricultural technical training. In piloting a methodology called 

Gender Action Learning System (GALS), which engaged both male and female farmers, they 

learned that the “soft” training encouraged farmers to think with aspiration about the lives that 

they wanted to lead: 

It’s really about providing anybody, be it a simple farmer or an educated person, to think 

about — in a structured manner — about a vision. And a vision journey, how to get there. 

Assessing what is around them: what are the opportunities and risks and challenges, and 

putting all those things together to reach the ultimate goal or dream … It is interesting to 

observe how differently these farmers… they become different people. You’re not just 

pumping good agricultural practice, which is technical knowledge. This is essentially 

starting at ‘How do you want your life to look in five years? Three years? One year?’ 

(Anonymous Tanzanian implementer) 

The result of the “ultimate goal” setting, or vision training, opened the farmers’ eyes to 

possibilities they might not previously have considered. This “soft” training exercise helped 

farmers make the connection between actions related to adopting technical agricultural practices 

and their moving closer to realizing their newly created personal vision: 

Once you get a farmer to start thinking about [their dreams] and to start observing and 

incorporating their surrounding, they become so much more open and absorb so much 

more knowledge and information. And they apply it so much more readily that you think 

‘Why?’ We really wish and we plan on starting every farmer interaction on that. It was 

really an interesting lesson in terms of how to make farmers more engaged. Because then 

it’s not just about [a cash crop], it becomes about their lives. It also opens up the 
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conversation about ‘yes we are [cash crop] traders but we are also interested in so much 

more. We’re interested in your livelihood. (Anonymous Tanzanian implementer) 

So-called soft skills had three interesting unintended consequences. One was the opening up of a 

broader, less self-interested relationship between representatives of the multinational corporation 

and the small shareholder farmers. Another was that as a consequence of the visioning training 

farmers of both genders became more appreciative of the role that adopting different agricultural 

techniques might play on the quality of their lives. Finally, the GALS effect on improved farmer 

adoption of advanced agricultural techniques enlightened the multinational corporation 

implementer to the positive long-term impact that teaching “soft” life skills had on the farmers’ 

lives in comparison to cutting edge technology: “Technologies will change presumably over time 

whereas techniques for envisioning how to change your life may not ever change. You can 

always fall back on that skill” (Anonymous Tanzanian implementer). Despite the fact that project 

implementers might not be able to properly measure the impact precipitated through the GALS 

“soft skills” training, the opinion of this implementer is that these skills are more resilient to 

change than “hard” technical advances. This opinion is shared by a small shareholder farmer 

interviewed: 

CF: And if [project implementers] would leave tomorrow, what will happen? 

Interviewee: The foundation and education that they have given us will continue to work 

because we have good leaders in our [cash crop farmer] group. No one can take the 

learning away. (Anonymous Tanzanian end-use recipient) 

The multinational corporation implementer anticipated that, through the GALS program, farmers 

would have a greater appreciation for inclusion and sensitivity to gender issues, but training 

resulted in positive consequences beyond those that were intended or anticipated. Therefore, 

some consequences of this project could be classified as both unintended and unanticipated.  
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This is a professional, for-profit business organization with years of experience in training 

small sharecrop holders in agricultural techniques; the fact that they experienced both unintended 

and unanticipated consequences runs contrary to de Zwart’s (2015) theory that purposive action 

only results in anticipated unintended consequences. Regardless of the sophistication and 

experience of these project implementers, in a complex environment such as international 

development aid, predictability is not assured; both unintended and unanticipated are to be 

expected in this non-linear system.  

Anticipated but Consequences Not Realized 

 Projects focused on supporting a single gender are particularly interesting in respect to the 

question of unintended consequences. These projects specifically seek out preferential treatment 

of one gender, virtually guaranteeing a shift in the relationship between genders in a community. 

Implementers were well aware of this unintended consequence and anticipated the effects with 

concern: 

Maasai people are male dominated. And [pause] uh, when we were creating the milk 

processing plant that was mainly for women because in Maasailand, it’s women who 

handle milk. So, we were afraid in a way, that that would create friction between a man 

and [pause] because women will have money. And they did have money. For example, 

last year there was circulation of more than 400 million [Tanzanian shillings], just in this 

particular small village. And then we were kind of just holding ourselves, ‘What will 

happen?’ (Anonymous Tanzanian implementer)  

A power shift between men and women could clearly have destabilized family relationships in 

the village. These were the anticipated unintended consequences, but their fears were not 

realized: 

To our surprise, men became part of the whole family selling [laughing; pause] I mean, 
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because there are women who take their money on a weekly basis, on a two-weekly, or on 

a monthly basis. So even the husbands participate in quarting the milk [laughing harder; 

pause] So then that family bond was so [pause] kind of strengthened and become so 

strong. To our surprise [pause] ‘Phewww!’ And we said ‘Thank God.’ (Anonymous 

Tanzanian implementer)  

Clearly unintended consequences were anticipated, but the prospect of improved conditions for 

women outweighed concerns about the shift that would take place in the community between 

men and women. Fortunately, in this case, the anticipated unintended consequence did not 

materialize. This was not always the case, and in other instances gender projects did create 

problems between men and women, resulting in depression amongst the males, an increase in 

violence perpetrated against females, and increased conflict between families. These problems 

were anticipated and mitigated in other ways to ease the newly created tensions.  

Culture Shift 

A less obvious unintended consequence came to light through an interview of a 

Tanzanian health professional working as an implementer for a privately funded integrated-

approach project. My initial notes after this interview reveal that I hadn’t initially fully 

understood the implications of our conversation. The interviewee informed me that it was 

difficult to convince people to make changes in their lifestyle because the villagers detected an 

arrogance or self-importance in her: “Yes, there are time when I feel they think: Ahh, she feels 

she is very important because she is the daughter of such and such” (Anonymous Tanzanian 

implementer). My notation reads “local implementer faces jealousy in the village,” and I repeat 

the word “jealousy” as a noted unintended consequence when she describes unequal productivity 

in the agricultural part of the integrated project: 
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Like when we are planting maize, [the average] is 10 bags of 100kg in half an acre. But 

some people are getting 13 bags, some people are getting 6 bags. The problem is the one 

who harvested 13 will not give one bag to the one who got 6 [laughs]. That is his own, 

and the other is the loser. (Anonymous Tanzanian implementer) 

The concept that one farmer might produce higher yields, and therefore earn more or eat better 

than another, is one that I am familiar with. While listening to her story, I recall wondering why 

she included such detail while telling me something that was fairly apparent or obvious. I noted 

the word “jealousy” because it came the closest to my understanding of what she was expressing. 

Creating jealousy in a community clearly would be an unintended consequence, and most 

probably anticipated.  

On reflection, however, this is possibly her observation of a cultural shift taking place in 

the community as a consequence of the project. My revised interpretation is that the interviewee 

was informing me of an inherent expectation that all of the villagers should gain equally 

regardless of unequal production, but that this was not happening within the context of the 

project. Recalling Tanzania’s ujamaa (referred to on page 32) and its long history of socialism 

with its emphasis on mutual support and reciprocity, the concept that one family might make 

gains above another would be relatively foreign. The addition of a diverse mix of privately 

funded development projects to the region, the majority of which are small to medium-sized, 

ensures that some will gain and others may not benefit from aid. The small ad hoc nature of the 

majority of the private aid projects studied ensures that, for these projects, inequality is created 

within and between communities. These organizations simply don’t have the resources to effect 

broad, sector-wide change in a uniform manner. While creating jealousy in a community clearly 

would be an unintended, and most probably anticipated consequence, was a cultural shift one of 

the intentions of this project?  
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 In reviewing the interviews of the foreign implementer working on the same project, it is 

apparent that the goals of the project are to make a shift in the economic situation of the 

community, to decrease poverty, and at the same time to instill the building blocks of community 

self-sufficiency and resilience. One implementer describes the project goals: 

The ultimate aim is to, in the community, in lower Moshi, to eradicate poverty. It’s not 

only that, which is a big thing, [laughs], but to do it in a sustainable manner. And if you 

do it in a sustainable manner, we think it should be integrated, so in all the areas, and also 

with the inclusion of the people. Decision-making, they have to take initiative, and they 

have to contribute as well, and that way. So in the end, we would have empowered 

communities that fight their own way out of poverty. That is good access to health care, 

education and a supply of drinking water and maybe at a certain stage even power, I mean 

electricity, and things like that. So they can have their own ways to get income to be able 

to pay for all the services they need. (Anonymous foreign implementer) 

While the measurable shift is largely economic, there is a deliberate effort to also shift the culture 

towards empowerment and resilience, using inclusion of villagers in decision-making so that “in 

the end we would have empowered communities that fight their own way out of poverty.” The 

interviewee recognizes that jealousy has been a side product in the process of project 

implementation in this small community; she provides the following example:  

But now it has also created some tension between the dispensary and our clinic. So that 

might be a negative side effect. Although in the end it might turn out positively but at a 

certain stage I think there was a lot of jealousy involved: there is a nice building and we 

were giving the community outreachers (sic) nice bicycles and there were medicines, 

whatever they needed, so there was jealousy, and at a certain stage the dispensary from 

the north began to refuse people from the south. (Anonymous foreign implementer) 
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Jealousy is considered an unintended consequence of the project; it was acknowledged and given 

attention so that “in the end it might turn out positively.” Was this unintended consequence also 

unanticipated? A colleague in a separate interview answers this question. We were discussing the 

implications of having some individuals making economic or social gains while at the same time 

neighboring communities are not similarly supported: 

CF: They are then more prosperous in this one community, in a sea of poverty. So are you 

creating a place that everybody would flock to in order to also benefit? 

Interviewee: Yes it would be. As some level, I feel that that would be a problem that we 

should all be intent on creating. I know this has often been the criticism of some of these 

approaches and at some level I don’t see what the point of that criticism is. (Anonymous 

foreign implementer)  

The interviewee displays impatience at the implied criticism of my question that creating benefit 

in one community and not in another is somehow problematic. Hard decisions need to be made 

given scarce resources and the multitude of development issues they could potentially be 

addressing. This implementer clearly understands that unintended consequences, such as 

inequality between communities, are an integral part of development aid. If raising a community 

up from lowest poverty is the goal, then this is a trade-off of success; it is the anticipated 

unintended consequence that “we should all be intent on creating.” The implication is that 

international development aid is designed to empower a target community, and when successful 

it causes a positive shift that, inevitably, all others in neighboring communities will also want to 

take part in. This unintended consequence is not only anticipated but also considered an informal 

measure of success. 

Something that these project implementers pointed out as benefits but neither spoke of in 

terms of unintended consequences was the way that the project built bonds between people in this 
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fragmented community. The village history includes a legacy from the Joseph Nyerere socialist 

past where half the community were uprooted from a distant location and resettled there. The 

resettled people are of a different ethnic and cultural tradition, and this has resulted in a cultural 

divide in the community with very little mixing between the two cultures. This started to change 

as a result of the agricultural project.  

Part of the integrated-approach project included a community farm where plots were 

randomly allocated to individual farmers. This random allocation was a community decision that 

effectively forced social mixing of two divided cultures from within the community. All farmers, 

regardless of their political or ethnic background, worked side-by-side on a daily basis. This 

interviewee spoke of improved inter-community relations as benefits that were “the real soft 

stuff.” After listing all of the “hard” benefits of the farm project such as increased food security, 

injection of a new revenue source into the community, and employment and increased 

productivity, the social benefits of the project were described as a most valuable outcome:   

The community was actually quite fractioned as we started. Going back to the whole 

socialist history and people forcibly moved to go and live somewhere, so what looked like 

a village was really a number of smaller communities that didn’t necessarily work 

together or didn’t even like each other. But the farm, which has 200 plots, also did [pause] 

not by design on our behalf but by decision of the community [pause] was that now a 

farmer of one part of the community was farming a plot next to a farmer from another 

part of the community. They are forced through the system to work together, and we feel 

its leadership specifically is that if we are going to continue randomly assigning plots so 

that people who live together [pause] so social cohesion is markedly improved as well. So 

that’s the greatest impact. (Anonymous foreign implementer)   
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This project has created a shift in the culture of the community. In essence, while the project may 

have created some division due to jealousy with some of their initiatives, it also stimulated 

“social cohesion” amongst a previously divided community. This “social cohesion” was a 

welcome unintended and unanticipated consequence that the implementers noted when asked 

about the benefits of the project. Both implementers indicated they would attempt to replicate this 

effect by recommending to people in leadership positions of subsequent farm projects that they 

also adopt the approach of randomly allocating farm plots.  

 These privately funded aid implementer professionals are aware of unintended 

consequences and have experienced both anticipated, such as inequality and jealousy, and 

unanticipated, such as social cohesion consequences. Others have not had similar foresight. The 

following chapter section examines the situation where amateur implementers admit to having 

unintentionally disrupted communities with their privately funded aid projects.  

Unanticipated Unintended Consequences  

A medium-sized organization with a history of seven years of development aid efforts in 

the Kilimanjaro Region provided detail about the unintended and unanticipated consequences of 

their efforts when they began and how they evolved their policy as these consequences unfolded. 

This interviewee describes the unintentional consequence in a community when one family 

received more than one small agricultural loan:  

There was one Mom that was really good, she was very smart and sharp, business smart; 

and she has been successful because her husband is a good Dad and contributes to the 

family, so they are a very successful family that way. Since that time, they have gotten 

several other loans because we felt comfortable doing that for them because I knew that 

they were good for it. That has actually created a bad dynamic. You hear of volunteers 
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coming in and doing animal projects as a group and it tearing apart groups and 

communities. I think it created a bad dynamic of favoritism. (Anonymous foreign donor) 

The “bad dynamics of favoritism,” or jealousy, in this case had not been anticipated; the granting 

organization was more focused on merit and the fact that the family was deserving of repeated 

loans after having proved “that they were good for it.” Also deserving were the couple’s 

intelligent and hard-working four children; the privately funded organization awarded each one 

of them scholarships to attend private school. This deepened divisions between villagers, causing 

further disruption of relationships within the community. The interviewee indicated that they 

have learned from these outcomes and have taken measures to ensure that, going forward, no one 

family receives more than one loan. In addition, they have instituted a policy that a maximum of 

one child per family is eligible for education sponsorship.  

So we have definitely learned over the past, it’s been a steep learning curve over the past 

7 years of how to appropriately help without doing harm, because I think that’s not 

something a lot of people realize. I think a lot of people think ‘Oh, you can just throw 

money at something and that’s got to be helpful,’ when in reality that’s just not the truth. 

Not that we’ve ever just thrown money at something, but you kind of learn through 

experience. So I think we’ve had our fair share of not necessarily negative outcomes but 

unexpected outcomes that we have learned from in all of our endeavors. (Anonymous 

foreign donor)  

 Expatriate and foreign interviewees with more development aid experience did anticipate 

unintended consequences, but local Tanzanian implementers with relatively little development 

aid experience, such as the implementers of the Maasai gender project, also articulated situations 

in which they anticipated unintended consequences.  
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In his paper on unintended consequences, De Zwart (2015) implied that anticipating the 

unintended consequences of purposive action is the domain of experienced development aid 

implementers. Again, this theory is not completely consistent with results of this research 

investigation. In addition to suggesting that it is possible for local inexperienced development aid 

implementers to anticipate unintended consequences, this research reinforces the notion that local 

context and local knowledge and understanding are valuable resources worthy of incorporating in 

the entire process of development aid projects. Predictability is not assured in this complex 

environment, and regardless of sophistication and experience of project implementers, both 

unintended and unanticipated consequences are to be expected in this nonlinear system. While it 

is not possible to make generalized conclusions based on this exploratory research, these results 

suggest that local social and environmental understanding could compensate for lack of 

experience in development aid in anticipating unintended consequences. 

Collective Consequences  

Having examined the individual project’s experience of unintended consequences, what 

about the notion of unintended consequences regarding the conglomerate action by individual 

privately funded players in the region? Since their collective actions lie outside government 

policy and there is no clear policy directive for their action in the form of legislation or 

regulation, this would be considered disorganized, or disordered, and a circumstance where de 

Zwart (2015) would expect a lack of anticipation. One interviewee recognizes a regional 

consequence of collective actions of privately funded aid projects: 

The worst thing is we have fed into a culture of NGO support which is extremely 

pervasive in Northern Tanzania, and yes, we are part of that system. Funnily enough 

though, in our explicit areas where we work, its much less so [i.e., the area is 

underserved]… but my personal thesis is that the Kilimanjaro area and the Arusha area of 
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Northern Tanzania, they’ve got to be the highest saturation rates of NGOs in the world. 

(Anonymous foreign implementer) 

This research participant is concerned about the collective impact efforts in development aid have 

had on the culture of Northern Tanzania as a whole. This “culture of NGO support” is described 

in more detail by a Tanzanian research informant who is much less concerned with the possible 

inequality issues at an individual level and much more concerned about the collective effect that 

privately funded support will have on the mental psyche of Tanzanians: 

For instance a child-to-child sponsorship, a family may have six children and we sponsor 

just one child … it is going to be a challenge to the rest. Or sometimes we provide one 

mosquito net to a child, and they go back home and there are six and one child is having a 

net [pause] or one child is getting a gift and there is a donor. To me those are minor. The 

greatest challenge that I see is the dependence mentality because there is [pause] they 

expect for the West that the school fees will come. This will come, and this will come. So 

the mind becomes dormant a bit. So that is what, according to me is a challenge. 

(Anonymous Tanzanian informant) 

The issue of dependency, which creates an environment where “the mind becomes dormant a 

bit,” is a topic that is difficult to ignore in the city of Moshi and the Kilimanjaro Region. There is 

a real expectation that, simply by their presence, foreigners will be providing some type of 

benefit to the community or to individuals. One research participant blames dependency issues 

squarely on all development aid: 

I think aid has had a very negative consequence and that is now part of the daily life in 

Tanzania. Little kids are running after and saying ‘Muzungu, [Swahili word meaning 

“foreigner”] muzungu, give me my money.’ The whites have become more-or-less a 

walking money-bag and it has very bad connotations for the relationship between blacks 
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and whites. It is responsible for a lot of Africans to feel like victims. (Anonymous 

expatriate informant)  

The expectations that are raised when a foreigner visits a community are readily visible. The 

behavior of the children described by the research participant is something that I also experienced 

regularly. The children are often so young they can barely string a sentence together in Swahili, 

let alone have the linguistic capacity to ask for money in English (or various other languages). 

This is learned behavior and is not restricted to children; it is a pervasive societal norm for all 

members of society, both young and old, to ask foreigners for support, money or “gifts.” This 

behavior is indicative of a culture of dependency. Sogge (2002) commented on the negative 

influence of aid: “where it dominates, pride and ambition have given way to dependence and 

deference” (p. 7). 

  Creating a culture of dependency is built into the fabric of some projects. One 

implementer describes the attitudinal shift of young end-use recipients of privately funded 

support that were sent from an orphanage to live with Tanzanian foster families in the 

community: 

The [name] Foundation helps those families to raise those kids and so maybe they get 

money for soap, money for salt, and they start to think that it’s their right to have all this 

support, and they take things in a bad way. So when you take the families that we have 

right now, the kids should be more happy and they are at first but as time goes on [pause] 

they change. Rather than kids that are grateful the kids are expecting to have these things 

and become arrogant. (Anonymous Tanzanian implementer) 

The consequence of this “arrogant” behavior exhibited is that families in the community are no 

longer willing to foster these children because they are considered disrespectful and exhibit 

socially unacceptable behaviors of entitlement. Traditionally African neighbors and family can be 
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counted on to support children at the death or disappearance of parents (Case, Paxson, & 

Ableidinger, 2004; Foster, 2000), and Tanzania is no different. The disruption of these cultural 

norms shrinks their traditional social support networks and puts these vulnerable children at even 

greater risk.  

In examining the founder’s intentions for this project, dependency is at least in part an 

intentional outcome: “So I feel like they do need to learn to take care of themselves and not be 

dependent sometimes, but they also need to learn that there is a time for someone else to take care 

of them” (Anonymous foreign founder). The founder’s thoughts about dependency spring from 

the Western notion that children should be allowed to be children, that they should have someone 

in the world that they can depend on while they mature and develop. The Tanzanian informant 

who was quoted earlier as saying “the mind becomes dormant a bit” has worked in Western-run 

orphanages and does not agree with encouraging children to lean on others. He feels that it 

fundamentally changes the way these children will interact with the rest of Tanzanian society. 

Tanzanian children are expected to participate in household chores from the time that they are 

very small. Collecting water, firewood, and tending to goats are considered normal activities that 

children regularly perform. This interviewee was an orphan himself and shared his views on 

dependency based on his personal experience:  

I grew up in an environment like those children and [at] that time there was no 

organization. NGOs were not as much as today. I was supported by Catholic priests. And 

they were afraiding (sic) to be dependence to them, actually, what they were doing, they 

were giving support but you had to work. And that helped me a lot because now my 

perception about work is very positive. I like work. So but these things, this type of 

sponsorship that we have, kids may not like to work because they know it [support] is 
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coming, and they think it’s coming. So I think that’s a challenge that they have to deal 

with. (Anonymous Tanzanian informant) 

This informant works with a foreign privately funded organization as a volunteer. Donors there 

have taken to heart his concerns about dependency and made some adjustments to their aid 

policies. They reduced their financial support and urged the Tanzanian Board to become more 

responsible and less dependent on external funds. The result was that some of the Board members 

quit because “this was not what they want to be doing. They finally have to actually think — how 

are we going to support these children?” (Anonymous Tanzanian informant). 

 Ironically, the founder that had encouraged dependence in orphan children realized that 

adult dependency on development aid projects was a negative unintended consequence and had 

taken steps to ensure, in a separate project providing school children lunches, that parents 

continue to bear responsibility for their children:  

The school meal program took out a certain amount that the parents are responsible for, 

they were no longer paying for the food, but that developed into having parent meetings 

and making sure that the parents understood that this was a partnership and not just us 

giving and giving and giving but that they have to hold up their end of the bargain as well. 

That we were going to do this much, and that helped them out in this way, and that they 

also had to do their part. So as they develop, it starts out a certain way, and then we learn 

and then we hear more, and it continues in that way as … our ideas evolve and their ideas 

evolve. (Anonymous foreign founder) 

The founder describes an iterative and inclusive process that, once made aware of the unintended 

consequences, has made adjustments to internal organizational policy in attempts to minimize the 

creation or perpetuation of a dependency mentality. 
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The examination of unintended consequences of development aid is an important exercise 

providing stakeholders with insight regarding the deeper implications of their actions. Reflection 

on these consequences allows for adjustment to policy to minimize the negative consequences 

and optimize the positive. Recipient perceptions of unintended consequences, whether they were 

anticipated or unanticipated, were an insightful indicator of both positive and negative 

consequences. Some interviewees anticipated the aggregate unintended consequence of privately 

funded aid, in being a part of a system that is feeding a “culture of NGO support,” is promoting a 

culture dependency. The observation by interviewees that this causes “the mind [to] become 

dormant a bit” and that “it is responsible for a lot of Africans to feel like victims” is, in my view, 

connected to the observation of a positive unintended consequence made by the Tanzanian 

implementer of agricultural training that GALS visioning training opened farmers up to 

possibilities for their own future and enhanced uptake of agricultural technical knowledge. An 

unintended consequence of dependency resulting in “the mind [to] become dormant,” as 

expressed by a Tanzanian research informant, is not insignificant and it would appear that “soft 

skills” training such as GALS might have an opposite, mitigating effect of opening up end-use 

recipient minds to new possibilities. To better understand the possible implications of this 

connection, I turn to the research of anthropologists, psychologists, economists and sociologists 

on the topic of understanding the condition of poverty and the constraints poverty places on 

individuals.  

Internal and External Constraints 

Economic studies of persistent poverty aiming to understand the multidimensional 

process that makes people poor and that keeps them poor argue that constraints external to the 

individual such as neighborhood effects, malnutrition, or credit constraints are to blame. Authors 

Dalton et al. (2010) provide a list of the literature examining such “external constraints”; these 
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externals are typically the types of constraints that privately funded development efforts attempt 

to address. An alternate theory argues that poverty is perpetuated by “internal constraints”, such 

as aspirations or beliefs, and the interaction of these internal constraints with external constraints. 

This alternate theory speaks to the observation made by the Tanzanian implementer of a privately 

funded development project that small shareholder farmers exhibited more enthusiasm in 

absorbing new agricultural techniques after GALS training helped them envision a better future, 

and after they connected improved farming as a realistic opportunity towards that better future. 

Ray (2006) stated that “poverty stifles dreams; or at least the process of having dreams” 

(p. 409). Research by Moreira (2003) provides evidence that as poor lose their value (or are 

considered “not valuable” in society), they stop believing in themselves, become more fatalistic, 

and submit themselves to the destiny of God. Economists examining internal constraints and the 

link between initial advantages and the aspirations and choices of individuals find “the sole fact 

of being poor may affect preferences by constraining aspirations, self-confidence, or hope which 

may in turn limit poor people’s ability to participate and alter their own condition” (Dalton et al., 

2010, p. 2). According to anthropologist Arjun Appadurai (2004), the poor may lack the 

navigational capacity to set goals or aspirations and lack the knowledge to achieve them. The 

poor’s aspirations are limited to those of necessity, leading to a cycle of poverty. Dalton et al 

(2010) posited that persistent poverty can be accounted for by examining the interaction between 

both external constraints and internal constraints, concluding that internal constraints are a key 

factor in perpetuating poverty. Their analysis implies “that empowerment (the combination of 

opportunity and the “capacity to aspire”) is essential to the process by which individuals exit 

poverty traps” (Dalton et al., 2010, p. 4).  

From this research, one might question how development aid fits into this 

multidimensional perspective of the process that makes people poor and keeps them poor. 
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Investigating the interaction between internal and external constraints on poverty, researcher 

Bruce Wydick (2013) conducted a six-country study of more than ten thousand children over two 

years who had been sponsored by Compassionate International, a privately funded development 

aid organization. Sponsoring students in developing countries is not unusual, but Compassion 

International offers additional training that addresses internal constraints by emphasizing building 

hope, self-confidence, and spiritual growth.  

 Compassion [International] projects are similar to many government and international 

donor programs that promote education. Sponsors pay for children’s school tuition and 

uniforms, several nutritious meals per week, health care, and tutoring. What distinguishes 

Compassion projects from most government and international donor programs, and from 

some other child sponsorship programs, is that children spend at least 8 hours per week in 

an intensive after-school program that emphasizes their spiritual, physical, and 

socioemotional development. (Wydick et al., 2013, p. 395) 

Wydick acknowledged that while establishing a causal link between aspirations and adult life 

outcomes requires further work, their findings conclude that “sponsored children exhibit 

significantly higher levels of self-esteem, aspirations, and self-expectations and lower levels of 

hopelessness” (Wydick et al., 2013, p. 395). This poses implications for the need to better 

understand and recognize internal constraints in order to optimize development aid practices that 

discourage a culture of dependency and encourage individual resiliency. In an email to authors 

Kristof and WuDunn (2015), Wydick expanded on this notion of the inclusion of internal 

constraints in development aid: 

Traditionally, development has focused on the relief of what economists call “external 

constraints”: people need fresh water, so we build a well; they need schooling so we build 

schools; they need credit, so we provide microfinance. But the “internal constraints” of 
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the poor are perhaps even more important: helping the poor, especially children, to 

expand their view of their own capabilities, to develop goals, new reference points, and 

aspirations. It may be that when a belief in self-efficacy and aspiration have taken root, 

the poor learn to deal with the external constraints on their own, and those other issues 

begin to take care of themselves (Wydick in Kristof & WuDunn, 2015, pp. 125–126). 

This research corresponds to the observations the Tanzanian implementer made when the GALS 

gender training resulted in greater uptake of agricultural technical skills by small shareholder 

cash crop farmers in the Kilimanjaro Region. It also corresponds to the observation by the 

Tanzanian implementer concerned that privately funded aid focused on external constraints will 

deepen the culture of dependency with the result that “the mind becomes dormant a bit”.  

This research finding emphasizes the importance of participation in development as 

articulated in the RRA and PRA approaches for development (described in Chapter 2). Regarding 

internal constraints, there can be no doubt that end-use recipients are best qualified to answer 

what their personal aspirations are, to assess personal assets and constraints, and identify what 

inspires personal action. Further research is required, but the implication is that nurturing 

aspirations through “soft skills” training could have significant effects on privately funded 

development efforts. Even small organizations with limited resources could ensure that their 

efforts recognized and addressed both internal and external constraints.  

Undermining Effect of Volunteer Efforts  

One foreigner working as a skilled volunteer within a privately funded development 

project commented on private development aid effects on internal constraints from an outsider’s 

perspective. Working in Moshi at a large teaching and research hospital as a visiting physician 

and conducting vital research, this interviewee was disillusioned by the end of six months:  
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I didn’t realize how easily you could, without intention, how you could undermine people 

by coming in and trying to learn something and almost coming and taking it away from 

them. Rather than you see “Oh thank you for doing that,” actually [their reaction is] “Who 

are you coming in here and trying to get us to do that?” (Anonymous foreign volunteer) 

In theory, the local hospital research policy guidelines mandate a collaborative approach to 

research that dictates that local Tanzanian physicians and researchers are included at all stages of 

the medical research. In practice, however, policy does not always translate to effective 

collaboration, which in this case, resulted in the perceived undermining of local medical staff. 

The foreign volunteer had a six-month time frame in which to collect research data but 

immediately realized that there were flaws in the process: 

Even when I first got here, I realized the reluctance of the two PIs [primary investigators] 

that were involved in this project here. They were [pause] I felt very much that this 

project was forced upon them by outside, by these colleagues in [foreign country]. They 

felt unprepared, actually they’ve [benefited] very little, and I think it was probably a bit of 

pride involved when they said, yeah we’ll help you take this on. But actually nobody was 

really very well prepared and educated about how to run a project. They were just given a 

lot of responsibility and not enough support right from the beginning. (Anonymous 

foreign volunteer) 

The volunteer struggled as he found working with local medical staff difficult, describing the 

process as “really dragging people by their feet.” In addition to feeling undermined and 

questioning why this volunteer was there, the local medical staff were unprepared for the project 

and the additional responsibility. The description of the lack of enthusiasm and interest in the 

research project is indicative of the effect this project had in terms of the local partner psyche. 

The attitude of the medical partners for this project were described by the volunteer: 
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Lack of interest. Lack of motivation. Fearfulness. Feeling unprepared. Not really knowing 

how to do it. So I think a lot of it has been designed and written by the people and sent out 

to Tanzania and asked what do you think and they say “Oh that’s fine”. And actually it 

hasn’t been a collaborative effort…. It’s not the right way to run a project when you’re 

not sure that someone is really that keen in Tanzania, and send someone else to encourage 

them because actually that doesn’t empower people. And it just, I don’t know, intimidates 

really, its like we’ve flunked them already. (Anonymous foreign volunteer) 

The research volunteer’s observations pertain to well-educated Tanzanian partners with positions 

of authority in the hospital. He observed that his presence had an undermining effect on local 

partners that he sensed created a negative unintended consequence of disempowerment. One can 

only imagine the effect that well-educated foreigners with resources and pushing and agenda 

might have on less educated Tanzanian partners. This was a poorly designed research project 

with flaws that became glaringly apparent as soon as problems arose. Not all projects are 

designed with such a disregard for local collaboration and adherence to ethical process; the 

volunteer described other medical research projects in the region that were genuinely based on 

mutual respect, representing a true collaborative effort to better understand medical problems 

with benefit accruing to all stakeholders.  

Summary 

The examination of unintended consequences of development aid is an important exercise 

providing stakeholders with insight regarding the deeper implications of their actions. Identifying 

and understanding the unintended consequences of development aid could assist, or has the 

potential to improve, practice. Small changes can sometimes have unexpectedly larger 

consequences than anticipated. Predictability is not assured in this complex environment and 
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regardless of professionalism and experience of project implementers, both unintended and 

unanticipated consequences are to be expected in this nonlinear system.  

Recipients referred to the collective unintended consequence of dependency. The facility 

with which local effort is undermined is illustrated through an example of disempowerment in 

local initiative. Research is recommended investigating the issue of dependency with regards to 

privately funded aid, and the potential impact on dependency by nurturing aspirations through 

“soft skills” training to work in conjunction with projects addressing external constraints.   
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Chapter 7 – Theory of Change and Guiding Principles  

One of the questions of this research is: Does following a theory of change or particular 

guiding principles make a difference to recipients? This chapter examines the management tool 

“theory of change” and its usage by official aid practitioners. This study finds that the majority of 

privately funded aid organizations and projects eschewed theory of change practices in favour of 

less formalized, co-created guiding principles. Three examples of projects are examined in order 

to better understand the usage of guiding principles. This is followed by an example of the use of 

guiding principles within a project illustrating that guiding principles do make a difference to 

recipients of privately funded aid. 

Private Aid (Non) Use of Theory of Change and Logframes 

Philanthropic organizations have not been immune to the debate about adopting analytical 

management tools for measurement and evaluation of projects. Paul Brest (2012), a strong 

proponent of goal-oriented, evidence-based management tools, bemoans the fact that the majority 

of donors and funding agencies are not using these. In keeping with Brest’s observation, the 

majority of projects and organizations under scrutiny in this research are not using these types of 

management tools.  

During research interviews, the only interviewee to use the term “logframes” was a 

research informant currently administering official aid, and the term was used in reference to 

official aid. The reference was a critique of logframes: 

And logframes is what has driven so much poor-quality work and poor-quality 

interventions and the kind of mismatch between say a founder who is so clear on what 

they are doing and the implementer on the field who can be quite good but by looking at a 

logframe and [pause] you can’t quite see how to make it fit in a useful way. And the tool 
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has completely gotten in the way of what you are actually trying to do. (Anonymous 

expatriate informant) 

Of the 20 projects selected for study, only one used the term “theory of change” in 

reference to goals, decision-making, and project design. Of the two implementers that used the 

term, one was comfortable with the methodology while the other confessed to being confused by 

the complexity of the theory of change process.  

It is perhaps not surprising, given the critique of the logframe and theory of change tools, 

that they have not been adopted by the privately funded aid organizations and projects 

participating in this research. In a second-round interview when preliminary results of this 

research were shared, a research participant who is an implementer with a multinational 

corporation described a theory of change training session he had attended since our first 

interview: 

You realize it is pretty much the foundation of projects but probably not everybody 

actually articulates it or understands it as the theory of change. I thought that was special 

about this project. You know for the implementing partners, it was like “oh man, this is 

one more thing we have to look out for,” and it is so not a business approach because it is 

time-consuming and digs into resources. But, I think that everybody has learned 

something from it because it is deliberately taking time to reflect, which many people 

don’t do. So let’s sit back and look, how far have we come so far? (Anonymous 

Tanzanian implementer)  

This interviewee expresses the view that theory of change was in use but not articulated.  

While privately funded aid organizations may not have adopted the standardized 

methodological tools in the same way that official aid has, every donor and implementer 

interviewed, and many end-use recipients, articulated the assumptions and reasoning behind 
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project actions albeit with varying degrees of clarity and conviction. Those assumptions and 

reasons are the thoughts underpinning and guiding the decision-making process; those are the 

guiding principles that form the framework of the organization’s narrative and action.   

Guiding Principles of Projects  

My research question is: Does following a theory of change or particular guiding 

principles make a difference to recipients? It is clear from research participant interviews that 

almost all privately funded projects studied were not structured using standardized management 

tools such as logframes and theory of change. These projects did, however, use guiding principles 

– some more formally that others – as a mechanism for framing their work. The guiding 

principles underpinning the decision-making process of privately funded aid projects studied are 

almost as diverse as the organizations themselves and the founders that first conceived of them.  

Organizational management studies of decision-making in volatile environments refer to 

guiding principles as a type of “knowledge structure” that “provides fundamental justifications 

that guide actions and decisions made by self-managed teams when responding to critical 

incidents” (Oliver & Jacobs, 2007, p. 813) and “that embed self-referential storylines to which 

members feel emotionally attached” (Oliver & Jacobs, 2007, p. 814). Oliver and Roos (2005) 

theorized the underpinnings of guiding principles are a virtuous cycle of heuristic reasoning to 

make decisions which draw on organizational narratives and are grounded in emotional content. 

These are not norms or rules, nor do they outline detailed decision-making criteria; “instead they 

call on narrative logics and forms of understanding among individuals, and are used to guide 

specific actions in specific contexts” (p. 908).    

It is important to understand the guiding principles found in the privately funded projects 

in order to understand whether a particular guiding principle matters to the recipient experience. 

The following pages are dedicated to describing a variety of organizations and the framework of 
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guiding principles that permeate their projects. I will begin with more straightforward initiatives 

and move to describing progressively more complex privately funded undertakings. 

One School, One Goal 

The relatively simple structure of one organization studied, with its singular focus on 

disabled children in a government school, aims at poverty alleviation for some of the most 

neglected and vulnerable people in the Tanzanian population. These disabled children, and in 

some cases young adults, are disregarded and discriminated against in society; it is a small 

program in a single school providing educational support to just under 30 disabled individuals. 

This project has limited goals beyond providing an enhanced educational experience for these 

vulnerable individuals: there are no aims to “scale up”, no aims to “replicate”, no aims to 

somehow change the system except in modeling to others in the community that disabled people 

deserve dignity and respect.  

This group is convinced that the only way to truly make a difference in the lives of others 

is through direct action in small ways, slowly and quietly developing and strengthening 

relationships of trust and mutual understanding. “We have been here long enough that we have a 

network, and it becomes much bigger. It is a group that we can trust, and we have not been 

disappointed. And that’s very important” (Anonymous foreign founder/donor). One of the 

prominent guiding principles of this group is to “where possible, never give money.” 

We never give money to the people. We give our hands, we build by ourselves, we paint, 

we work the whole day, and we buy what they need. Because there are so much [struggles 

to find English word] poor people and when you give them money… you never know if 

your money will be in a good place. (Anonymous foreign founder/donor group) 

As paternalistic as this statement may seem (and a lack of English fluency on the part of the 

interviewees may compound this impression), accountability and transparency are vitally 
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important to the continued levels of trust in relationships with both their Tanzanian partners and 

their donors. One does not need to go far to hear a story about misuse of funds both in 

development aid as a sector and in the country of Tanzania. The guiding principle of “not giving 

money” clearly strengthens and protects relationships with foreign donors. The following 

paragraphs describe how the relationship of trust with their local partners is built more obliquely 

using guiding narrative. 

The narrative of this organization runs along the lines of: 

We are small, you can trust us because we ensure donated funds are 100% directed to 

making a difference to the livelihood of the most vulnerable people in an already poor 

society: the disabled. No one else profits from these funds. We pay our own way, we are 

volunteers, we do this because we care and it enriches our own lives in non-monetary 

ways.  

This narrative not only guides decision-making on an ongoing basis; it also provides a “story” for 

communication purposes with both donors and recipients. The key statement in this narrative for 

local partners is: “no one else profits from these funds.” The narrative is congruent with the 

actions that this organization takes such as their physical presence at the school, their 

commitment to building better facilities with their own hands, and making improvements through 

volunteer effort.  

The organization’s guiding narrative is grounded in the founder’s charitable beliefs and 

spiritual values; these beliefs and values provide the framework for their efforts with the poorest 

and most vulnerable of the poor, which establishes the “why we do this” component of the 

narrative.  

The founders have an inherent distrust in the lack of accountability of funds used in large 

privately funded projects and in official aid. They feel that too much funding in these large-scale 
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efforts is spent on the machinery supporting development aid such as offices, vehicles, and 

salaries, and not enough actually is used in ways that make a difference to lives of the poor. 

Accountability and trust is a cornerstone of their guiding principles; the group counters the high 

incidence of theft, embezzlement and corruption in Tanzania through their principle to “never 

give money.” High degrees of trust established through transparency and accountability has 

become a part of the framework for the “how we work” aspect of the narrative. Here one of the 

founders describes the trust that is fostered through the organization’s narrative:  

CF: Do you find in [foreign country A] and in [foreign country B] that people are worried 

about accountability and where the money is going? Do they ask you questions like that? 

Interviewee: Yes. A lot of people are afraid to give money in [foreign country C] and 

[foreign country D] and also in Canada [referring to my nationality], I think, to give to big 

projects. They are afraid that a lot of money disappears and that’s why they say we’d 

rather give money to you because we know that the money will be in a good place. 

(Anonymous foreign founder/donor) 

Verifying whether Canadians are afraid to give money to big projects is difficult, but I did find 

one reference to an instance of a Canadian expressing similar sentiments. In an exploration of 

philanthropy, Scanlan (2010) related the story of Dr. Geddes, founder of The CanAssist African 

Relief Fund, who “concedes that [their work] is a micro project, but the small scale, he argues, is 

a good thing. He worries that large-scale, government-to-government aid can be swallowed up in 

corruption. Keeping it small offers a measure of control” (2010, p. 107). This echoes the 

sentiments of this group working with disabled students; however, they ultimately realize that 

complete control is not possible. In some instances, the group is forced to leave funds in the 

hands of local Tanzanian partners, such as the cook’s annual salary and the budget amount for 
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student meals. This created considerable anxiety since it was seen as an exception to the guiding 

principles of the organization: 

So one teacher we pay for food, and one teacher we pay the salary for the cook. And the 

first time we did it, we were very anxious about it… Oh, will it be OK? Will the money 

be misplaced? And then we came back half a year later, and it was OK. They put 

everything in a [mimes writing in a book]. (Anonymous foreign founder/donor) 

Trust is built incrementally with local partners in this project and that trust is tempered with a 

pragmatic dose of reasoning that by placing large sums of cash into the hands of these relatively 

underpaid government teachers, they might be tempting a natural human impulse towards self-

interest. “They are so poor we cannot understand it. When you are sitting with a person who has a 

lot of money and then sitting in your house you have a sick person who needs medicine but you 

can’t afford it? You take money from the person who has it. So would do we” (Anonymous 

foreign founder/donor). 

When asked what recommendations they would have for others who might aspire to take 

similar actions to theirs, such as creating a charitable organization and conducting privately 

funded development aid projects, one interviewee states: “Small things are important, making it 

work one small thing at a time is important. And people to people, it’s about relationships and 

building trust” (Anonymous foreign founder/donor). 

 This guiding narrative with the underlying guiding principles provides a framework for 

decision-making. This group appraises each opportunity that is made available to support their 

work on the basis of whether it fits in with their guiding narrative and guiding principles. This 

becomes the “what we do” component of the narrative. I asked for details about how the 

organization decided to take on a much larger water project for the school that ran contrary to 

their concept of staying small:  
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We found a sponsor. In the beginning it was a sponsor for electricity, and we walked 

around the fields discussing electricity, and then we talked [with local partners] about the 

need for water, and that time he said he would be a sponsor. Water is a first need 

[struggles for words] yes, a first need for all the people… Yes, but in the beginning we 

were afraid at such a big cost, and later the sponsor agreed, and we were really happy, 

yes. It’s a very big project for us to do. (Anonymous foreign founder/donors) 

The decision to go ahead with a larger project was initially supply driven with a donor coming 

forward in support of providing electricity. Discussions about the opportunity with local partners 

made them recognize that the demand for a water project in the community was greater than the 

need for providing electricity. They had built relationships in the community over many years 

and were confident about how they worked in a pattern of trusting their local partners and 

trusting the system that they had established. By embracing a larger project, this group changed 

the “what we do” part of their narrative, but they were certain that the strength of those 

relationships and the patterns of “how we work” would be maintained as the organization 

evolved. The guiding principles of trust, transparency, and accountability overrode the principle 

of staying small: “Here we found we can control every, all the money by ourselves and we can 

show that, and we can show it to our sponsor that we are very honest, via our website and so on” 

(Anonymous foreign founder/donor). 

With the development of trust between partners the guiding principle of “never give 

money” has been appreciatively altered after having assured themselves that there will continue 

to be adequate accounting and transparency of the use of project funds. The trust was built over 

time and through small steps taken while building relationships in the community. 

For this small organization the opportunity to engage in a project much larger than they 

envisioned can be described as a “critical incident”. Business management studies authors Oliver 
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and Roos (2003) defined critical incidents as “unexpected events with a major impact on the 

potential survival of the team and/or its intentions” (p. 1058). Critical incidents are considered 

turning points that mark changes in the life of an institution or an individual (Tripp, 2011) and are 

often unplanned, uncontrolled and unanticipated (Oliver & Roos, 2003). People construct 

meaning around events experienced and critical incidents provide the opportunity for a new 

variation of the guiding narrative to be created (Jordan, 1996).  

The recipient view of the project is remarkably consistent with that of the founders. 

Interviews confirm that the teachers and community were included in making decisions regarding 

the disabled children school. Recipients informed me the teachers had pushed for an extra stipend 

from the project to supplement their income, but the foreign funders declined on the basis that the 

teachers had government salaries and the founders “never give money.” The community 

genuinely admires what this small group of foreigners has done in support of the children, and 

the guiding narrative is echoed regarding how the relationship has developed. For example, on 

the question of trust, one recipient explains: We have to write everything down so us to show 

them what we have been doing with the money and that’s why they trust us so much 

(Anonymous Tanzanian implementer). After years of working together on the school and 

providing for the disabled children, the provision of water represents a turning point for 

recipients: 

Its good not to depend on these people entirely; they might be here today but not 

tomorrow, so we are thinking about doing some small business here and once we have 

water we can plant so many things and sell them. We have already sell (sic) some 

vegetables already and be able to buy fully uniform for 2 children. (Anonymous 

Tanzanian implementer) 
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Where the foreigners see an act of providing for the poor, the teachers see a sustainable 

development opportunity for the school; both parties are excited by the direction that the project 

is taking. The guiding principle of “never give money” has forced this community to think past 

the day that they will no longer be there to support the school. One interviewee echoes the 

founder’s recommendation of working together slowly and explains this principle from a 

recipient perspective: 

Don’t just do anything just because it’s right there in front of you, but make sure it’s 

going to help the society and the society actually needs it. But it’s not good to accepts 

(sic) something you don’t need just because somebody is giving. The more you work with 

them [foreign donors], you will keep realizing what you need and it may take some time, 

but working together can make you realize the things you really need… The more you 

continue working together slowly, the more you will find what you need. (Anonymous 

Tanzanian implementer) 

These partners are riding the waves of complexity of development aid by staying small, 

focused, and true to their values and beliefs using guiding principles as their knowledge structure. 

The guiding principles for this project were created through lengthy dialogue and years of 

incremental steps solidifying the relationship between two very different groups sharing a 

common goal. Organizational change management studies provide evidence that “stories told and 

retold explain the past and provide a framework for the future” (Jordan, 1996, p. 23). The 

narrative guiding this organization provides the framework from which they develop 

relationships with both donors and their Tanzanian partners, and base decisions. 

From ‘Band-Aid’ to Sector-wide Change 

 My next example is an organization that started working with vulnerable women in the 

Kilimanjaro Region on a limited individual basis and then made a dramatic shift by creating a 
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project designed to have an impact on the entire sector. This is a women’s centre supporting 

women who suffer from poverty, gender-based violence, and may be affected by the impact of 

HIV/AIDS. They are provided with quality, low-cost health services, and opportunities for peer 

support. Their goal is to empower each “client” to build their own sustainable living through 

health, counseling, and education.  

 The founder, a foreign physician, likens the project to the regional icon, Mount 

Kilimanjaro:  

In many ways, the mountain is a real metaphor for many things. The uphill battle that 

many of our women lived with and the battles we’ve fought here. And the battles that are 

about equitable healthcare. Our centre really just fills the gaps, and it fills gaps for very 

vulnerable people, which is admirable or is noble, but it is not going to fix the health 

system. (Anonymous foreign founder/donor) 

This physician uses “the mountain” to frame the narrative for the problems they are addressing 

from the perspective of the individual challenges each of the women faces as well as from the 

perspective of the entire healthcare system that is failing these women. The collective impact and 

ripple effect of each success story to the community is acknowledged: 

When you have helped one woman, you help many others that you can’t measure, right? 

Children and the network of people that rely on her. So all that stuff we never measure, 

and they will come back to us and we will see the impact we have had on that on their 

lives and their children’s lives, and we have multiple, multiple stories like that. 

(Anonymous foreign founder/donor) 

Despite the positive outcomes in the lives of many families, this interviewee maintains the image 

of a “mountainous” problem of the health system upon which the women’s centre had no effect: 
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That was the little nugget in my head, that niggling worm that was there that was saying, 

there are people that will argue that what we do is a Band-Aid on it, Band-Aid, Band-Aid. 

[slaps arms in motion indicating more and more Band-Aids]. (Anonymous foreign 

founder/donor) 

This interviewee has been conducting medical research that has the potential to impact the lives 

of many but sees the entire health system as a limiting factor in solving some of the most critical 

health issues:  

How can we find ways, like for our screening project, the blood pressure project, and the 

diabetes grant I just wrote, how can I find ways to find them lasting solutions that will 

help very large groups of people as opposed to our approach [at the women’s centre] 

which is more one person at a time? (Anonymous foreign founder/donor) 

The guiding principle of “the mountain” maintains focus on the problem for the individual while 

at the same time rising to the challenge to address the collective problem at the health system 

level. There would always be more vulnerable women in need of support if problems of the 

failing health system were not addressed. She embarked on research examining the health system 

through “implementation science” as a potential means to address the system failure: 

Which is why I started writing these grants, and I wanted [pause] all these grants are in 

implementation science so they look at multiple levels. So it’s not just in prevention and 

measurement outcomes [pause] sure you can test an intervention to the health system, but 

how are you going to adapt it and scale it up? And introduce it into the Ministry of Health 

framework? Is it horizontal? Is it vertical? Is it ‘siloed’ care? So all of our grants are 

multi-level grants that work with policy, community health, there is the intervention phase 

and all kinds of engagement with different stakeholders; they are all under the grants. It is 

very satisfying. (Anonymous foreign founder/donor) 
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The interviewee repeats that the mountain is a metaphor for the work that she is doing and 

estimates her place on that mountain: “looking up at that mountain and thinking how the hell am 

I going to get to where I think I want to be? So [I see myself] being about halfway up the 

mountain I guess” (Anonymous foreign founder/donor).  

 The guiding narrative for this project is roughly as follows:  

We work with individual vulnerable people and understand the impact that these efforts 

have made. We also understand the limitations of the system that constrain provision of 

better health care; now we want to scale those efforts with individuals up by finding ways 

to change the system to meet the needs of exponentially more vulnerable people.  

The narrative for this project is one in which the rationale behind large goals and ambition are 

grounded in experience with individuals. The guiding principle of “the mountain” provides 

imagery to tell the story that living with health issues is a difficult journey for the individual 

women, and finding ways to improve a damaged health system is also a difficult journey; but 

there are successes that they see every day in lives of women, and she can see that she is halfway 

up the mountain in terms of research to inform and influence a change in the health system.  

The metaphor helps to define the problems when communicating with others, but also 

projects an image of hope. After all, ordinary people climb Mount Kilimanjaro almost every day 

of the year despite the physical challenges that it affords; to be halfway up the mountain is 

perhaps not such a bad place to be. This proved to be an appealing narrative that resonates 

strongly with global health donors; this interviewee was successful in attracting USD $5 million 

in research grants. 

The local staff interviewed did not share the mountain imagery, and the guiding narrative 

was only marginally shared. One interviewee stated simply, “our main goal is improving the 

health of communities” (Anonymous Tanzanian implementer), and despite holding a Masters in 
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Public Health, he did not expand upon the greater research vision beyond medical interventions 

for individuals in those communities. Another implementer also spoke only of the immediate 

goals of finding ways to ensure that the women’s health centre became financially self-

sustaining, not sharing the grander narrative of the organization taking on a research role to help 

find ways to change the health system to better serve vulnerable women. This person was fully 

informed about the research since their first role with the organization was focused on the early 

stages of the research project process:  

She was setting up her first big international health research thing here, the peer study; 

and she needed somebody to come and do the ethics and do some budgets. To hire a 

couple of people and just get things rolling. So, she actually hired me to do that. 

(Anonymous foreign implementer)  

While this individual did not reflect on the larger vision for the organization during the interview, 

he did share the thought in common with the founder that understanding the health system at an 

individual level provided a solid base for any kind of larger intervention: “You have to work 

really hard to understand the underlying logic and systems [here] before you can offer any kind 

of improvement, or maybe you realize that it doesn’t need improving” (Anonymous foreign 

implementer).  

Each of the interviewees was responsible for separate aspects of the organization’s work 

in the Kilimanjaro Region, and a shared guiding narrative by the interviewees of this project was 

noticeably lacking. I wondered, if not the larger vision expressed by the founder, what motivated 

the implementers for the organization?  

The foreign implementer was motivated to work with this organization for a variety of 

personal reasons: it extended her stay in this place that she found pleasant to live. She was 

gaining valuable hands-on work experience in social enterprise business management that tested 
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the theory she had acquired during a Master’s in Business program, and she was given a 

tremendous amount of free rein and autonomy that would be rare in her home country. These are 

hardly the same motivations of vision that drove the founder, and perhaps not unsurprisingly that 

at the time of my second interview, nine months later, this interviewee was leaving the project to 

seek new opportunities. 

The Tanzanian implementer was sometimes discouraged by difficulties presented by the 

work but was motivated first and foremost by the difference that this work was making on 

people’s lives: 

I grew up without my mom. My mom died when I was really young, and I never stayed 

with my father because he remarried before I was born maybe, I don’t know, but it was 

when my mother was pregnant. So I grew up with like my grandmother, and we had to 

survive for everything, for everything we got, we had to survive with it, fight for it. So, 

me seeing these kids and then they get this support was just good for me, to see like I can 

help somehow. (Anonymous Tanzanian implementer) 

There was a strong personal connection to the plight of the women and children in the women’s 

centre that resonated with his own life experience. The other very compelling reason for staying 

with this project is that the organization paid for his Master’s education, asking in return that he 

remain working with them for five years. On difficult working days, this seems very long, and he 

contemplates his options:  

I can quit I know, because what would they do? They are in [foreign country] and I am in 

Tanzania, if I decided to quit today and leave Moshi, what are they going to do? But it’s 

just my conscious won’t let me do that. And I think of our goals, so I stay. (Anonymous 

Tanzanian implementer) 
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A morally binding promise of employment in exchange for higher education and a commitment 

to the cause might keep this person dedicated to the project, but would a fully shared guiding 

narrative add to the interest and excitement for the project, and provide a larger reason for 

persevering through the harder days at work? Despite the very different work that each of the 

interviewees do, and the corresponding lack of a completely synchronized guiding narrative, 

there is an element of shared commonality that runs through the stories that are expressed in 

terms of goals by implementers and as a vision by the founder.   

A Slow Evolution 

 As organizations evolve presumably so do their guiding principles. The following 

examines the guiding principles of an organization that started in the Moshi region over 25 years 

ago; it began as an ad hoc response by the founder to witnessing deplorable conditions in a small 

hospital outside the city. He was a headmaster and so involved the entire school in finding ways 

to support the hospital: “A relationship developed between the school and hospital, teachers, 

students, and parents, for seven years” (Anonymous foreign founder). After 7 years of supporting 

the hospital, they switched their focus to education and working with his peers, the Tanzanian 

headmasters in the region. The founder describes an education system in which headmasters had 

very little incentive or structure to make changes: 

He has to spend the money according to teaching regulations. The result is that you can 

really doubt that [pause] well let’s say that real enthusiasm for their own school is scarce. 

There were five primary schools in area; we approached them and brought all of the 

headmasters together to ask what they needed, but they didn’t know. They knew they 

needed a lot, but what, and where to start and who should decide. (Anonymous foreign 

founder)     
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In addition to exploring ideas about how and where funding should be allocated, they 

encountered an honest question that challenged their thinking about philanthropy and 

development: 

We had a good conversation and at the end of it one of the more courageous headmasters 

said: And what’s in it for us? He didn’t mean personally, well maybe a little, but he meant 

the teachers. This is a question that you would never be asked in [foreign country] and in 

Canada for that matter, because you immediately would be thought to be corrupt or so. It 

was fairly obvious that this was a realistic question because some of the teachers had to 

send their own children to their fathers and mothers somewhere in the bush in order to 

survive. How can you care for children if you can’t care for your own children? 

(Anonymous foreign founder) 

They agreed that a maximum of 20 percent of the funds could be spent at the discretion of the 

headmasters, which proved to be successful in every way except that it clashed with a primary 

donor’s values. The donor insisted that it was the government’s responsibility to remunerate 

school staff, and while the founder did not argue with this in principle, it was clear to him that the 

government was not adequately paying for school management service. Despite donor 

opposition, the founder decided to support the headmasters in the way that best made sense as 

established through their on-the-ground decision-making process. The consequence was not 

surprising: “So that was the end of the sponsorship idea from that institution which was a big loss 

for us financially” (Anonymous foreign founder). This struck me as a critical incident in 

evolution of the organization, and I wondered whether I would finding a guiding narrative that 

included “always reserve some funding for the discretionary purposes of local partners.” but this 

was not the case. Although the founder maintains that “We can’t act for others if we can’t care 

for ourselves. This is basic insight, it is not rocket-science but it is so often forgotten” 
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(Anonymous foreign founder), a guiding principle that evolved from this incident, as witnessed 

in the ten interviews of stakeholders in this project, was to “always engage in respectful dialogue 

with partners, and truly listen”. 

 This organization has maintained a steady and growing presence in this area. While their 

initiatives have diversified and evolved over the course of 25 years, changing “what” they do, the 

underlying common feature guiding “how” and “why” they work is epitomized by the principle 

to “always engage in respectful dialogue with partners, and truly listen.” 

Guiding Principles Used in Moshi 

These simple to complex examples illustrate the ways that organizations in Moshi used 

individualized and simple rules, or guiding principles, that guided these organizations’ most 

important activities. This knowledge structure is especially beneficial in situations of rapidly 

changing context since the guiding principles impose a minimum degree of coordination and 

allow for individual decision-making. Guiding principles allowed implementers to make 

decisions and seize opportunities in keeping with the vision and shared intent; decisions that 

maintain the “why we are here” focus of their purpose.   

 Business and organizational management advisors Sull and Eisenhardt (2015) agree with 

this strategy, particularly in situations when information is scarce and flexibility is desired. They 

explain the power of what they call “simple rules” using the metaphor of birds that flock and fly 

in a coordinated manner. There are three simple rules that flocking birds follow in order to fly 

together without crashing into each or into objects such as trees or telephone wires. These are 

coordination rules that “guide interactions among members who intermingle in a complex 

system. Coordination rules work by clarifying what to do in relation to others” (Sull & 

Eisenhardt, 2015, p. 84). 
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Companies can close the gap between strategic intent and day-to-day action by adopting a 

strategy of simple rules, applying a handful of guidelines to a critical activity or decision 

within the organization. A strategy of simple rules provided the flexibility to seize 

opportunities, produce good decisions when data and time are scarce, and help the various 

parts of an organization coordinate their activities to achieve common objectives. (Sull & 

Eisenhardt, 2015, p. 122) 

The use of guiding principles is particularly important given the highly complex nature of the 

development aid sector in which these mostly small to medium-sized projects and organizations 

work.   

Do Guiding Principles Make a Difference? 

The question “Does following a theory of change or particular guiding principles make a 

difference?” was not explicitly asked after the first few interviews. Using the term “theory of 

change” provoked the first interviewee tone to change from a somewhat relaxed conversation 

between two individuals on a shared topic of interest, to a jargon-laden professional defense of 

the project goals and outcomes using a logic framework. The next interviewee was simply 

confused by the question. Since guided principles are based on values, beliefs, and shared 

experience, they are often not clearly stated. For this reason, analysis of answers to questions 

pertaining to the goals, outcomes, challenges, and participant descriptions of project design 

shaped conclusions reached. Further, a focus on interviewee values and beliefs assisted in 

highlighting some of the decision-making based on guiding principles. For example, a Tanzanian 

interviewee described her switch from working as an implementer in one organization to another 

in terms of a mismatch in values. She moved from a secular organization to one whose guiding 

principles included faith-based values that was more in keeping with her beliefs, providing the 

framework within which she preferred to work. 
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Whether formally or informally stated, guiding principles were found to make a 

difference to recipients — they provided a framework for the activities the project or 

organizations initiated, and provided a framework implementers used in making decisions. 

Further, the following example will illustrate the difference guiding principles can make on the 

end-user recipient.  

Here the interviewee representing a nonprofit foundation describes guiding principles as a 

kind of “road map” framed with the lens of ensuring target stakeholder benefit: 

It is basically the road map, these are not the milestones or goals …We work with 

individual farming households, we look into organizational development. This is very 

crucial; it is very time-consuming and consumes a lot of resources. We don’t work with 

large unions or large organizational structures which already have a large membership 

base, but we look into the very grassroots level, and we’re going down to each individual 

farmer households to ensure that the farmers are benefiting from the structures that we are 

helping to establish. (Anonymous expatriate implementer) 

The guiding principles of this foundation were challenged when they entered into a partnership 

with another organization with very different principles:  

We have [multinational trading] companies as implementing partners, and we have a 

completely different approach where we want to improve the livelihood of the [cash crop] 

farmers, whereas of course the companies are looking at this from the perspective of how 

can they market more [cash crop] as a company and maybe somehow also there is going 

to be some sort of benefit for the farmers. So there we are stepping on each other’s toes in 

those areas where we work together because farmers’ organizations are volatile. Research 

shows that it takes up to 15 years for an entire structure to become sustainable and work 

properly. Farmer organizations are formed, and then they fall apart and then there is 
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corruption, and the leaders get thrown out, and they take most of the assets and the 

money. So there are a lot of challenges there. So if a trader comes in and says here is 

quick money here, I provide you inputs and you sell me the harvest, it can compromise 

the efforts of another organization that is trying to establish a sustainable farming 

organization or secondary structure or entire structure. (Anonymous expatriate 

implementer) 

In this case, despite having agreed on goals for this project, the clash of guiding principles 

between the nonprofit foundation with social motivations versus a multinational company with 

business motivations made a difference to implementers as they struggled to align and mesh their 

approaches. This clearly has an impact on the target recipient beyond the implementers, in this 

case the farmers. A Tanzanian implementer for the same project, but with a multinational 

corporation, explains the challenge using guiding principles with a business lens: 

We have the two traders and one foundation, which is interesting from a diversity 

perspective, but also it is challenging because you’ve got the two traders competing in the 

same areas with each other. For example, there are protocols that everybody signs up to 

but that not everybody adheres to because at the end of the day the economic benefits 

over-rule any desire for collaboration within a context of the project. So in the field, there 

are challenges, but they are interesting and completely reasonable in terms of we’ve often 

had [names two companies] having buying stations within the same villages competing 

with each other. That makes it really interesting for the farmer. (Anonymous Tanzanian 

implementer)  

Despite having signed on to specified protocols based upon social benefit, when faced with a 

critical moment such as competing interests for market share, the two multinational corporation 

partners slipped into previous norms of behavior and decision-making formulated on guiding 
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principles of economic benefit. The first (nonprofit) example indicated concern that differences in 

principles would negatively affect the farmer recipient through destabilization of farmers’ 

organizations; the second (business) interviewee suggests that the farmer recipients might benefit 

from business competition between the two multinational corporations. This example illustrates 

that not only do guiding principles make a difference to recipient implementers; they also make a 

difference to the lives and livelihood of farmer recipients. 

Studies conducted by organizational management and psychology scholars Oliver and 

Roos (2003, 2007) and Oliver and Jacob (2007) highlighted the importance of guiding principles 

in providing level justifications that guide actions and decision when responding to critical 

incidents. Guiding principles are found to be “framed by a team’s identity, and evoke the 

presence of other team members in a self-reinforcing virtuous circle that influencing (sic) 

organizational decision-making (Oliver & Jacobs, 2007, p. 813).  

Summary 

Formal theories of change and structured tools such as logframes were largely not part of 

the management lexicon for research participants. Even for the large project that professed the 

use of theory of change, most research participants confessed to confusion about the management 

tool. Rather than using theory of change or logframes, interviewees commonly described a 

process that used guiding principles as a mechanism for framing their work. In the case of 

projects and organizations studied in this research, interviewees eloquently articulated their 

guiding principles through answering questions about how and why they work in Moshi and the 

Kilimanjaro Region. These individualized and simple rules guide the organization’s important 

activities. Guiding principles make a difference to recipients in providing a framework or 

“knowledge structure” (Oliver & Jacobs, 2007, p. 813) of a project. They reflect unique ways of 

working together, ways of engaging with stakeholders, and are based on beliefs and values, all of 
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which make a difference to the recipient implementer and ultimately the end-use recipients whose 

lives are altered by an initiative. Guiding principles allowed implementers to make decisions and 

seize opportunities in keeping with the vision and shared intent, decisions that maintain the “why 

we are here” focus of their purpose. These are especially beneficial in situations of rapidly 

changing context, since the guiding principles impose a minimum degree of coordination and 

allow for individual decision-making, and therefore are an important factor in the process by 

which activities are accomplished and the cohesion of those privately funded projects. 
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Chapter 8 – Conclusions  

Privately funded development aid players in Moshi and the Kilimanjaro Region of 

Tanzania are characterized by a high concentration of diverse, mainly small to medium-sized 

organizations and projects. This observation is supported by comments of interviewees on the 

prevalence of NGOs in the region such as: “They’ve got to be the highest saturation rates of 

NGOs in the world,” and consistent with literature observing a similar trend in Europe and North 

America (Berkhoudt, 2012; Kristof, 2010; Nutt, 2012).  

Tourism and Privately Funded Aid 

Tourism is found to have a large impact on the presence and activities of privately funded 

aid projects. It is observed as having a seminal influence on foreign donors deciding to fund 

projects in the region. Half of the projects participating in this research came about as a result of a 

prior connection to Tanzania — most through a founding member having travelled to Tanzania as 

a tourist and making the decision to “help.” This relates to the phenomenon that donors support 

initiatives they feel connected to, as is observed and documented in the literature (Duschinsky, 

2009; Kidder, 2004; Kristof & WuDunn, 2015). 

Tour operators capitalize on tourists’ desire to “help” by using cause-related marketing to 

gain a competitive edge with dubious legitimacy as indicated by research participant interviews, 

for example: “Over a 5-year span, we should have collected a billion Tanzanian shillings, but 

there is nothing concrete to show for those funds” (Anonymous Tanzanian implementer, 2015). 

Literature (Farmer & Hogue, 1985; Varadarajan & Menon, 1988) examines the use of cause 

related marketing as a tactical business approach.  

There is evidence of a vibrant industry providing voluntourism opportunities to youth and 

retirees. Researcher observation and the prevalent moniker of young volunteer tourists as “blonde 
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baby huggers” speak to this phenomenon. Voluntourism is considered by many as largely self-

serving, and its value as a charitable endeavor is deemed questionable (Coghlan & Noakes, 2012; 

Kwa, 2007; Simpson, 2005; Sin, 2009; Woosnam & Jung Lee, 2011). 

In addition, this research calls into question the responsibility of the volunteer industry in 

properly preparing volunteers with some level of education or training in key development issues 

and with cultural briefings.  

Weaknesses of Privately Funded Aid 

Researcher observation, verified through second-round interviews, found the greatest 

weakness of the privately funded sector is isolation of learning and a lack of mechanisms to pass 

knowledge on to others. Due to the independent nature of these organizations, they each make 

similar mistakes and struggle through those at an individual level. Learning therefore takes place 

individually, and while sometimes those lessons permeate from individuals through to the rest of 

the organization, rarely do lessons learned in the field translate to a sector-wide understanding of 

potential pitfalls to avoid and effective practices to embrace. This finding mirrors concern 

expressed in the literature regarding lack of learning in charitable organizations, and particularly 

the observation that when the focus of an organization or project is on donor accountability, 

learning is inhibited (Ebrahim, 2005; Lumley, 2015; Pritchard et al., 2012). This has inspired one 

practitioner to call for a reframing of impact from impact measurement as the primary driver to 

one that makes learning the central purpose of evaluation and impact measurement (Lumley, 

2015). 

Recommendations for Exchange of Knowledge 

The heuristic nature of learning by individuals interviewed, and the solitary and 

individualistic process of learning characterized by the privately funded organizations and 

projects, indicate that there is an opportunity for improvement through a focus on learning and an 
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exchange of knowledge. Practical knowledge gained through experience is important to the 

growth of those learning to manage projects in the field; practical knowledge could be made even 

more valuable if it were shared or exchanged in a systematic fashion. New privately funded 

players enter the system only to make the same or similar errors, and use the same “outsider” 

thinking while making decisions that ignore or lack local knowledge. Larger foundations with 

access to knowledge structures or affiliated with systematic platforms of knowledge exchange 

systems would be of tremendous service to the entire sector if they were to facilitate the exchange 

and transfer of knowledge to the benefit of smaller local and foreign organizations. A platform or 

social network of privately funded development workers with the expressed objective of sharing 

knowledge could assist less experienced and less informed players avoid the inefficiencies and 

frustrations incurred with repetitive errors.  

Associations of this kind exist nationally here in Canada. For example, the Canadian 

Association of Gift Planners (CAGP) brings together legal, financial, accounting and charity 

professionals to “build a better world through strategic charitable giving” (“CAGP-ACPDP,” 

2016). Exchange of information between professions is heavily focused on educational offerings 

and opportunities to network with others in the industry. This raises the professionalism of the 

charitable efforts in this country, holding individuals to an informal code of conduct and a formal 

code of ethics. This association is national in scope and local in nature with individual “Chapters” 

making up membership. Maintaining an association of this type requires a modest budget; CAGP 

is partially funded through membership fees, and larger foundations and businesses provide 

sponsorships to make up the balance. Educational offerings bring in some income, as does a 

national conference where Chapters meet to exchange knowledge at a national level. An 

association of this kind, adapted to suit local needs and context, could provide a valuable 

platform to bring together private players both small and large, experienced and inexperienced, 
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local and foreign, professional and self-taught with the intention of sharing knowledge, 

collaborating, and mutual support.  

In lieu of a professional association, a web-based map indicating where privately funded 

projects are situated, with an indication of the type of focus of their work, would at least provide 

donors and implementers the opportunity to be aware of the other’s existence, provide the 

opportunity to interact, and would ideally prevent the highly concentrated numbers of projects in 

some areas with other areas underserved. This might also prevent the situation referred to earlier 

where donors were found to have doubled up efforts to the extent that one project had been 

funded 100% by three separate organizations, each with the misimpression that they were solely 

responsible for the financing of the project.  

A platform for the exchange of knowledge could also become a platform to articulate the 

recipient perspective. Recipients in Tanzania, whether they are implementers of projects or those 

individuals whose lives and communities are affected by aid initiatives, would benefit from 

finding ways to better express the needs and challenges faced as they tackle these intractable 

social problems. Without donor accountability in place for this sector, collective knowledge, 

reports, and stories generated by recipients and widely disseminated could be a powerful tool to 

sway decision-making in favour of demand driven projects, with local inclusion and diversity at 

its core.   

Strengths of Privately Funded Aid 

Strengths of privately funded organizations and projects are their close relationship with 

the target community, their responsiveness to changes in the system, and flexibility to enable 

these changes. This is reflected in the statement of one interviewee: “When you do such small 

programs it gives you a huge flexibility and to be able to adapt a lot better to what surrounds 

you” (Anonymous expatriate founder). Other interviewees relate stories of innovation and 
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solutions derived through community connection, taking time to listen to stakeholders, and to 

think deeply together on issues of concern. Some interviewees consider the small size of their 

enterprise an advantage, citing quality of effort and accountability of funds as attributes 

contributing to the strength of these projects and organizations. Business literature would concur 

that small organizations have some advantages over larger ones in adapting to change 

(Gunasekaran, Rai, & Griffin, 2011). The importance of connectivity to the target community is 

supported by critiques of disaster relief assessments (Ramalingam, 2013) and cited as a key 

recommendation for grantmakers by consulting professional company Mckinsley (McKinsey & 

Company, 2010). 

Inclusion and Perception of Success 

Do participants believe they have been included in private philanthropy decision-making? 

Do participants believe that inclusion or non-inclusion in decision-making makes a difference in 

their perceptions of success or failure of the project? 
All of the privately funded organizations and projects studied had some form of inclusion 

in decision-making and interviewees consistently spoke of the importance of inclusion to the 

success of projects. An important component not so consistently evident in projects was focus of 

vision and shared intent. In projects perceived as thriving, this focus of vision was exhibited in 

comments such as “You’ve got to know what you are doing; why am I here? What is my 

mission? Don’t be going outside of it” (Anonymous foreign founder/donor), and the coherence 

with which all stakeholders spoke of the intent of projects or initiatives. Having a shared intent 

requires the inclusion of stakeholders, eliciting comments such as this recommendation for a 

successful project: “Listen to the people. Work together. And have a good plan” (Anonymous 

Tanzanian end-use recipient/volunteer). Business and organizational management literature 

supports the concepts of focused vision and strategic intent (Alleman, 2014; Hamel & Prahalad, 
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1989; Hawkins, 2014; Ice, 2007). Bearing this in mind, in a complex environment such as is 

characterized by privately funded development aid, it would be simplistic or reductionist to imply 

that a single factor such as inclusion in decision-making or shared intent would be a sole force 

determining success or failure of a project.  

Accountability to the Recipient 

Research participants were generous with their time, expressing eloquently and with deep 

sophistication their successes, challenges, doubts, and concerns while working with, or having an 

affiliation with, a project privately funded project. Most of these exhibited varying degrees of 

success and were managing to maintain activities despite serious setbacks. But what of the 

projects that were not successful? Development initiatives raise the expectations of individuals 

who sometimes hold great faith in the implicit or explicit promises of a better future, at times 

placing their livelihood at risk or displacing one opportunity in favour of an opportunity promised 

by development. Those stories of failure are rarely recorded and examined, and yet the telling 

would provide greater insight of the risks vulnerable individuals take when placing their trust in 

the hands of foreign supporters. The recipient voice is necessary to not simply hold those 

responsible accountable when projects collapse and fade away; but also to serve as a cautionary 

note to those that take on the responsibility of privately funded projects without considering the 

long-term implications on those they most seek to assist.  

 Spero (2010) asked of private foundations: “To whom are these independent and 

increasingly powerful organizations accountable?” (p. 37). She pointed out that, unlike 

businesses, large foundations have no marketplace or financial measure of success. Privately 

funded nonprofit organizations have some measure of testing by virtue of having to raise funds, 

yet this skews accountability away from those whose lives are most impacted by development aid 

interventions, the end-use recipient, and towards the donor. Privately funded aid therefore is 
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completely unaccountable, optionally accountable, or exhibits accountability with a bias towards 

donor needs over the needs of the end-use recipient community.  

How best to hold privately funded aid organizations and projects accountable to end-use 

recipients is a question that deserves further scholarly attention. Most of the debate lies in the 

measurement of effectiveness and yet some programs can be difficult to measure. Research 

participants point to the difficulties of measuring the impact of projects that help end-use 

recipients overcome intrinsic difficulties such as having the confidence to speak out in 

community meetings, or to envision a life without poverty. Others speak of the immeasurable 

value of providing a safe space with flattened power hierarchies in facilitating meaningful and 

respectful dialogue.  

A focus on measurement has the inherent risk of focusing intentions of projects with 

short-term objectives that are measurable rather than projects that are demand driven. Moreover, 

accountability is more than just measuring impacts. The following are only some of the questions 

Spero (2010) asked regarding private foundation accountability that are worthy of attention:  

What guidelines [for standards of behavior] should they use outside their home country? 

Are there special criteria for risky or sensitive work such as supporting human rights 

organizations that challenge local governments? Are foundations adequately transparent 

about their work in foreign countries? What disclosure requirements should there be in 

foreign countries about their activities? Do foundations comply with local laws and 

policies? Do they work with local players? Have they consulted local constituencies and 

built on local support for their work? Have they helped to build local capacity and local 

institutions or have they funded international nonprofits to the disadvantage of local 

entities? (p. 38-39) 
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There has been relatively little scholarly interest in the role of privately funded agents in 

development aid. Accountability of these endeavors is one area that clearly lacks critical 

examination despite the preponderance of aid of this nature and the importance of accountability 

in ensuring that these organizations uphold their promise to serve the public good. 

Leadership implications 

 In second-round interviews with research participants, when I shared preliminary research 

findings, I likened the power of an organization with a strong collective vision and shared intent, 

along with guiding principles for facilitating decision-making, to the power of a magnet aligning 

iron filings — individual filings pull together in the same direction, not diluting energy by 

shooting off in various avenues. Wheatley (2006) described this using systems or network 

thinking: “For humans, meaning is a “strange attractor” — a coherent force that holds seemingly 

random behaviors within a boundary. What emerges is coordinated behaviors” (2006, p. 183). 

Using complex adaptive systems terminology, the “thriving” organizations in Moshi displayed 

emergent collective behavior that relies less on formal facilitation and more on self-management 

(Bushe & Marshak, 2015; Ramalingam, 2013; Sull & Eisenhardt, 2015).  

In contrast, top-down hierarchical management is not helpful in complex and 

unpredictable systems. The military has a reputation for discipline and adhering to orders, so one 

might expect to find classic top-down hierarchical management in the navy, yet history indicates 

there is value in encouraging men to think beyond unconditional obedience. In 1805, despite 

losing their commanding officer Admiral Horatio Nelson, the British navy fought victoriously at 

the Battle of Trafalgar. Heffernan (2012) described the spirit of verve and initiative of these men:  

Men had been inspired with a mission and entrusted to make their own decisions in the 

heat of battle; only that way could commanders react with the flexibility and spontaneity 
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that intense naval warfare demanded. Just obeying orders was dangerous because too 

much about war at sea was unpredictable. (p. 108) 

 Leaders relying on rules developed without input from the diverse players within the 

system are cautioned:  

Developing rules from the top-down is a big mistake. When leaders rely on their gut 

instincts, they overemphasize recent events, build in their personal biases, and ignore data 

that doesn’t fit within their preconceived notions. It is much better to involve a team, 

typically ranging in size from four to eight members, and use a structured process to 

harness members’ divers insights and point of view. (Sull & Eisenhardt, 2015, p. 138)  

Guiding principles, unlike top-down rules, are developed through individuals within 

organizations constructing meaning around events and experiences. Although it is difficult to 

intentionally develop guiding principles it is encouraged by systematically providing the space 

for diverse actors to reflect on experiences and update their collective constructed meaning. 

Working closely together in small teams and sharing information in novel situations is vital to 

this process (Oliver & Jacobs, 2007; Sull & Eisenhardt, 2015).   

Unintended Consequences 

Using de Zwart’s (2015) theoretical framework was useful in understanding unintended 

and unanticipated consequences of the privately funded initiatives studied. Some unintended 

consequences were articulated as negative, “This simply illustrates how easy it is to do harm” 

(Anonymous expatriate founder/implementer), and others positive, “Once you get a farmer to 

start thinking about [their dreams] and to start observing and incorporating their surrounding, 

they become so much more open and absorb so much more” (Anonymous Tanzanian 

implementer). In addition to being both negative and positive, unintended consequences were 

both anticipated and unanticipated, both expected and unexpected, some were anticipated but the 
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consequences were underestimated — in a highly complex environment, this is to be expected. In 

such a system, strength comes from diversity, of including a diversity of voice, particularly of 

those who understand and are deeply impacted by the ultimate consequences.  

Dependency Versus Initiative  

Recipient perspectives highlighted the collective consequence of publicly funded 

development aid as increased dependency. This is exhibited by a foreign implementer quoted as 

saying of the negative collective consequence of sustained giving: “The worst thing is we have 

fed into a culture of NGO support which is extremely pervasive in Northern Tanzania, and yes, 

we are part of that system” (Anonymous Tanzanian implementer). Is the act of assisting 

Tanzanians with privately funded initiatives impeding the impetus required for self-

determination? When a donor spoke of supporting the entrepreneurial spirit, I repeated the word 

“initiative” from the interview in my notes:  

I’ve paid money to buy a car so somebody could buy his own cab and he pays it back, so I 

give him money to buy a bigger cab. Why? Because it shows entrepreneurial spirit; it 

shows recognition of market place; it shows initiative. (Anonymous foreign donor)  

Where does initiative come from? How can we foster it? Where are we squashing it? In the very 

enthusiasm for “doing good” — for helping others by raising funds, and designing and 

implementing projects — are we robbing end-use recipients of the very intrinsic qualities 

necessary to forge forward independently? Recalling the participant who declared: “I think aid 

has had a very negative consequence and that is now part of the daily life in Tanzania…. It is 

responsible for a lot of Africans to feel like victims” (Anonymous expatriate informant); and 

recall the concern of another participant: “The greatest challenge that I see is the dependence 

mentality because there is [pause] they expect for the West that the school fees will come. This 

will come, and this will come. So the mind becomes dormant a bit (Anonymous Tanzanian 
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informant); it is clear that no matter how well meaning, privately funded aid carries with it the 

associated risk of victimization and creating dependency.  

 After closing the doors on a project, working for over eight years with business 

entrepreneurs, one interviewee reflects on successes and failures of the project activities: 

What I’ve realized, in terms of affecting change, was people only change when their mind 

changes. And I feel like the only way to change their mind is to give them an opportunity 

to accomplish something that they think they couldn’t do. And that is where change 

comes from…. I started realizing that, yes, I provide an opportunity, but there were 

women that didn’t take it. And that was frustrating to me at points. (Anonymous 

expatriate founder/donor/implementer)  

This research challenges that interviewee’s thinking: while not disputing that mindset is a likely 

factor contributing to change, why would a donor expect everyone to be an entrepreneur, and 

become frustrated when not everyone seizes a business opportunity on offer? Individuals are 

inspired in completely different ways: some may be more inspired by the power of education for 

their community and lean towards teaching, others consider health a priority and look to medical 

careers, and so forth. For a niche project, why not seek out individuals with initiative, with the 

entrepreneurial spirit, who have a vision for their community, who are already leading the way 

for change, and facilitate their efforts in small ways that do not undermine, supplant, or displace 

innovation?  

 As an interviewee volunteer indicated earlier, even when there are policy guidelines to 

mandate collaboration, policy does not always translate to effectively working with local players. 

In that case, locals were undermined by a volunteer initiative, seriously compromising the 

integrity of the project. When donors claim to seek sustainable solutions to development 

problems, this research suggests they start by seeking out individuals with initiative, with 
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innovative ideas for solving problems in their community. Donors may complain that there are 

not enough individuals of this kind to support, in which case this research suggests that 

supporting “soft skill” training such as GALS that encouraged farmers to aspire to an improved 

life by opening their eyes to possibilities they might not previously have considered. Various 

scholars investigating the interaction between poverty and internal and external constraints 

concur that dependency issues might be ameliorated with an increased focus on intrinsic or “soft” 

skills (Appadurai, 2004; Dalton et al., 2010; Moreira, 2003; Ray, 2006; Wydick et al., 2013). Can 

privately funded organizations support development and at the same time enhance intrinsic 

initiative in end-use recipient communities? In my view, this is a question worthy of scholarly 

attention. 

Implications of Outcomes Focus on Dependency 

Many recipients interviewed articulated the need for a greater focus on the process of 

development rather than a single-minded focus on outcomes. When value is more highly placed 

on the process, different factors also raise in value. These include recognizing the value in having 

patience to assess a situation for its unique local attributes, time to properly develop relationships 

based on mutual respect and understanding, ensuring that there is a proper demand for a project 

(rather than supply driven), and that Tanzanians have the long-term desire and capacity to take 

ownership for those projects.  

Some associate an undue focus on outcomes with creating the unintended consequence of 

dependency. For example Schwartz (2007), a missionary to Africa, writes eloquently about 

“unhealthy dependency” after witnessing the loss of pride, dignity, and self-actualization of 

people in communities where missionaries worked. He asserts that the very process in which 

Western missionary candidates are recruited and motivated sows the seeds for dependency.  
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One of the assumptions is that missionary candidates are being recruited to go out to do 

something significant among the world’s poor, needy and unevangelized people. The 

emphasis here is on doing something which I believe often results in the development of 

the dependency syndrome. Without a proper understanding of how to help, Westerners 

end up doing things which others could do for themselves. (Schwartz, 2007, p. 288, 

emphasis original) 

The focus on outcomes, or “doing something,” limits the missionaries from being advocates of 

development towards taking over as innovators. Further, Schwartz (2007) argued that Western 

missionaries often create unsustainable projects that cannot be passed on to end-use recipients 

because the missionaries have a need to be needed. He concluded “The need to be needed is a 

very powerful force” (2007, p. 288). 

 Both expatriate and Tanzanian research participants deplore the dependency that they 

agree is a by-product of privately funded aid and with the consequence that “the mind goes 

dormant a bit” (Anonymous Tanzanian informant). A focus on supporting individuals with both 

opportunity and the capacity to aspire, by removing internal constraints to help them envision a 

better future, is considered to be a part of the process to exit poverty traps (Dalton et al., 2010). 

Discussions with 64,000 poor people around the world concluded that powerlessness seems to be 

at the core of a bad life (Narayan, 2000). Green and Sen (2012) asserted “That is why good 

development practices build on the skills, strengths and ideas of people living in poverty — on 

their assets — rather than treating them as empty receptacles of charity” (p. 7). 

Does this suggest that the “outcomes” approach is doomed for failure? Given equal power 

differentials in decision-making, ensuring that an initiative is demand driven and meeting a real 

need in the community, and has champions within the community committed to long-term 

success, an outcomes approach has potential for success. An outcomes approach that focuses on a 
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single measurable indicator is considered reductionist by research participants and experts alike. 

“If you can reduce every solution to a measurable, technical answer, you’ve likely done so 

without considering the cultural, humanistic, and political sides of the equation, which of course 

is an inadequate way of doing things” (Anft, 2015). An outcomes approach is not productive 

when it is exclusively focused on meeting the needs of the donor, or meeting externally generated 

deadlines or budget expenses.  

One large international non-governmental organization is educating donors on the 

importance of focusing on the end-use recipient needs. Their annual report states: “Oxfam must 

be accountable to our donors, but even more important, to those people on whose behalf we 

work: the individuals and communities at the center of our programs” (Oxfam America, 2015, p. 

14). To be clear, it must be noted that Oxfam is not an organization studied in this research. As 

signatories to the International Non Governmental Organizations' Accountability Charter 

(“International Non Governmental Organizations’ Accountability Charter,” 2005), they report 

publicly on economic, environmental, and social performance based on the charter’s core values 

and operating principles (Oxfam International, 2016). The charter outlines core values and states 

explicitly: “Our first responsibility is to achieve our stated mission effectively and transparently 

consistent with our values. In this we are accountable to our stakeholders. Our stakeholders 

include: Peoples, including future generations, whose rights we seek to protect and advance” 

(“International Non Governmental Organizations’ Accountability Charter,” 2005, p. 2). The 

charter continues to identify stakeholders; it is significant that the end-use recipient is placed at 

the top of the list of stakeholders to whom international non-governmental organizations are to be 

held accountable.  
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Guiding Principles  

Does following a theory of change or particular guiding principles make a difference to 

recipients? Almost all privately funded projects studied were not structured using standardized 

management tools such as logframes and theory of change. Projects did, however, use guiding 

principles — some more formally that others — as a mechanism for framing their work. Guiding 

principles act as simple rules, provide short cuts to decision-making. For instance, the guiding 

principles “Small things are important, making it work one small thing at a time is important. 

And people to people, it’s about relationships and building trust” (Anonymous foreign 

founder/donor) were abided by until a critical moment when a large donation was offered, 

causing the stakeholders to reassess their position. Guiding principles make a difference to 

recipients in providing a framework or “road map” of a project. They reflect unique ways of 

working together, ways of engaging with stakeholders, and are based on beliefs and values; all of 

these make a difference to the recipient implementer and ultimately the end-use recipients whose 

lives are altered by an initiative. The observed use of guiding principles is supported by 

organizational management literature that indicates guiding principles provide a type of 

“knowledge structure” (Oliver & Jacobs, 2007, p. 813), embedding narrative logic based on self-

referential storylines, forms of understanding, and grounded in emotional attachment (Oliver & 

Roos, 2003). These are not norms or rules, nor do they outline detailed decision-making criteria; 

“instead they call on narrative logics and forms of understanding among individuals, and are used 

to guide specific actions in specific contexts” (Oliver & Roos, 2005, p. 908). This is especially 

beneficial in situations of rapidly changing context, since the guiding principles impose a 

minimum degree of coordination and allow for individual decision-making.  
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Recommendations 

Given the sheer number of charitable actions and activity already taking place, it seems 

obvious to suggest that there is an enormous opportunity to enhance development aid by 

supporting these efforts. Finding ways to enhance the small and medium-sized players’ positive 

contributions, and providing training and platforms for collaboration to minimize the negative, 

would be cost-effective and beneficial to the community at large. While sociologist Linda 

McGoey (2015) offered substantial criticism of the work of large philanthropic foundations, and 

in particular the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, she agreed that “better financing these small 

non-profits would do considerable good” (2015, p. 241). Many research participants would agree. 

One participant declares outright,  

It’s much easier for smaller NGO than bigger ones, so that’s why people that I have seen, 

this is changing, are focusing on helping small NGOs… In the end I don’t say [big 

NGOs] don’t do good things but there is a whole lot of money that’s lost on the way to do 

it. (Anonymous foreign founder/implementer) 

One interviewee provides insight into how a small organization using limited resources 

developed relationships, built capacity, and fostered trust within the development aid process: 

Start small with small funds and then grow as time goes. If a person fails with the work 

goal from small money, then they shouldn’t put him in the next step, and they should be 

clear to that person that we are going to try with small money, and if you accomplish we 

will add more, but if you don’t, we will call it a day. This is what we even did to a single 

mother; they were given donation on year one, something like 600,000. If you do well 

with it, you are going to get second donation, but if you do poorly with this, we would 

like to get information from you, and if that kind of information is satisfactory we will 

give you again. But if it will become unclear report, then you will not see us again. So it 
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can be the same way with bigger contracts that we start small and grow. (Anonymous 

Tanzanian volunteer/implementer) 

The process described is time-intensive, requires multiple contact with end-use recipients, and 

uses minimal funding that begins small and increases incrementally as relationships are 

developed. Recipient interviews indicate that the process of development is critical and advocates 

for a focus on process rather than exclusively on outcomes.  

Isolation of privately funded players, individualistic learning, and communication and 

collaboration gaps between privately funded organizations are problems worth solving. The 

injection of relatively small amounts of funding with the aim to bolster these weaknesses could 

provide the small to medium-sized organizations opportunities for growth and professionalism. A 

group of grantmaking funders suggest that the three purposes of impact measurement are 

understanding the difference they make, learning from grantees, and making best use of resources 

(Funders for Impact Working Group, 2013). All three can be seen through the lens of learning, 

which suggests a reframing of the donor approach from impact measurement as the primary 

driver to one that makes learning the central purpose of evaluation and impact measurement 

(Lumley, 2015).  

Evaluation of Methods  

 The best-laid plans of a carefully constructed research proposal can be torn apart by the 

realities of surprising unknowns that await at the time of data collection. In retrospect, online data 

collection proved disappointing in providing leads and supportive rich data related to 

organizations and projects. Even more disappointing was the culturally inappropriate proposal to 

use a modified photovoice method. Rather than jeopardize the establishment of trust with 

research participants, this method was abandoned altogether.  
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The use of in-depth interviews with individuals from many projects and organizations, on 

the other hand, produced abundant data of surprising depth and richness. Seemingly endless 

hours of recordings, together with copious notes documenting observations and reflections, 

provided a generous resource to tap into for this study. Semi-structured, in-depth interviews 

encouraged an interpersonal openness that lead to insightful and sometimes unexpected 

disclosures. Protecting the anonymity of interviewees was, for the most, part a critical factor 

encouraging interviewees to speak with candor, free of concern for possible personal implications 

of openly expressing their thoughts. Also helpful in establishing a relationship of trust and 

encouraging candor was the fact that they knew I would return to the region with preliminary 

results to share with research participants. Ultimately, promising to return with preliminary 

results made it clear to the community that I had made a significant commitment to 

understanding the intricacies of a system that each of them was extremely passionate about, and 

they generously rewarded me with stories of successes, frustrations, failures, triumphs, and joys. 

Participants understood that I wanted to represent their insights as accurately as possible and 

appreciated the opportunity to review the research prior to final analysis. Not all participants were 

interviewed a second time since, at a certain point, saturation was reached, limiting the value of 

each additional interview. Returning to the community solidified thinking, adding significantly to 

understanding the relevant cultural, social, and economic context, and provided a valuable 

longer-term view of the philanthropic system of the region.  

Limitations of Study 

 This dissertation represents an exploratory case study of a complex and messy system in 

one small location in the world. I am immediately inspired to question whether these findings are 

also true for other parts of the world where privately funded aid clusters. While this research is a 

case study of a system in a region, it can also be considered an investigation of a series of cases 
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under the umbrella of a larger case of a complex and messy system. While rigor has been 

employed and a richness and depth of data mined, findings are not generalizable. The result of 

embracing the diversity of this messy and complex system is that more questions have been 

raised than have been answered by this research. In my view, these new questions are important, 

representing the voice of the recipient of privately funded aid, and are worthy of further scholarly 

scrutiny and attention.  

Suggestions for Future Research 

Are clusters of philanthropic activity found elsewhere in Tanzania? Is it typical to find 

philanthropic clustering elsewhere globally? And if so, what causes the clustering to occur? 

These questions are not answered through this research study but are worthy of further 

exploration. The connection between philanthropy and tourism suggests that philanthropic 

clustering may in part be influenced by the connections individuals make to people and places as 

they travel outside their own country.  

I suggest that research is needed regarding tourism and development aid that includes the 

voice of the end-use recipient. This opinion is shared by Sin (2009) who called for more 

examination of volunteer tourism and concluded, “most importantly, more research focusing on 

the perspectives of the aid-recipient of volunteer tourism is needed” (p. 497). I recommend that 

future researchers reflect on a distinction between typically younger, short-term volunteers who 

might, as is indicated by Sin’s (2012) research, be primarily interested in “self” versus more 

seasoned and experienced volunteers who might possibly have genuine motivations to “help 

others” but who might not understand the full implications of their volunteer efforts in displacing 

Tanzanians, effectively shutting out local talent from gaining valuable work experience and 

contributing to their own community. The economic effect of tourism on the region through the 

sustained influx of philanthropic funding is identified as a topic of interest for further research, as 
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are a deeper investigation of cause-related marketing and voluntourism in the context of privately 

funded aid.   

Accountability of privately funded agents in development aid is one area that clearly lacks 

critical examination despite the preponderance of aid of this nature and the importance of 

accountability in ensuring that these organizations uphold their promise to serve the public good. 

Further research is suggested to investigate the notion that nurturing aspirations through 

“soft skills” training could have significant effects on privately funded development efforts, 

particularly in the context of aid dependency. Should this finding be verified it would have 

significant implications for privately funded aid, since even small organizations with limited 

resources could ensure that their efforts recognized and addressed both internal and external 

constraints.  

Many recipients interviewed articulated the need for a greater focus on the process of 

development rather than a single-minded concentration of effort on outcomes. Further research is 

suggested to provide an in-depth assessment of what is meant by the process of development, and 

what process is conducive to create development projects perceived as thriving by the recipient 

community. For example: How are focus, alignment, clarity and strategic intent most effectively 

fostered in organizations and projects? What leadership skills are required to best steer privately 

funded organizations and projects through the complexities they are guaranteed to encounter; 

how can these skills be learned and shared?  

The key to better practices of privately funded aid lies in the hands of donors holding the 

economic purse-strings so vital to the efforts of these mainly small to medium-sized 

organizations. Research is required to better understand how best to reach the donor before 

decisions are made, to encourage a deeper understanding of the consequences of decisions made, 
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both intended and unintended, and to encourage dialogue that embraces the diversity of 

stakeholder perspective and insight.  

Recipient Voice 

 The profound insight of recipient interviewees was often times humbling. Some end-use 

recipient interviewees were villagers from very small communities, largely uneducated, and yet 

they answered questions with a sophistication that revealed an understanding of the implications 

of globalization on their lives and the lives around them. Climate change, tourism, official 

development aid, corruption, and foreign trade were only a few of the complex topics that we 

engaged in, at times with individuals I least expected. The voice of the recipient provided 

insightful narratives of lives altered, intended or otherwise, by those with greater power and 

agency.  

It is my view that creating or prolonging already existing dependency and inhibiting local 

initiative are unacceptable unintended consequences.  

Recipients deserve their own independence. They don’t deserve sympathy, which 

suggests a sort of false rapport with recipients, which crushes grantees under the taxing 

weight of a donor’s good will. They don’t deserve pity, which demeans as much as it 

empowers. If the real motivation is to avoid embroiling others in chains of enduring 

dependency or obligation, then true gifts should offer the respite of autonomy. (McGoey, 

2015, p. 245) 

Given the flexible and responsive nature of this sector, examining effective ways for privately 

funded initiatives to minimize these consequences is worthy of scholarly attention to help inform 

a shift in priorities promoting independence and initiative. Kinsbergen (2014) maintained that a 

lack of local consultation corresponds to a lack of local ownership, placing a project’s 

sustainability at risk. Green and Sen (2012) were of the opinion that involvement of local 
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stakeholders is more than a cultural courtesy, it is foundational to development: “Good 

development practices build on the skills, strengths, and ideas of people living in poverty – on 

their own assets — rather than treating them as empty receptacles of charity” (p. 7). Recipient 

stakeholders, particularly end-use recipients, must not be neglected in our efforts to generate 

knowledge and better understand this philanthropic system.  

Using the opportunity represented by their unique attributes, privately funded 

development aid organizations are encouraged to listen to the voice of the recipient, and to find 

ways to fan the flames of initiative and independence within local communities.  
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Appendix A 
Interview Breakdown 

	
Total Number of Interviews 140	

First	trip		 83	
Second	trip,	second	interviews	 44	
Second	trip,	new	individuals	 13	
	 	

Total	number	of	individuals	interviewed	 113	
Tanzanian individuals interviewed	 57	
Expatriates interviewed	 34	
Foreigners interviewed	 22	
	 	
End-use Recipients	 34	
Implementers	 55	
Founders	 23	
Donors	 17	
Volunteers	 14	
Informants	 8	
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Appendix B 
 

Interview Questions 
 
Theme Donors Implementers End-use Recipients 
Projects What privately 

funded projects have 
you been involved 
in? What was your 
role in this project?  

What privately 
funded projects have 
you been involved 
in? What was your 
role in this project?  

What privately 
funded projects have 
you been involved in? 
What was your role in 
this project?  

Goals What were your 
goals for this 
project? Where they 
met? Why or why 
not? 

What were your 
goals for this 
project? Where they 
met? Why or why 
not? 

What were your goals 
for this project? 
Where they met? 
Why or why not? 

Outcomes What were the 
outcomes of this 
project? Were they 
planned? What were 
the unintended 
consequences? Who 
lost? Who gained? 

What were the 
outcomes of this 
project? Were they 
planned? What were 
the unintended 
consequences? Who 
lost? Who gained 

What were the 
outcomes of this 
project? Were they 
planned? What were 
the unintended 
consequences? Who 
lost? Who gained 

Project Design Did you involve 
end-use recipients 
and implementers in 
the design and 
implementation of 
this project? 
 

Where you involved 
in the design of this 
project? [Did you 
involve end-use 
recipients in the 
design and 
implementation of 
this project?] 

Where you involved 
in the design and 
implementation of 
this project? 
 

Challenges What challenges did 
you encounter? 

What challenges did 
you encounter? 

What challenges did 
you encounter? 

Benefit What benefits did 
you receive from the 
project? What costs 
did you incur? 

What benefits did 
you receive from the 
project? What costs 
did you incur? 

What benefits did you 
receive from the 
project? What costs 
did you incur? 
 

Expectations Do you feel that in 
general your 
expectations have 
been met by this 
project? Please 
explain. 

Do you feel that in 
general your 
expectations have 
been met by this 
project? Please 
explain. 

Do you feel that in 
general your 
expectations have 
been met by this 
project? Please 
explain. 

Recommendations What factors played 
a role in the success 
of this project? How 

What factors played 
a role in the success 
of this project? How 

What factors played a 
role in the success of 
this project? How 
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could this project 
have been done 
better? Please 
explain. 

could this project 
have been done 
better? 
Please explain. 

could this project 
have been done 
better? 
Please explain. 

	
Note.	The following questions are a guide to the core questions asked all participants. Questions 
varied in order at times, and some discussions diverged from the list of questions.  
 
	
 
	
 


